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WHAT IS CAMAC? 
CAMAC is the designation of rules for the design and use of modular electronic data-handling equipment. 
The rules offer a standard scheme for interfacing computers to data transducers and actuators in on-line 
systems. The aim is to encourage common practice and compatibility between products (both hardware and 
software) from different sources. 
CAMAC was originally defined by the ESONE Committee, a multi-national inter-laboratory organisation 
of data-processing experts from nuclear institutes. However, CAMAC is concerned with data-handling 
problems that are not specific to nuclear research and is being applied already in many other fields. Working 
groups of the ESONE Committee are considering further hardware and software aspects of systems for 
measurement and control, and maintain close liaison with similar working groups of the US AEC-NIM 
Committee and also with the International Electrotechnical Commission. 
CAMAC is a non-proprietary specification which can be adopted and used free of charge by any organisation 
and without any form a/permission, registration or licence action. 
The CAMAC Bulletin, a publication of the ESONE Committee, disseminates information on CAMAC 
activities, commercially available equipment, applications, extensions and explanations of the rules. 
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COMMISSION ELECTROTECHNIQUE INTERNATIONALE 
COMITE D'ETUDES 45 
COMMISSARIAT A l'ENERCIE ATOMIQUE 
INSPECTION CENERALE 
Mieux que personne, les lecteurs de Camac connaissent et apprecient les avantages de la Normalisation. L 'un 
des plus importants sur le plan economique est sans doute l'unification de certaines caracteristiques des produits afin d'as-
surer leurinterchangeabilite, mais c'est aussi l'une des t§.ches les plus difficiles a realiser surtout quand on veut le faire a 
1 'echelle internationale. 
Aussi, lorsque le Comite Esone a entrepris, il y a plus de 10 ans, a 1 'occasion du demarrage de 1 'electronique 
nucleaire a transistors, la normalisation des dimensions mecaniques des chassis, on pouvai t craindre qu' i 1 ne puisse arri ver 
a un accord dans un domaine aussi evolutif. 
Le merite du Comite Esone est non seulement d'y etre parvenu malgre les difficultes de toutes sortes mais encore 
d'avoir aussitot compris l'interet qu'il y avait a elargir le cadre des utilisateurs du nouveau Standa rd en demandant ala Com-
mission Electrotechnique Internationale de normaliser certaines des dimensions mecaniques, ce qu1 f 1 t 1 'ObJe"t a.e J.a Publica-
tion 297 parue en 1969. 
Fort de ce premier succes, le Comite Esone n'a pas hesite , voici quelques annees, a se lancer dans la definition 
d 'un nouveau syswme tenant compte de l 'utilisation croissante des circuits integres et permettant le trai t eme n t numerique 
des resultats par un calculateur. Ainsi fut etabli le document EUR 4100 en· mars 1969, definissant le CAMAC. 
Des sa naissance, ce systeme semble rencontrer un total succes, d 'autant plus qu 'ayant sagement prevu l 'adapta-
tion des tiroirs NIM, il a ete reconnu officiellement par le Comite NIM comme complement indispensable pour la transmis-
sion des donnees. 
C 'est pourquoi la CEI 1 par la voix de :;on Bureau Central, a estime que le moment etai t venu de donner une audi-
ence internationale ace systeme. Le choix du moment ou l'on fait la normalisation est toujours tres important. Il ne faut pas 
normaliser trap tot pour que la technique ai t acquis une maturi te suffisante et i l ne faut pas normaliser trop tard pour ne pas 
se trouver en face d 'une trap grande di versi te de materiel. 
Dans le cas du CAMAC, l'autodiscipline des organismes qui sent membres du Comite Esone facilitera l'adoption 
des recommandations internationales qui en seront extrai tes. L 'appartenance de la majori t e de ces organismes aux milieux 
nucl8aires a conduit la CEI a designer son Comite d'Etudes n° 45 "Instrumentation Nucleaire" pour assurer la liaison avec 
Esone. 
Cela ne veut pas dire que cette normalisation devra se can tanne r dans le domaine nucleaire. Au contraire 1 'ACET 
(Advisory Committee on Electronics and Telecommunications) qui groupe taus l e s Comites de la CEI s'interessant a l'electro-
nique a deja admis le principe de son extension aux autres domaines. 
Le premier travail a faire sera d'examiner quelles sent 1es parnes du document EUR 4100 qui sent maintenant 
suffisamment e prouvees pour pouvoir etre normalisees sans difficul t es. De ja les dimensions des tiroirs CAMAC ant e t e re-
prises dans un document qui va etre soumis au vote des pays membres de la CEI. Mai s il y a certainement d'autres elements 
a normalise r et ce sera l e role de M. BISBY, qui a e t e designe par l e CE 45 pour as sure r la liaison avec Esone, de proposer 
a l a prochaine r eun i on pl8niere les points qui pourraient faire l 'ob j e t d 'une normalisation CEI. 
Le pa ssage a la CEI entrainera pour le CAMAC des avantages e t des servitudes. 
Les servitudes sent dues aux procedures forcement lentes mais necessaires de la CEI. Il en r esul tera une mains 
grande souplesse pour apporter au systeme des modifications eventuelles. Neanmoins, ce la ne doi t pas etre un obstacle aux 
ameliorations indispensables car les Normes ne sent pas intangibles et les procedures pourront etre all8gees grace aux ex-
ce llentes relations qui existent entre le Comi te Esone et le CE 4 5. 
Parmi les avantages, 0101 peut penser que les observations qui seront formulees par les Comites Nationaux de la 
CEI permettront encore d 'ameliorer le texte du document EUR 4100 malgre tout le so in qui a deja ete apporte a sa redaction. 
Mais surtout, ce systeme deja bien repandu en Europe et aux Etats-Unis dans les milieux nucleaires, va pouvoir 
etre etendu au monde en tier et pouvoir faire la preuve de son interet dans d 'autres domaines d 'activi te pour lesquels ses per-
formances le rendent apte a apporter d 'immenses services. 
SUMMARY 
Better than anyone, the designers of CAMAC recognise and understand the advantages of standardisation. Without 
doubt one of the most important economic considerations is to ensure interchangeability of products, but it is also 
one of the most difficult to attain especially on an international scale. Choice of the point in time when standardisation 
should be attempted is very important. lt should not be too soon, before the technology or technique involved has 
acquired sufficient maturity, but on the other hand not so late that one is faced with excessive material diversity. 
Since its birth CAMAC has met with unqualified success and the Central Office of the IEC believe that the moment 
has arrived for CAMAC to be given a wider international presentation by introducing it into the programme of the 
IEC, whose Advisory Committee on Electronics and Telecommunications ( ACET) has admitted that it could be 
extended into other than nuclear areas. 
Certainly, CAMAC is already widely known in European and North American nuclear circles and should be extended 
into the rest of the world and demonstrate its value in other areas of activity for which it is qualified to bring enormous 
benefits. 
A. Rys 
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 
Born 1918. Graduate Engineer of l'Ecole Polytechnique de Paris. Joined Commissariat ill'Energie 
Atomique in 1960. Head of Standardisation Group of CEA. President of Technical Committee 
No. 45 of the International Electrotechnical Commission since 1968 and Representative of France 
on TG 85 of International Standards. 
A DECADE WITH ESONE 
by 
W. Becker 
CCR Euratom, lspra, Italy 
SUMMARY The secretary of the ESONE Committee 
reviews a decade of increasing activity and membership, 
during which the Committee has formulated two modular 
systems; the ESONE specification for nuclear instrumen-
tation and CAMAC for data handling. 
ORIGINS OF ESONE 
Once upon a time in the early days of what has 
been called Nuclear Electronics the inventor happily 
created instruments according to his own beloved 
formula. Then he was expelled from paradise and 
forced to develop more and bigger apparatus. 
Fortunately, before he despaired he discovered that 
the logical answer was to share development effort 
by matching different instrument units to a common 
standard so that they could fit together. 
By 1959 the NUTRA standard for transistorised 
equipment had been developed by collaboration 
between Euratom-Ispra and the French labora-
tories at Saclay and Grenoble. This predecessor of 
the ESONE standard owed much to the initiative of 
Prof. Giannelli. German standardisation work had 
proceeded independently, and in Spring 1961 the 
'Deutsche Studiengruppe fiir Nukleare Elektronik' 
appeared on the scene, at Heidelberg, in discussions 
with the NUTRA people. 
Shortly after this, in July 1961, there was a con-
ference at Ispra where engineers were present from 
CEA-Saclay, CEA-Grenoble, CNEN-Casaccia, 
CNEN-Frascati, HMI-Berlin, DESY-Hamburg, 
MPI-Heidelberg, CERN-Geneva, EURATOM-
Ispra, and EURATOM-BCMN-Geel. The ESONE 
Committee was founded, with Prof. Giannelli as its 
first chairman, and the first working text of the 
ESONE standard was defined. 
EXPANSION AND COMPETITION 
In the United Kingdom there had been indepen-
dent development of a standard, then mainly for 
electron tube equipment. This was well established 
by 1962, when CERN people took the initiative of 
suggesting contacts between AERE-Harwell and 
ESONE. Before long the membership of ESONE 
had extended to organisations outside the European 
Community, such as Austria, Switzerland, Yugo-
slavia and the United Kingdom. In the meantime 
a conference of representatives from the Common 
Market countries agreed rthat the ESONE Commit-
tee should remain a purely technical organisation, 
consisting of people whose work in their home 
institutions depended on the standards set up by the 
Committee. This turned out to be an effective 
stimulant. 
Things went well. Industry was producing ESONE 
equipment, especially in France, Germany and 
Italy. However, many larger firms hesitated to do so, 
and the system did not really spread to non-nuclear 
applications. Into this situation there came the 
announcement by the USAEC NIM Committee of 
the Nuclear Instrument Module system, which 
followed a similar philosophy to the ESONE 
standard. However, the NIM standard got much 
bigger support from industry, and this affected the 
growth of production in the ESONE standard. 
Three modular concepts were competing: Harwell 
2000 (1957), ESONE (1961 and 1964) and USAEC 
NIM (1964). 
After successful meetings of the ESONE Commit-
tee in March 1963 at Geel, November 1963 in Paris, 
June 1964 in Berlin and May 1965 at Harwell there 
was a setback in May 1966 at Grenoble. CERN, 
represented on the ESONE Committee for the first 
time since 1961, announced their decision to use the 
NIM, rather than ESONE, standard for their new 
instrumentation. 
CAMAC EMERGES 
Harwell, in particular, urged the ESONE Com-
mittee that this was an appropriate time to start 
studying a completely new modular system for 
on-line connection of transducers and actuators to 
computers. This was a logical and far-reaching 
conclusion, taking into account that small com-
puters were becoming available in the mid-60's for 
on-line systems and that the packing density of 
components could be increased considerably by 
small-scale integration. A meeting in Munich, in the 
fall of 1966, was the turning point, after which 
ESONE directed its efforts almost exclusively to 
the new system. 
Between the General Assembly in Vienna, May 
1967, and the extra ESONE Conference in Karls-
ruhe, November, 1967, where module size, con-
nector position and other questions were resolved, 
there had been a rather dramatic decision. A meet-
ing at CERN in August 1967 abandoned the pro-
posed 20mm module-width and chose a NIM-com-
patible dimension (half the width of a NIM module). 
This turned out later to be a decision of great 
importance since it opened the way to trans-
Atlantic co-operation. 
Agreement on the new system, finally called 
CAMAC, was reached during the General Assembly 
in Rome, May 1968. The specification was published 
as EURATOM Report EUR 4100e (1969) with the 
title 'CAMAC-A modular instrumentation system 
for data handling'. The response to the publication 
of this standard was extremely encouraging. 
A most welcome event was the establishment of 
working contacts with the NIM Committee in 
3 
November 1967. Since then there has been con-
tinuously growing collaboration. In one direction 
this led to .the endorsement by the NIM Committee 
of two CAMAC specifications; EUR 4100 in 
February 1970 and EUR 4600 (organisation of 
multi-crate systems) in November, 1971. In the 
other direction the NIM Committee influenced the 
choice of the 24-bit word length, the full decoding 
of sub-address and function codes, the polarity of 
analogue signals, and a better definition of the 
timing cycle. The Chairman of the USAEC NIM 
Committee, Mr. L. Costrell, participated in the 
ESONE General Assemblies in 1970 and 1971. 
INCREASING ACTIVITY 
The 1969 version of EUR 4100 was published in 
four languages, English, French, German and 
Italian. This involved much work, since to a certain 
extent translation also means interpretation. During 
1969 work started on the specification of the Branch 
Highway for multi-crate systems. The increasing 
amount of work required very vigorous efforts by 
the various working groups. At the General 
Assembly in Petten, September/October 1969, the 
new chairman proposed that there should be some 
sort of central ESONE research group. Subsequently 
a Software Working Group was formed, reflecting 
the increasing importance of this work for CAMAC. 
A further important aspect has been the strength-
ening of contacts with industry. In connection with 
the General Assembly at CERN, October 1970, the 
industry exhibited an impressive range of CAMAC 
products. Diversification of CAMAC applications 
to non-nuclear fields began to be promising. It was 
at this CERN Assembly that another valuable idea 
was brought to life; an Information Working Group 
was formed to create a periodical, 'CAMAC Bulle-
tin', and this has continued to be a major activity. 
ORGANISATION 
During the Rome Assembly, in 1968, the organi-
sation of the ESONE Committee was reviewed, in 
order to deal with expanding activities and member-
ship. An Executive Group of seven members was 
formed, and the ESONE Secretariat at Ispra was 
reinforced. The interactions between various parts 
of the ESONE and NIM Committees are summar-
ised in the block diagram on the back cover of this 
Bulletin. 
It is with great regret that this report on a decade 
mentions that two of the original ESONE members, 
Prof. Baldinger from Switzerland and Mr. Ghigo 
from Italy, have died during this period. 
WORK AND PLAY 
Intense activity has been needed to achieve the 
present results. There have been interminable 
meetings going on into the early hours of the 
morning, with sandwich meals and difficulties in 
getting out of buildings at strange hours. In con-
trast, there have been some excellent meals in 
various capitals of Europe. Members recall the 
snow-engulfed restaurant in Grenoble, Heuriger 
in Vienna, Paddy's Clam-Bar 42nd Street New York, 
Blockhaus Nikolskoe in West Berlin, the reception 
at the old City Hall in Geneva, and many more 
events accompanying the working meetings. One 
member jokingly interpreted CAMAC as standing 
for 'Committee to Arrange Meetings at Any City'. 
CONCLUSION 
It should not be forgotten that a very positive 
outcome of all these efforts has been the personal 
contacts between many researchers and engineers, 
offering them great technical stimulation and saving 
a considerable amount of parallel work. Therefore, 
this look at a decade with ESONE gives justifiable 
satisfaction, and confidence in future progress. 
ESONE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CORRIGENDUM TO EUR 4600e 
Owing to an unavoidable error in collation some 
few copies in the initial distribution of EUR 4600 e 
were sent out without the corrigendum sheet. As far 
as possible, known recipients of these copies have 
now been sent the corrigendum sheet under separate 
cover. The sheet is repeated below to ensure that 
everyone is aware of its existence and anyone who 
would like a sheet to complete their copy should 
please contact the ESONE Secretary (Dr. W. Becker). 
EUR 4600e 
Please read page 32, line 20 
is on-line and (BT A+ BTBJBG.BCR1 = 1. 
instead of 
is on-line and (BTA+BTBJBG.BCR1 = 1. 
Please read page 32, line 22 
. . . . . . . the crate controller is on-line 
and [N(28) + N(30)](BT A+ BTB1).BG.BCR1 = 1. 
instead of 
. . . . . . . the crate controller is on-line 
and [N(28)+N(30)](BTA+BTB1).BG.BCR1 = 1. 
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AVAILABILITY OF EUR 4100 (1972), 
EUR 4600 AND EUR 5100 
Report BUR 4600e to which AEC TID 25876 
corresponds, 'CAMAC, Organisation of Multi-
Crate Systems, Specification of the Branch Highway 
and CAMAC Crate Controller Type A' is available 
as already announced in Bulletin No. 4. Reports 
BUR 5100e 'CAMAC, Specification of Amplitude 
Analogue Signals' and EUR4100e(1972) 'CAMAC, 
a Modular Instrumentation System for Data 
Handling', a revised version of the EUR 4100e 
(March 1969) and to which AEC TID 25875 corre-
sponds, are also available from September 1972. 
The price for one -copy of BUR 4100e is BF 85. -, 
for EUR 4600e BF 60.- and for EUR 5100e 
BF 25.-, (or any other equivalent currency). 
Orders can be submitted to the following address: 
Office for Official Publications 
of the European Communities, 
LUXEMBOURG, P.O. Box 1003 
INTRODUCTION TO CAMAC 
USE OF THE Q RESPONSE 
FOR CONTROLLING BLOCK TRANSFERS 
by 
M. Cawthraw 
H. E. P. Electronics Group, Rutherford High Energy Laboratory, Chilton, Berkshire, U.K. 
Received 25th May 1972 
SUMMARY The Response (Q) line in the CAMAC 
Dataway may be used to control block transfers. This 
paper describes the three types of block transfers named in 
EUR 4100e (1972) and makes recommendations con-
cerning their implementation. 
THR:EE MODES OF BLOCK TRANSFER 
The revised CAMAC Specification EUR 4100e 
(1972) defines three ways in which the Response 
signal (Q) can be used to control the transfer of 
blocks of data. CAMAC is often used to multiplex 
many data inputs or outputs to a controller (usually 
coupled to a computer). The Address Scan mode 
(previously defined in EUR 4100e (1969)) is used for 
data transfers to or from an array of registers that 
do not necessarily occupy consecutive CAMAC 
addresses. CAMAC is also used as the link between 
a controller (usually coupled to a computer) and a 
selected register associated with one device that 
requires to transfer a block of data. Examples of 
such devices are a buffer store, oscilloscope, pro-
portional/spark chamber read-out system, or elec-
tromechanical input/output equipment. The Repeat 
mode is used if the block of data has a known num-
ber of data words, but the device is not always aQle 
to keep pace with the CAMAC system. The Stop 
mode is used if the device is able to keep pace with 
the CAMAC system, but the end of the data block 
is determined by the device and is not known in 
advance. 
The three modes of transferring blocks of data 
are described in more detail in this paper. 
ADDRESS SCAN MODE 
When data transfers are to be made to (or from) 
many registers two methods are available to the 
system designer. Either the CAMAC address of 
each register can be extracted from an address list 
in a store, or it can be calculated by the CAMAC 
controller on a cycle-by-cycle basis depending on 
the Q response of the previous cycle. This latter 
method is known as the address scan mode, and 
depends on the modules following the rules given in 
Section 5.4.3.1 or EUR 4100e (1972). 
Wlb.en a module intended for use in the address 
scan mode is addressed with a read or write com-
mand to a Group 1 or Group 2 register the action 
taken by the CAMAC controller depends on the 
Q response. 
Response a = 1 
This indicates that a register exists at the address; 
that a data transfer must be made to (or from) the 
storage medium of the CAMAC controller; and that 
unless the current sub-address is A(15) there may be 
another register at the next sub-address of the same 
station. 
The address of the CAMAC register accessed 
during the next cycle is derived as follows. (As an 
example it is assumed here that the address scan 
covers the first 22 stations of the CAMAC crate. If 
not, the appropriate maximum value of N is used): 
- If the sub-address A is less than 15, then incre-
ment A. 
- If A = 15 and the Station Number N is less than 
22, then increment N and set A = 0. 
- If A = 15 and N = 22, then increment the Crate 
Address C, set N = 1 and A = 0. 
All registers intended to be accessed in the address 
scan mode are located at consecutive sub-addresses 
in a module, beginning at A(O), and respond to read 
and write operations by generating Q = 1. 
Response a = 0 
This indicates that there is no register for use in 
address scan mode at this sub-address as well as all 
the higher sub-addresses at the same station, and 
that no transfer of data is required to (or from) the 
storage medium of the controller. 
The address of the CAMAC register accessed 
during the next cycle is derived as follows: 
- If the Station Number N is less than 22, then 
increment N and set A = 0. 
- If N = 22, then increment the Crate Number C 
and set N = 1, A= 0. 
At each station within the range of the address 
scan the first sub-address at which there is no 
register to be accessed in this mode must respond 
with Q = 0. However, it is in principle possible for 
this sub-address to be used for any other feature, 
provided the response to read and write operations 
is always Q = 0. At any further remaining sub-
addresses the response may be either Q = 1 or 
Q=O. 
Terminating tbe Address Scan Transfers 
The sequence of operations with addresses 
derived in this way is continued until a specified 
terminal CAMAC address is reached and/or a 
specified number of cycles with Q = 1 have taken 
place. The properties of these two methods of 
terminating the block transfer are discussed below. 
In the majority of applications the number of 
CAMAC registers to be accessed is known before-
hand, and consequently the address scan can be 
terminated either by reaching a specified word count 
or by reaching a specified CAMAC address, since 
one is implicit in the other. 
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This is not always so. For example, in order to 
save space in the storage medium it is possible to 
design more sophisticated modules in which the 
address scan may encounter a variable number of 
registers, so that the total number of transfers in 
the block is also variable. Another example occurs 
under fault conditions, when the word count may be 
reached before the final address, or the final address 
may be reached (or even skipped altogether) before 
the word count is reached. 
Therefore it is good practice that controllers 
designed for the address scan mode should terminate 
the transfer if either the specified word count is 
reached, or if the specified final CAMAC address 
is reached or exceeded. 
Comparison between Address Scan 
and Address List Methods 
In the address scan mode the CAMAC addresses 
are calculated, taking into account the Q responses. 
The alternative is to extract the addresses from a 
stored list. The main features affecting the choice 
between these two methods are discussed below. 
If the address list mode is used there must be 
storage locations for all the CAMAC addresses. On 
large systems it is no small task to load these 
addresses. The actual address of each register must 
be known, and this may not be obvious for multi-
width modules. 
If the address scan mode is used there is no need 
to know the precise addresses of all registers. It is 
necessary to know the range of Station Numbers in 
each crate, the total or maximum number of 
registers (in order to determine the required data 
storage area), and the conditions for terminating 
the block transfer. 
Address scan mode is restricted to accessing all 
the registers in ascending order of addresses. 
Address list mode is more flexible, since it allows a11 
the registers, or any selection of them, to be accessed 
in arbitrary order. 
Address scan requires modules whose use of sub-
addresses and Q suits this mode, whereas address 
list mode can use any module. 
In address list mode the number of CAMAC 
operations is equal to the number of registers. 
Address scan mode requires an extra operation 
for each vacant station or station with less than 
I6 registers. Thus address scan mode is slower if 
the registers are not densely packed. 
Any irregularity in the address scan mode (for 
example, a missing module, a faulty Q response, or 
a corrupted command) upsets the correlation 
between all the following CAMAC registers and 
the corresponding locations in the storage medium. 
If the address scan is terminated by counting the 
number of transfers, irregularities may also lead to 
the system attempting to access registers outside the 
required range. In the address list mode irregularities 
are unlikely to have such serious effects. 
REPEAT MODE 
Repeat mode is used for transferring a block of 
data between a register in a CAMAC module 
(typically associated with an external device which 
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is the source or receiver of data) and the controller 
(typically coupled to a computer) under conditions 
such that the controller may attempt to make trans-
fers before the module and external device are 
ready to participate in the transfer. 
If the module has been designed for use in the 
Repeat mode of block data transfer as defined in 
Section 5.4.3.2 of EUR 4IOOe (1972) it responds to 
each data transfer operation with a Q signal indi-
cating whether valid data was transferred. Thus 
Q = 1 signifies a valid data transfer, and the module 
then either requests the next read-word from the 
device or offers the write-word to the device (from 
time SI onwards). The response Q = 0 signifies a 
non-valid transfer because the module is still 
waiting for the external device either to present 
read-data or to finish accepting write data from a 
previous valid transfer. In this case the controller 
repeats the same transfer operation, many times if 
necessary, until a Q = I response is obtained. 
In order to comply with the CAMAC specifica-
tion each module that is addressed with a read or 
write command must establish the Q signal (Q = 0 
or Q = 1 as appropriate) before Strobe Sl and 
maintain it until Strobe S2. This presents special 
problems in Repeat mode, because the controller 
can (in principle) maintain the same command and 
the Busy signal thoughout the block of data trans-
fers. It is possible to meet these requirements by 
staticising the readiness condition in the module at 
S2 (in order to deal with a continuous sequence of 
transfers) and also at the leading edge of N (in order 
to deal with the first transfer of the sequence and 
with slower discontinuous sequences). 
The block of repeat mode transfers may be 
terminated either by the controller counting a 
specified number of valid transfers or by the module 
generating a LAM signal. The latter method is 
appropriate when the number of words to be 
transferred is not known in advance by the con-
troller. It is good practice to set a limit on the 
number of successive transfers with Q = 0 and halt 
the transfers if this limit is exceeded, in order to 
prevent system lock-up under fault conditions. 
Alternatives to Repeat Mode 
If the device is very much slower than CAMAC 
then the LAM mode of operation, in which the 
Look-at-Me signal signifies 'job done', is an 
efficient alternative to Repeat mode, since it frees 
the controller for other tasks while the device is busy. 
If the device is not much slower than CAMAC 
another alternative is for the controller to enter a 
wait loop program in which the readiness of the 
module(and therefore the device)is tested repetitively 
by Test Status operations with the command 
F(27) at an appropriate sub-address. The response 
Q = I informs the controller that the module and 
device are ready to perform a data transfer opera-
tion. The response Q = 0 indicates that they are 
still busy as a result of the previous data transfer, 
and the controller repeats the test. 
The principles of the Repeat mode, the LAM 
mode, and the testing of readiness status are not 
unique to CAMAC, and are often used for trans-
fers between computers and peripherals. 
STOP MODE 
If the relative speeds are such that the external 
device will always be ready for the next CAMAC 
transfer operation, then the Q response associated 
with the data transfer may be used by the module to 
indicate the end of the data block. This use of the 
Q response is called the Stop Mode of block transfer, 
and is defined in Section 5.4.3.3 of EUR 4100e 
(1972). 
The response Q = 1 signifies a valid data transfer. 
The controller must perform at least one more 
transfer. 
The response Q = 0 signifies a non-valid transfer 
following the last valid transfer of the block. The 
controller should terminate the sequence of trans-
fers. Thus to effect N valid transfers requires N + 1 
transfers. 
The CERN NP Electronics II Group intend to 
increase the power of the Stop mode to cope with 
modules that are not always ready for the next 
transfer operation. This involves the module 
generating a Hold signal when it is addressed but 
not yet ready to take part in a valid data transfer. 
The controller responds to the Hold signal by 
'freezing' the timing cycle of the Data way operation 
before S1 and the corresponding BTB are generated. 
When the module is ready it removes the Hold 
signal, and the controller continues the timing cycle. 
(For further details see CERN-NP CAMAC Note 
38-00, and the paper by Iselin, Lofstedt and Ponting 
on page 7 of CAMAC Bulletin No. 3). 
The Hold feature requires additional circuits in 
the crate controller compared with the Crate Con-
troller Type A defined in EUR 4600e, but many 
manufacturers are now offering crate controllers 
that can be adapted to work either as a Crate 
Controller Type A or as a crate controller with 
Hold feature. 
NEWS 
IEC-ESONE LIAISON 
On a recommendation from the International 
Electrotechnical Commission's (IEC) Advisory 
Committee on Electronics and Telecommunications 
(ACET), the CAMAC standard will be introduced 
onto the IEC programme via Technical Commission 
No. 45 (TC. 45). With the approval of the ESONE 
Committee, Mr. Harry Bisby has accepted an invita-
tion from Monsieur A. Rys the President of TC. 45 
to provide the liaison between the ESONE Com-
mittee and the IEC on the CAMAC topic. 
At the last meeting of TC.45 (London 18/29 Sep-
tember, 1972) the procedures for including CAMAC 
on the work programme have been discussed and a 
schedule defined. 
As a preliminary to this meeting, Mr. Bisby and 
Mr. Louis Costrell (Chairman NIM Committee) 
had informal discussions in Washington on 
6th June and the topic was further discussed at the 
ESONE Executive Group meeting in Brussels 
5/7 July. 
Part of the liaison activity is to establish contact 
with all those areas of the IEC which might be 
interested in CAMAC. So far three areas, other 
than TC.45 have been identified in Technical Com-
missions 48, 57 and 66. Would anyone knowing 
additional areas, please be kind enough to write 
to Mr. H. Bisby at Harwell. 
ESONE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
LARGE-SCALE DRAWINGS available from: 
- Dr. W. Becker The reduced-scale drawings included in the 
CAMAC specifications are likely to be adequate for 
most users, and for those whose construction of 
CAMAC units is based on commercially available 
module-kits. However, large-scale copies of some 
of the drawings will be useful to those who design 
and manufacture CAMAC crates and plug-in units. 
The following large-scale drawings will shortly be 
Secretary, ESONE Committee 
ESONE NIM 
Drawing Drawing 
Numbers Numbers 
CA-600 NA-600 
CD-601 ND-601. 
CD-602 ND-602. 
CD-603 ND-603. 
CD-604 ND-604. 
CD-605 ND-605. 
CD-606 ND-606. 
CD-607 ND-607. 
CD-608 ND-608. 
CD-609 ND-609. 
CD-549 ND-549. 
JRC Euratom, I-21020 lspra (Va), Italy 
- Mr. L. Costrell, 
Chairman, NIM Committee 
Radiation Physics Building 
National Bureau of Standards 
Washington DC 20234, USA 
Title 
Drawing list . . . . 
Unventilated Crate- Front View . . 
Plan View of Lower Guides in Crate 
Crate- Side View, Section . . . . 
Plug-in Unit- Side and Rear Views 
Dataway Connector 
Ventilated Crate - Front View 
Adaptor for NIM Units ... 
Typical Printed Wiring Card . 
CAMAC Crate Controller Type A 
NIM-CAMAC Coaxial Connectors Type 50 CM 
Derived from 
Fig. 1, EUR 4100e 
Fig. 2, EUR 4100e 
Fig. 3, EUR 41 OOe 
Fig. 4, EUR 4100e 
Fig. 5, EUR 41 OOe 
Fig. 6, EUR 4100e 
Fig. 7, EUR 4100e 
Fig. 8, EUR 41 OOe 
Fig. 7, EUR 4600e 
Each large-scale drawing will be kept up to date Specification from which it is derived. Users should 
with corrections and modifications as necessary, therefore be careful that they have the latest issue 
without waiting for a revision of the CAMAC of each drawing. 
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NEWS 
CAMAC IN BERLIN HOSPITAL 
A Berlin Hospital (Rudolf-Virchow-Kranken-
haus) is to computerise its Department of Nuclear 
Medicine and Radio-Therapy by a real-time config-
uration using CAMAC as an interface. 
The Department contains 2 gamma-cameras, 3 
scintillation-scanners, 2 automatic well-type count-
ing systems, various Na.I (T1) detector systems for 
diagnostic purposes and 2 betatrons (35 MeV, 
45 MeV) for radio-therapy. 
All the data collection and the control of these 
clinical instruments will be handled by computer 
via CAMAC! 
Some of the reasons why CAMAC was chosen are: 
- many of the CAMAC-modules developed for 
nuclear physics can be used in nuclear medicine 
- CAMAC may be connected to various types of 
computers 
- the modularity of CAMAC allows easy appli-
cation of this pilot-configuration to other 
hospitals having different clinical instruments 
CAMAC AT THE GESELLSCHAFT FOR SCHWERIONENFORSCHUNG, DARMSTADT (GSI} 
Under the name 'UNILAC' the Gesellschaft fiir 
Schwerionenforschung is launching a project for the 
construction of a linear accelerator for heavy ions 
due to be in operation by the end of 1974. Data for 
the operation and checking of the accelerator will 
be acquired by CAMAC instrumentation. A com-
puter satellite system will be set up with Sigma 6 
(RXDS) as central processor and about 10 PDP-11 
(DEC) computers as satellites. 
Each satellite computer will be able to drive up to 
two CAMAC branches. At present in an experimen-
tal set-up, problems of adapting existing measure-
ment equipment to CAMAC and the transmission 
of analogue and digital signals to the CAMAC 
system are being studied. 
The decision in favour of using CAMAC has 
been greatly influenced by the saving of long-term 
developments and the achieved independence from 
one manufacturer only. 
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APPLICATION NOTES 
ACQUISITION DE MESURE EN CAMAC 
(CAMAC DATA LOGGING) 
by 
J. Rion 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Cadarache, France 
Received 19th June 1972 
SUMMARY A set of modules has been developed to 
permit analogue data logging stations to be implemented in 
CAMAC. The principal characteristics of these modules are 
summarised. 
INTRODUCTION 
Bien que le systeme CAMAC ait ete initialement 
defini en vue de 1 'acquisition des donnees nucleaires, 
il est rapidement apparu souhaitable d'etendre son 
application a !'acquisition de donnees analogiques 
classiques. C'est ainsi qu'en France, le CEA a etudie 
et realise en collaboration avec Ia Societe Schlum-
berger, une centrale d'acquisition a vitesse limitee 
(40 voies par sec) dont la description est fournie 
ci-dessous; au cours de !'elaboration de ce materiel, 
on a recherche systematiquement Ia diminution des 
prix; a cet egard un resultat tres satisfaisant a ete 
obtenu en limitant les performances au strict neces-
saire, en reduisant I 'encombrement des modules, et 
en adaptant exactement les caracteristiques en fonc-
tionnement avec calculateur en ligne. 
DESCRIPTION GENERALE 
La figure (fig. 1) represente la structure de la 
centrale. Le systeme comporte six types de tiroirs. 
Les tiroirs JMX, JCTF et JEF correspondent aux 
principales fonctions et realisent le multiplexage, Ia 
conversion tension frequence et la mesure de fre-
quence. 
Les tiroirs JET, JAX et JAF 20 assurent respecti-
vement !'alimentation en tension programmable 
pour l'etalonnage automatique de Ia chaine de 
mesure, la selection et l'affichage manuel du numero 
de voie, et Ia visualisation du contenu brut de 
l'echelle JEF. 
---- {~~===~~:·~==~~~--~~==]?::~~~·~L'~~I!_ --
SCANNER JM)( 
SCANl:ER 
TEST SOURCE 
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SCALER 
JCTF 
:::iCALER DISPLAY JAP ::!0 
CII..\TE CONTROLLER JCRC 51 
' (16 ancl.og ehonnth 
Fig. 1 CAMAC Data-logger 
Dans le cas 0111 'utilisateur desire une visualisation 
plus elaboree, il peut utiliser le tiroir JAF 15 qui 
implique un dialogue avec le calculateur. 
CARACTERISTIQUES TECHNIQUES 
PRINCIPALES 
La capacite de la centrale est extensible jusqu' a 
256 voies par module de 16. La vitesse de scrutation 
atteint 40 voies par seconde pour un temps de 
comptage de 20 millisecondes, et une resolution de 
4000 points. Les sensibilites sont comprises entre 
10 mV et 10 V, et dans des rapports 4. 
La precision globale est de ± 10- 3 de la pleine 
echelle. Une protection efficace de l'appareil contre 
les parasites est obtenue grace a une commutation 
trois fils, a un taux eleve de rejection de tension de 
mode commun, et a un isolement galvanique de 
250 Ventre capteur et calculateur. Une protection 
supplementaire est assuree contre les interferences 
industrielles par 1 'integration pendant une ou plu-
sieurs periodes du secteur. 
Le systeme a ete COn9U pour une utilisation 
rationnelle avec un calculateur. C'est ainsi que le 
contenu de l'echelle de comptage est en code binaire 
complement a 2, que les etendues de mesure sont 
dans des rapports 4 et que les pleines echelles 
s'expriment par des puissances entieres de 2. 
Le choix de Ia voie de l'etendue de mesure, du 
temps de comptage et de la tension d'etalonnage 
s 'effectue en une seule instruction CAMAC, adressee 
au tiroir frequencemetre JEF. 
Enfin !'ensemble est tres compact puisqu'il est 
possible de realiser une centrale de 256 voies dans un 
seul chassis d'alimentation. 
LE MULTIPLEXEUR (JMX) 
Ce module 1/25 assure Ia commutation par relais 
sous ampoule de 16 voies analogiques trois fils. Les 
entrees analogiques en bifilaires blindees sont bran-
chees sur la face avant, par un connecteur special 
verrouillable. Les sorties analogiques, egalement en 
face avant, utilisent des prises bifilaires isolees 
LEMO. 
La commutation est a deux niveaux. La selection 
d 'une voie codee sur 8 bits peut etre faite so it par 
calculateur - aleatoirement (F(17) ou F(19)) ou 
sequentiellement (F(25)) - soit manuellement a 
l'aide du module JAX. 
Seize modules sont associes pour realiser une 
centrale de 256 voies. Enfin, il existe deux versions 
distinctes : 1 'une economique, equipee de relais 
standards pour niveaux superieurs a 100 mV, !'autre 
pour des niveaux inferieurs, equipee de relais spe-
ciaux, a faible couple thermoelectrique. 
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CONVERTISSEUR TENSION 
FREOUENCE: (JCTF) 
Ce module 2/25 se compose essentiellement d 'un 
amplificateur differentiel a gain programmable suivi 
d'un convertisseur tension frequence d'une concep-
tion originale, ces deux elements etant gardes et 
isoles electriquement du chassis. 
Huit sensibilites peuvent etre choisies par pro-
gramme (trois bits) entre 10 mV et 10 V dont deux 
valeurs speciales peuvent etre determinees par I 'uti-
lisateur, la valeur choisie etant affichee par 8 voyants 
en face avant. 
Les reglages du zero et de Ia pente de conversion, 
les sorties impulsion et signe, !'entree d'une horloge 
1 MHz (normalement fournie par JEF) sont egale-
ment disponibles en face avant. 
ECHELLE COMPTANTE/DECOMPTANTE-
FREQUENCEMETRE (JEF) 
Element terminal de Ia centrale, il peut aussi etre 
utilise separement comme frequencemetre ou comme 
compteur (a preselection) pour tous les elements 
emetteurs d 'impulsion : debitmetre a moulinets, 
tachymetre, convertisseur courant-frequence, detec-
teur nucleaire. 
Le module d'une largeur de 1/25 comporte essen-
tiellement une echelle comptante-decomptante 
(entrees impulsion et signe) de 16 bits en code com-
plement a deux. 
On peut choisir par programme une capacite de 
± 214 ou ± 212 ( correspondant a Ia pleine echelle 
sur 20 ms pour la seconde.) 
En frequencemetre, les temps de comptage sont 
de 20 ms, 80 ms ou 1280 ms selectionnes par pro-
gramme. 
En compteur, le comptage peut etre commande 
so it de I 'exterieur (prises marche arret, inhibition) 
soit par calculateur (F(26) et (F(24)). 
SOURCE DE TENSION 
D'ETALONNAGE (JET) 
Ce module (1/25) delivre, sur l'une quelconque 
des voies de Ia centrale, des tensions etalonnees 
permettant de regler et de verifier Ia centrale. 
Ces tensions sont soit zero, soit Ia pleine echelle 
en positif, soit Ia pleine echelle en negatif. Biles sont 
liees automatiquement a la sensibilite choisie pour 
le convertisseur JCTF. 
PROGRAMMATION 
Le fonctionnement sur interruption est en general 
utilise. L'ensemble des parametres de Ia mesure, 
regroupes dans un registre dit de consigne, et le 
declenchement de celle-ci (en frequencemetre seule-
ment) s'effectue par une seule instruction F(l7) 
adressee au tiroir JEF. 
A reception de l'appel L, F(O) ou F(2) assure Ia 
lecture du registre de comptage. II existe enfin 
d'autres instructions concernant des fonctions secon-
daires telles que controle electronique, utilisation du 
debordement, etc. 
COMMANDE MANUELLE (JAX) 
ET VISUALISATION D'ECHELLE (JAF) 
Pour les mises au point et reglages «OFF LINE» 
(le la centrale, il est indispensable de disposer d 'un 
minimum de commandes manuelles, et de visualisa-
tion. II est done possible d'adjoindre deux modules 
de service aux trois types de modules precedents. 
Le module JAX (1/25) porte l'inverseur MA-
NUEL-PROGRAMME qui valide en position 
«manuel>> les poussoirs de selection situes sur les 
differents tiroirs. Dans cette position, il est alors 
possible de selectionner par poussoir : 
I. une voie et un groupe visualises sur JAX; 
2. une sensibilite du convertisseur visualisee sur 
JCTF; 
3. une tension test visualisee sur le tiroir JET; 
4. un mode de mesure visualise sur JEF. 
L'initialisation de !'ensemble est faite au prea-
lable a l'aide du poussoir z du controleur de chassis. 
Le declenchement d 'une mesure est assure par Ia 
prise MARCHE de JEF et Ia mise a zero de 
l'echelle par le poussoir C du controleur de chassis 
Le contenu de l'echelle est affi.che de fac;on tres 
directe par le tiroir JAF. 
Ces modules permettent done de verifier aisement 
Ia centrale, et de regler le zero et Ia pente de conver-
sion du convertisseur. 
READER'S COMMENTS* 
Charles E. Cohn of the Argonne National Labora-
tory, USA has written to suggest that the value of 
the Bulletin would be enhanced by inclusion of a list 
of unit designs developed by various laboratories. 
Something similar to the Product Guide would be 
desirable with a short functional description of the 
unit and a name to contact for further information. 
The Editorial Working Group discussed this pro-
posal at its last meeting and appreciated that this 
information could be useful for CAMAC manufac-
* The Editorial Working Group invites readers' comments 
and proposals and intends to publish these in the Bulletin, 
together with responses if the topic is of general interest. 
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turers and also reduce duplication of design effort in 
laboratories. However, because the present Product 
Guide occupies 1/3 of the Bulletin space and a total 
space limitation must be applied, another solution 
may be to have a central depository for such infor-
mation from laboratories and prepare a list of the 
contents, copies of which could be available on 
request. An invitation to laboratories to send 
information will possibly be included in Bulletin 
No.6 or as soon as the details of a scheme have been 
worked out. An ESONE Announcement on 
CAMAC-related software from suppliers and users 
appears on page 23 of this issue. 
A CAMAC-BASED DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEM: LABCOM 
by 
A.M. Deane*, C. Kenward** and A.J. Tench* 
Chemistry Division* and Materials Physics Division** 
Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, U.K. 
Received 5th June 1972 
SUMMARY A laboratory-oriented computer system 
(LABCOM) is operating in a laboratory with a number of 
different working areas. The system accepts and displays 
data at CAMAC terminals remote from the computer.lt 
operates in a time-sharing mode which allows several data 
acquisition and processing tasks to be handled simulta-
neously. 
INTRODUCTION 
The application of instruments coupled directly to 
computers for the measurement of the physical and 
chemical properties of materials is expanding 
rapidly. Development has proceeded along two 
main lines; (a) small dedicated computers which can 
be integrated into a unit with one instrument and 
(b) larger computers handling the input from several 
instruments in a time-sharing mode of operation. 
The LABCOM data-processing system1 gathers and 
processes the data from several instruments using a 
small computer in a time-sharing mode of operation. 
This concept of time-sharing means that the system 
can carry out a number of unrelated operations in a 
way which appears to be simultaneous to the user or 
users. 
The LABCOM system has been designed for the 
R & D laboratory or process control environment; 
user interaction with the system is flexible to cope 
with a wide range of skills and experience. The 
computer will frequently be far from the instrument 
collecting data and a multicrate CAMAC system is 
used to provide several remote terminals. Each 
terminal can accept data from more than one 
instrument, and the system is designed to cope with 
a number of instruments operating simultaneously 
in any configuration up to the maximum interrupt 
rate. Operator interaction is made through a teletype 
with graphical data displayed on an oscilloscope or 
X-Y plotter at each terminal. 
INTERACTION WITH THE USER 
Each user begins by declaring the mode of use, 
i.e. the instrument name, followed by a personal 
identifier. Further interaction follows one of several 
courses depending on requirements: 
(a) At the simplest level the user answers a short 
series of prompted commands to give a title and 
initiate an experimental run. 
(b) The user may insert new conditions for the run 
and process the data by answering~prompted 
commands. 
(c) Experienced users familiar with computer oper-
ation can process the data in a high level 
language such as Basic or Focal. 
The end of a run is signalled by the instrument and 
the user is prompted to ask for a further run or a 
data processing calculation; the results of a calcula-
tion are displayed or printed. The data set can then 
be stored on magnetic tape where it is available for 
later processing and display, or as a reference for 
example, as part of a library of infra-red spectra. 
The system uses a PDP-8/I or similar 12-bit com-
puter with at least 8k of core, a 32k disk and two 
magnetic tape transports which are used for refer-
ence data and long term storage. Simultaneous 
acquisition of data together with programming in a 
high-level language will require 12k of core. 
INSTRUMENTS 
e.g.UV and IR -1 
spectrometers ,.----/'-----.. 
DISPLAY TELETYPE 
TYPICAL REMOTE TERMINAL!' 
------------
1 
INSTRUMENTS 
eg ESR spectromet~r l 
CAMAC CRATE 
DECTAPE DISK 
Fig. 1 Configuration of a LABCOM system 
The computer is coupled to the different instru-
ments using a CAMAC system (Fig. 1) which allows 
remote terminals to be placed several hundred 
metres from the computer in order to serve a number 
of instruments dispersed throughout a building. 
Each instrument has its own interface modules 
plugged into a nearby crate but can share a teletype 
and display unit with neighbouring instruments. The 
system allows great flexibility in the facilities that 
can be provided for each interface, and in the num-
ber of interfaces and remote crates that are installed. 
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SOFTWARE 
A supervisory program is used to control the 
time-sharing between the external devices through a 
hierarchy of interrupts. The real-time supervisor 
handles interrupts, maintains a priority-ordered list 
of programs awaiting attention, organises linkages 
between programs, and transfers programs to and 
from the disk. When a device calls for attention the 
supervisor allocates time depending on the priority 
rating. This permits a highly efficient utilisation of 
the fast core since low priority programs which are 
not currently in use may be transferred back to the 
disk when a high priority interrupt occurs. 
The program handling the data input from the 
various instruments is retained permanently in core 
and as a consequence these interrupts can be hand-
led by the supervisor in 400 JlSec and processed in a 
further 600 JlSec on average. The absolute maximum 
interrupt rate would therefore be 1000 a second if the 
computer could perform this job in isolation. In 
practise it is not possible to drive a real-time system 
to this limit, e.g. in LABCOM the visual displays 
also require some time. 
The main programs are structured so that it is 
relatively easy to introduce a new instrument to the 
system. Separate data processing programs for each 
instrument enable alterations or extensions to be 
made easily and minimise interference with the rest 
of the system. Other programs running under the 
Table 1. Present and proposed applications of 
LARCOM 
Instrument 
Infra-red 
spectrometers 
Raman spectrometer 
Electron spin 
resonance 
Recording 
spectrophotometer 
Use with LABCOM 
Archiving spectra for later retrie-
val with extension to computer 
matching of spectra. 
Alteration of scales or conver-
sion of transmission to optical 
density and measurement of 
band shape. 
Calibration of spectra and sub-
traction of background . spectra 
from support materials. 
Control and processing of kine-
tic runs. 
Data normalisation and back-
ground corrections. 
Double integration of 1st deriv-
ative spectra. The operator can 
choose the base line and integra-
' tion limits. 
Spectra subtraction. 
Spectral enhancement by cumul-
ative scanning. 
Spectrum analysis into optical 
absorption bands. 
Treatment of diffuse reflectance 
data using Kubelka-Munk rela-
tion. 
Measurement of colour. 
Gas Chromatography j Calculation of peak areas etc. 
Surface Area 
Measurements 
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Control of surface area appara-
tus and absorption/desorption 
isotherm; calculation of surface 
areas and pore size distribution. 
control of the real-time supervisor are relocatable to 
any free area of core within a given field, and may be 
used by any instrument and from any teletype. 
APPLICATIONS 
The LABCOM system is suitable for a wide range 
of applications of which some are shown in Table I. 
The time-sharing feature of LABCOM allows many 
of these instruments to feed data into the computer 
concurrently. The system at present handles three 
instruments operating simultaneously and is expec-
ted to handle more. The graphical display permits 
the operator to check quickly that data are recorded 
properly and allows almost immediate inspection of 
the processed results. 
(a) 
~------~~1~--~-----
~ 
(b) 
~ j\ ( c ) 
Fig. 2 Data processing options for ESR Spectrum. 
a) Derivative spectrum as collected 
b) After base-line correction 
c) After first integration 
For example the electron spin resonance (esr) 
spectrum is collected as a first derivative, and the 
double integral is required to obtain the electron 
spin concentration. After the data has been collected 
and displayed (Fig. 2a) the user can ask for data 
processing options to adjust the base line onto the 
zero axis (Fig. 2b ), to integrate the spectrum between 
chosen limits and display the integrated spectrum 
(Fig. 2c), to readjust the base line and to compute 
and print the second integral. 
CONCLUSION 
The CAMAC hardware has provided a convenient 
and flexible means of interfacing a number of differ-
ent instruments to a small computer. The use of the 
laboratory instruments has been extended consider-
ably, since simple data processing is immediately 
available. Removal of the need for simple but time 
consuming calculations has resulted in significantly 
increased efficiency in the use of manpower. 
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SUMMARY The test equipment for the HELlOS search 
coil magnetometer experiment uses CAMAC, and is 
described as an example of computerised functional 
testing of a space experiment. 
INTRODUCTION 
The test equipment described here was developed 
as an economical and efficient means of executing 
the many functional tests necessary during the 
development, construction and qualification of the 
search coil magnetometer experiment which will fly 
in the HELlOS spacecraft in 1974 and 1975. It was 
decided to use a system controlled by a small com-
puter (Mulby C of Krantz Elektronik GmbH) and, 
since the main contractor of the experiment (Dornier 
AG) has experience in the CAMAC module field, 
the CAMAC system was adopted for as much 
hardware as possible. 
THE HELlOS SPACE PROJECT 
HELlOS is the name for a joint space project of 
the German Federal Republic and the USA. The 
aim is to investigate the properties of interplanetary 
space in the direction of and close to the sun by 
developing, launching and operating two automated 
spacecrafts HELlOS A and HELlOS B1 . Germany 
has the responsibilities for the HELlOS spacecraft 
including eight scientific experiments, and for the 
operation and control of the spacecraft with German 
and US ground facilities; the USA provides three 
scientific experiments, and support in tracking, data 
acquisition and data analysis. 
THE SEARCH COIL 
MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT 
There are three magnetometer experiments on 
HELlOS. The search coil magnetometer2 , with 
which this paper is concerned, measures AC mag-
netic fields from 4. 7 to 2200Hz with a resolution 
of0.2my to 1.5my by measuring the time-derivative 
of the magnetic field strength (dH/dt) with a meas-
uring range of 104 Hz. The other two magnetometers 
measure DC fields. 
The search coil experiment consists of two units. 
The sensor box, mounted at the end of a boom, is 
essentially a triaxial arrangement of three coils with 
high-J.t cores, each with a low-noise preamplifier. 
The electronics box, in the central compartment of 
the spacecraft, houses all the analogue and digital 
electronics needed to generate outputs to the digital 
data handling and telemetry subsystems of the 
spacecraft. It also includes auxiliary electronics such 
as the DC/DC converter, and in-flight test generator. 
Two different methods of analysis are applied to 
the X, Y and Z signals from the sensor box. The 
waveform channel (WFC) converts the analogue 
signals into digital data which is buffered before 
being output to the telemetry system. It also pro-
duces data indicating the angular position of the 
spacecraft in the spin plane. The spectrum analyser 
(SPA) carries out an analysis using 8 filters of equal 
logarithmic width for the Z signal and another 
8 filters for either the X or Y signal. The digitised data 
from the 16 chonnels of the analyser is processed by 
a mean-value camputer (MVC) which squares and 
accumulates the data, and also identifies the maxi-
mum value in each channel during each interval of 
time. 
TESTS AND TEST PHILOSOPHY 
The success of any space project depends strongly 
on the reliability of the total system as well as its 
individual parts. The reliability must be proved 
before launch, therefore an extensive quality assur-
ance program must be carried out. This requires 
large test programs during all phases of the project, 
in addition to the use of high-reliability components, 
reliability analysis of all electronic circuits, and an 
appropriate derating philosophy. This means that 
with all models (the lab model, the electrical inte-
grations model, the prototype and the flight units) 
many electrical and functional checks must be made 
between and during the acceptance and qualification 
tests. For example, for the qualification test the 
prototype will be submitted to 1.5 times the load that 
is expected during launch and the mission. Between 
all the single environmental tests such as tempera-
ture, humidity, sine and random vibration, acoustic 
noise and shock, acceleration, thermal vacuum, solar 
simulation and electromagnetic compatibility, the 
proper functioning of the experiment has to be 
verified or failures have to be noted, recorded and 
analysed. For this purpose a special experiment test 
equipment (ETE) has been developed, which makes 
use of the CAMAC system. Several functional tests 
in connection with the experiment can be distin-
guished. 
lnflight Test (1FT) 
An inflight test generator which produces a 
sequence of different test signals is included in the 
experiment and can be actuated on telecommand. 
Together with the house-keeping data, which include 
command verification, experiment and mean-value 
computer status and information on the current in the 
various supply voltage lines, an overall judgement 
on the health and status of the experiment can be 
given until lift-off and during the entire mission. No 
extra test equipment is necessary other than the 
normal equipment to operate the spacecraft. 
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Integrated System Test (1ST} 
The IST allows testing of the experiment at box 
level by stimulation with signals of an external 
generator at test inputs of the electronics box. As 
with IFT, only the data outputs need be evaluated. 
This can be done by the ETE, which contains a 
stimulus generator and a spacecraft simulator, or 
by the HELlOS test set which is used to check the 
complete HELlOS spacecraft and all its subsystems 
including the experiments. 
Detailed Performance Test (OPT) 
The DPT enables a test of functional units down 
to at least card level. Test signals are fed into various 
internal test-points of the experiment and measure-
ments are made at different points. The DPT can be 
carried out only by the ETE, and requires the use 
of a special experiment test connector. 
MULBY C 
Bk bytes 
Computer 
AOC 
16- channel 
Multiplexer 
SiC- Si mulator 
Control Filler 
3 x OAC 
Crate- Controller 
FUNCTIONS OF ~THE 
EXPERIMENT TEST EQUIPMENT (ETE} 
The ETE has to fulfil the following purposes2 •3 : 
- to provide the experiment with all signals neces-
sary to operate it fully; 
- to receive, evaluate and display all data from the 
normal outputs and the special test outputs; 
- to provide the necessary test records and to 
document the correct execution of the tests; 
- to detect and locate failures as far as possible 
from the data available, and to check the proper 
functioning of the experiment by comparing 
actual and nominal values; 
- to generate test signals used at various points 
controlled by the HELlOS test set (HTS). 
11A 
C/0 Power 
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J1 
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J3 E4A 
J4 
ELECTRONICS 
BOX 
E48 
Fig. 1 Schematic of experiment test equipment ( ETE) with the magnetometer experiment. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT 
The ETE occupies a 19-inch rack and consists of 
the following parts (see Fig. 1): 
- Teletype ASR 39 
- Computer Mulby C (8 k bytes, 16 interrupts, 
0.9 J.Lsec cycle time) 
- Test signal generator Krohn Hite 4130. (sinus-
oidal and rectangular signals, 1 Hz to 1 MHz 
remote controlled). 
- One CAMAC crate with the following plug-in 
units: 
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- Generator control 
(DO 200-2405, width 1/25, controls frequency 
of Krohn-Hite 4130 signal generator.) 
- Attenuator 
(DO 200-2406, width 2/25, 7-bit binary 1:128, 
1 bit 1:10.) 
- Analogue to digital converter 
(DO 200-1024, width 2/25, 12 bit, ± 10 V, 
conversion time 25 J.!Sec). 
- Sample and Hold 
(DO 200-1041, width2/25,hold-failure: 50 J.LV/ 
msec, acquisition time: 5 J.!S.) 
- 16 Channel multiplexer 
(DO 200-1035, width 2/25, 3-pole relays.) 
- Spacecraft-simulators 1 & 2 (width 2 x 5/25) 
- provide data handling signals, commands, 
registers for receiving all experiment data 
- generate digital test signals 
- control and supply the check-out adaptor 
- Triple digital to analogue converter 
(DO 200-1501 and DO 200-1502, width 2/25 
each, 12-bits, ± I 0 V settling time 2 J.!Sec) 
- generates analogue test voltages 
- drives three channels of a strip chart re-
corder (X, Y and Z channels of the WFC) 
- CAMAC crate controller for Mulby C 
(DO 280-2901, width 2/25.) 
- Strip chart recorder Visigraph PR-101 
- 4 channels with 4 galvanometers 
- photo-sensitive paper 
- Check-out adaptor, located close to the exper-
iment 
- buffers analogue and digital data in both 
directions (Exp.-ETE) 
TEST PROGRAMS 
With the system described, the following test 
programs can be carried out. 
- Test of the preamplifiers 
Objective: Amplification as a function of input 
amplitude and frequency. 
Test signal: Sinewave 80 J.!V ... 100 mV, 
2 ... 4400Hz. 
- Test of WFC analogue electronics 
Objective: Amplification as a function of ampli-
tude and frequency. 
Parameters: Amplification factors of bandpass-
gain change amplifier (BP-GCA) 
corner frequencies of commandable low-pass 
filter (LP) 
Test signal: Sinew ave 4 m V ... 5 V, 2 ... 170 Hz. 
- Test of total WFC 
Objective: Analogue-to-digital conversion of the 
non-linear ADC, timing of digital circuitry, 
generation of sector information. 
Parameters: Amplitude and frequency of input 
sinewave, formats and bit rate. 
Display: Teletype or strip-chart recorder via 
DAC. 
- Test of SPA analogue electronics 
Objective: Amplification factors and frequency 
response of filters and amplifiers, switching of 
MPX. 
Parameters: 4 am pl. factors of BP-GCA, position 
of multiplexer, amplitude and frequency of 
input sinewave appropriate to each filter 
characteristic. 
- Test of SPA - sample and hold and ADC 
Objective: Analogue to digital conversion of 
8-bit ADC's 
Parameters: DC-voltages with 10-bit resolution 
fed into test points, external control of MVC. 
- Test of squaring and accumulation of MVC 
Objective: Squaring and accumulation process of 
the MVC. 
Parameters: DC voltages into SPA via test in-
puts, formats and bit rates. 
- Test of reduction of MVC 
Objective: Reduction and fixed point-floating 
point conversion process of the accumulated 
data. 
Method: Unreduced data is read out of the MVC 
via test points, converted to reduced data by 
the Mulby C computer and compared with the 
MVC data received at the normal output. 
- Test of total SPA 
Objective: Function of SPA under all expected 
conditions. 
Parameters: Format, bit-rate, gain of BP-GCA, 
amplitude and frequency of input voltage. 
- Housekeeping test 
Objective: Generation of command verification, 
experiment and MVC status, power consump-
tion in different experiment operating modes. 
- In-flight test 
Objective: Overall test by evaluating the data 
generated by the signal sequence of the in-
flight test generator. 
Parameters: All operational modes of the exper-
iment possible by telecommands. 
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NEWS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES have received an 
order from a Belgian University for a cyclotron 
control and monitor system in CAMAC. 
Using the series 600 Multiplexers, a total of 80 
analogue inputs from voltmeters, vacuum indicators, 
beam current monitors and nuclear resonance 
monitors are fed to a combined PDP-8 and PDP-11 
Computer System; CAMAC being interfaced to the 
PDP-8. 
150 BCD outputs for positioning beam trans-
porters and control of beam current etc. are also 
provided. 
NUCLEAR SPECIALTIES INC. is now manu-
facturing new CAMAC crates and module hard-
ware. This new series 100 offers several features not 
available in the past. These features are the result 
of a continuing engineering policy of improving 
products to meet the changing desires and needs of 
customers. The new series 100 CAMAC crates are 
fully wired and are compatible also with the recom-
mendations of the USAEC NIM-CAMAC working 
groups for typical equipment performance. 
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NEWS 
CAMAC AT MIAMI BEACH 
The following titles are for papers to be presented 
at the 1972 Nuclear Science Symposium in Miami 
Beach, Florida during Sessions 6, 10 and 12 on 7th 
and 8th December. 
CAMAC, a Review and Status Report. L. Costrell, National 
Bureau of Standards. 
CAMAC Specifications. F.A. Kirsten, Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory. 
A CAMAC System for Remote Data Acquisition. R. C. Furst, 
J.D. Wiedwald, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. 
A Versatile Modular Readout System for CAMAC Scalers. 
D. Horelick, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. 
Standard Software for CAMAC. S. Dhawan, Yale University, 
F. Thomas, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
An Extended FOCAL Language for CAMAC Programming. 
C. P. Hohberger, Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
A Long Distance CAMAC Branch via Data-Link and 
Microprogrammed Branch Driver. L. R. Biswell, D. R. 
Machen, R. E. Rajala, R. F. Thomas, Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory. 
A CAMAC Branch Driver for the Varian 620 Series Compu-
ters. L. B. Mortara, Kitt Peak National Observatory. 
A Variable Wordsize CAMAC Tape Controller. A. E. Oakes, 
W. Andrea, R.J. Rudden, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
RICE-A Multi-Processer Real-time Acquisition and Analysis 
System Incorporating CAMAC. H. V. Jones, J.A. Bucha-
nan, D.B. Mann, K. McGrath, Rice University. 
Design of the Precision Gamma Scanner. F. H. Just, J. W. 
Rizzie, H.E. Adkins, Argonne National Laboratory. 
CAMAC Magneto Strictive Readout System using Schottky 
Memories. B. Bertolucci, Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center. 
Digitizing Electronics for the EMI Multiwire Proportional 
Chambers. E. Binnall, F.A. Kirsten, K. Lee, C. Nunally, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
Sessions 10 and 12 will contain panel discussions on 
CAMAC Fundamentals, Specifications, Status and 
on CAMAC Systems and Software respectively. 
V.I.P.'s VISIT TO 
HAHN-MEITNER INSTITUT, BERLIN 
Professor Karl Zander reports that Dr. Gu-
stav Heinemann, President of the Federal German 
Republic, was fully informed about CAMAC during 
a presentation of a nuclear experiment at his 
Institut on 30th June. The President expressed his 
great satisfaction that the scientists involved in the 
CAMAC operation had been so successful in 
international co-operation. 
On the same day, the Institut had great pleasure 
also in welcoming a small delegation which was en 
route to Moscow for discussions within the pro-
gramme of scientific co-operation between USSR 
and USA. The delegation was headed by Dr. Ed-
ward E. David, Scientific Advisor to President 
N~xon and included: 
Dr. James B. Fisk, President, Bell Telephone 
Laboratory. 
Dr. Eugene Fubini, President, Fubini Consultants 
Ltd., and former Vice-President of IBM. 
Dr. John Granger, Deputy Director, Bureau of 
International Scientific and Technological Affairs, 
State Department. 
Dr. Norman P. Neureiter, Technical Assistant for 
International Science. 
Mr. John Lannan, Special Assistant to Director 
for Logistics and Press Affairs. 
The technological, economic and political aspects 
of CAMAC were thoroughly explained to the 
delegation which showed an extraordinary interest 
in CAMAC and were very impressed with its world-
wide distribution. Dr. David declared his wish to be 
kept fully informed on further developments. 
Both Dr. Heinemann and Dr. David were 
especially impressed to learn that the CAMAC 
system has spread not only throughout western 
countries but also in eastern countries. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
JOERGER ENTERPRISES is a new company 
manufacturing CAMAC units and accessories. 
Although a new company, the personnel have a 
broad experience in CAMAC and were responsible 
for the development of the first CAMAC unit 
manufactured in the United States. This experience 
has been used to develop a new series of CAMAC 
units meeting the specifications of both EUR 4100 
and 4600, inclusive of all recent revisions. The most 
up-to-date units are offered with regards to both 
electrical specifications and mechanical packaging. 
For instance, all functions and sub-addresses are 
fully decoded, the X-response is fully implemented 
and standard connectors are used. Units already 
available are an 'A-1' Crate Controller (model 
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CCA-1), a Manual Crate Controller (model MCC); 
a Dataway Display (model DD) for use with the 
MCC controller and for monitoring purposes; a 
Manual Branch Driver (model MBD) used in 
conjunction with a Branch Terminator-with or 
without a separate Visual Display (models BT and 
VBT resp.) applicable also to monitor the 66 Branch 
lines and to check systems; an Analog Relay Multi-
plexer (model AM), Dual 24-bit Input- and Output 
Registers (models IR and OR resp.); a Module 
Extender (model ME) and scalers. 
The following CAMAC accessories are offered: 
Branch Highway cables and connectors; module 
kits; signal connectors and cables. 
LABORATORY REVIEWS 
CAMAC ACTIVITIES IN THE NETHERLANDS 
Compiled by 
P.C. van den Berg 
Reactor Centrum Nederland, Petten (N-H) the Netherlands 
Received 16th June 1972 
SUMMARY The article describes the CAMAC activities 
of six institutions in the Netherlands. 
INTRODUCTION 
CAMAC was introduced in the Netherlands right 
from the beginning. The Reactor Centrum N eder-
land (RCN) has been a member of the ESONE Com-
mittee from the early sixties. One of the first oper-
ating CAMAC systems in the world was set up at 
RCN (Petten). Later other institutions became 
interested in CAMAC; some are trying the system 
out on a small scale, others are building more 
involved systems. Also some interest is arising 
outside the nuclear field. The following article 
describes the activities of six institutions in the 
nuclear field. Two other institutions have definite 
plans to use CAMAC in the near future. 
CYCLOTRON LABORATORY 
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
EINDHOVEN 
For the automatic control of the 130 em isochro-
nous cyclotron more than 60 beam properties have 
to be measured continously and without intercept-
ing the beam: 
- The intensity and the phase of the internal beam 
with respect to the HF accelerating voltage at 
8 different radii; 
- The horizontal position and the intensity of the 
beam immediately after extraction; 
- The horizontal and vertical position, the beam 
width and height, and in some cases the intensity, 
at 15 locations in the external beam transport 
system. 
All this data will be transmitted to a single-crate 
CAMAC system, interfaced to a 16k DEC PDP-9 
computer. 
In the near future this system will be used also for 
the control of the cyclotron. A number of cyclotron 
parameters, the beam transport system included, 
will be set automatically to a fixed or optimal value 
depending on the measured values of the above 
mentioned data. 
FOM-INSTITUUT VOOR ATOOM-
EN MOLECUULFYSICA, AMSTERDAM 
Since January 1972 an atomic collision experi-
ment has been controlled by CAMAC and a PDP-15 
computer. Because of the distance between the 
experiment and the computer a branch highway 
cable of 55 m length is used. 
The configuration on the experimental side is: 
CAMAC crate (Borer) in which are a digital syn-
chronous detector (FOM), a relay driver (NE), an 
ADC (NE), a DAC (NE), a DAC 12-bit (FOM), a 
Status register (FOM), crate controller A (Elliott) 
and a branch highway receiver (FOM). On the 
computer side there is: a light-coupled branch 
highway transmitter (FOM) and a CAMAC 
interface CA 15 (DEC) to the computer. 
The following short description explains the 
functions of the modules in the crate. The synchro-
nous detector accumulates the signal and the back-
ground pulses from a channeltron in the experiment 
for a preset time TM. After TM seconds the LAM-
flag causes a program interrupt. As required by the 
program the target angle is incremented under 
control of a DAC and the measurement is repeated. 
The other DAC controls a mechanical velocity 
selector in the atomic beam. The ADC monitors the 
target beam. The status register controls the vacuum, 
chopper and other flags of the experiment. 
In May 1972 a second experiment was added to 
the system. To check the system FOM have devel-
oped a test module which is mounted in the crate 
and used in combination with a special CAMAC 
test program. 
FOM-INSTITUTE FOR PLASMA 
PHYSICS "RIJNHUIZEN" JUTPHAAS 
CAMAC was adopted at Rijnhuizen in 1971 
with the intention of coupling at least three different 
plasma physical experiments to one PDP-15 
computer. 
In view of the very fast rate ( > 1 MHz) at which 
data will be generated a local store is necessary. 
As the amount of data per shot is relatively low, 
this store can be small ( < 1000 words). For some 
signals it is intended to use Biomation Transient 
recorders type 610B. This recorder has a 256 word 
memory, a frequency response from DC-2,5MHz 
and a 6-bit output. A special module has been built 
to couple these recorders to the CAMAC system. 
Four recorders can be coupled through this module 
to the dataway. 
Another problem in plasma physics, apart from 
the fast data rate, is the high interference level due 
to the discharge of large capacitor banks. This 
makes it necessary to place the local CAMAC crate 
in a screened cage. An optical coupling between the 
screened cages and the computer (glass fibre through 
the wall of the cage) has been considered in order to 
prevent unwanted earth currents. This optical link 
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in the branch highway is still an object of study. 
A puncher-controller module has been designed so 
that the CAMAC crate can be used off-line in order 
not to be dependent on the outcome of this devel-
opment. 
INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
RESEARCH (IKO), AMSTERDAM 
The first CAMAC crate at IKO was purchased 
in 1971, to obtain practical experience with the 
CAMAC system. This crate was completed with a 
Borer Type A crate controller and some modules. 
A new experimental setup (pulse radiolysis) in 
the IKO Radiochemical Department was chosen to 
be run with CAMAC, but this would have involved 
developing CAMAC-compatible special modules. 
In due course it appeared that buying special 
electronics for this pulse radioly~is experiment was 
much more efficient. Thus the CAMAC equipment 
became available for experiments in the IKO Digital 
Electronics Department which was studying a con-
trol system for a 250-500 MeV high duty-cycle 
linear electron accelerator (LINAC). Even at a 
preliminary stage it was clear that a system with 
addressable stations was preferred on grounds of 
cable costs and simplicity. A detailed survey indi-
cated a 'CAMAC-like' system with special address-, 
function- and data lines but it was obvious that 
the available CAMAC equipment should be used. 
The activities planned for 1972 are divided in the 
following way: 
- Connection of a PDP-8L to the EL-X8 (medium-
sized) computer at IKO. 
- Development of a PDP-8L CAMAC branch 
driver. 
- Development of a long-distance ( rv 500 m) 
branch highway (serial or parallel, with photo-
couplers if necessary). 
- Connection of apparatus, such as prototype 
modulator, control processor and control panel, 
to the crate by means of special CAMAC 
modules. 
The results of this experiment will show if the 
CAMAC system is to be considered (hardware, 
software, costs) for further LINAC control applica-
tions. 
INTERUNIVERSITAIR REACTOR 
INSTITUUT (I.R.I.) DELFT 
Several experiments are being interfaced by 
CAMAC to a PDP-9 real-time monitor system, 
consisting of 24k memory, DEC-tapes, magnetic 
tape equipment and multi-teletype control. 
A multi-crate system is used via the standard 
branch highway of EUR 4600. In view of the long 
distances involved, highways of the balanced-line 
type are used in combination with converters and 
Type A crate controllers. 
The experiments involve control and/or data 
handling of directional angular correlation equip-
ment, a double focussing (n .J2) spectrometer, a 
local oscillator for epithermal neutron absorption, 
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time-of-flight neutron cross-section measurements, 
various reactor physics experiments with a pulsed 
neutron source, non-destructive neutron activation 
analysis using Ge(Li) semiconductor detectors and 
computer-coupled sample changers, experiments in 
nuclear medicine (for example, with a scanner 
coupled to a PDP-9), general y-ray spectroscopy, 
and various experiments in the field of chemistry 
which require data-handling by a computer. 
Use will be made of special-purpose interfaces 
for Laben ADC's and time-of-flight units (12-bit), 
display drivers for memory scopes, input registers, 
interrupt registers, scalers, timers, etc. 
REACTOR CENTRUM NEDERLAND 
(R.C.N.) PETTEN 
The first application of CAMAC in Petten was 
for the reactor kinetic experiments at the fast-
thermal critical facility (STEK). A single crate is 
interfaced to a Honeywell DDP-516 computer. 
The experiments involve measurements with 
reactor noise, a pulsed neutron source, a reactor 
oscillator, a time-of-flight spectrometer, and a pro-
ton recoil spectrometer. Several CAMAC modules 
have been made e.g. time-analyser, input gate, 
output gate, clock, ADC interface, time-of-flight 
module, range selector. Also an oscilloscope 
display, a magnetic tape recorder and a plotter 
are interfaced via CAMAC. The system has been 
in operation since September 1969. 
Secondly, CAMAC is used for a magnetic tape 
recording system. Some ten experiments, mainly 
multi-channel analysers, wire scanners and scalers 
are, or will be, connected to a single magnetic tape 
recorder. Data relevant to the experiment (con-
tained in switch registers), date and clock time are 
recorded together with the measured data. Two I/0 
Teletypes are connected to the system, keeping a log 
of the data recorded on the tape and permitting 
instructions, necessary for computation, to be 
written on the magnetic tape. The system has been 
in operation for one year; six experiments are now 
connected. 
A third CAMAC system is now being installed. 
It is a time-sharing system for seven neutron physics 
experiments 1 . The system consists of a Honeywell 
H.316, 16k computer with fixed-head disk, paper-
tape punch/reader, Calcomp plotter and eight 
Teletypes. There are three CAMAC crates, one for 
controlling a storage oscilloscope display and 
magnetic tape recorders, one for the interfaces to 
six existing experiments, and one for the instrumen-
tation of the single crystal spectrometer. 
A standard branch highway is used with a 
branch transmitter/receiver to bridge the distance of 
70 m between first and second crate. 
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SUMMARY The Laboratory of High Energies has 
developed CAMAC units for measurement and control 
applications associated with physics experiments. The 
16 types of units described include controllers for TPA 1001 
and HP 21168 computers. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the Laboratory of High Energies of JINR a 
system of CAMAC modules has been developed 
for physics measurements and control. Up to now 
about twenty different modules have been designed 
for on-line use with small computers HP2116B and 
TPA1001. The logic and mechanics of the modules 
correspond to the ESONE Committee's require-
ments in BUR 4100e (1969) and BUR 4600e (1972). 
The modules can be sub-divided into the following 
classes according to applications: controllers, con-
vertors, scalers and interfaces. The CERN system 
of CAMAC module functional principles was used 
when developing many of the modules1 . 
The brief characteristics and functional abilities 
of some of the modules are considered below. 
CONTROLLERS 
Because the crates are used on-line with computers 
that have radial interfacing, a type 'A' controller 
was not developed. 
Type 611 controller interfaces a CAMAC crate to 
a programmed channel of the TPA1001 computer. 
It includes registers for address, function, data, Q 
and L. A 24-bit register is used for data. Input-
output commands or a programmed function de-
coder can be used. 
Manual selection of module number, function and 
single-cycle mode are provided for adjusting and 
testing the controller. The register content is dis-
played on the front panel. A minimum of 5 cycles of 
the computer, i.e., 50 ~sec, are required for reading 
a 24-bit number from any module in the crate. 
Width: four units. 
Type 612 controller interfaces a CAMAC crate to 
a direct memory access (DMA) channel of the 
TPA1001 computer. The data transfer time of the 
computer is I 0 ~sec. The controller contains a 24-bit 
I/0 register and a 12-bit counter, in which is set the 
number of words transferred in the file. The other 
circuits of the controller are a flag trigger and an 
address register. Width: two units. 
Type 613 controller for a multiplexer channel of 
the HP2116B computer, is coupled to the computer 
by means of 3 standard interfacing cards. Relative 
priority is determined by the external addressing. 
Width: two units. 
Type 621 manual controller is used for addressing 
modules in the crate and controlling the type of data 
transfer. By means of switches on the front panel it 
is possible to set a module address, sub-address, 
function and so on. Two modes of operation are 
provided: cyclic and one shot. On the front panel 
are displayed the content of the 24-bit register, the 
operating mode and the channel generation. It is 
possible to generate two cycles sequentially with 
2 different functions, for example, read and write. 
Module addresses are set in decimal code. Function 
and sub-address codes are set in binary code. 
Width: four units. 
SCALERS 
Binary scaler, type 411 has 24-bits with a maxi-
mum speed of 80MHz. The status 'Clear', 'Over-
flow' and 'I' in the first bit are displayed on the front 
panel. Width: one unit. 
Binary dual scaler, type 412 contains two 16-bit 
scalers with a maximum speed of 25 MHz. The 
counters can be connected in series. 
Quartz stabilised pulse generator, type 402 has two 
modes of operation. As a clock pulse generator it 
uses an internal 1 MHz quartz oscillator, and a 
6-decade divider provides output pulses with fre-
quencies from 1Hz to 1 MHz at decade increments. 
As a frequency divider it accepts a maximum input 
frequency of 20 MHz. Width: one unit. 
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CONVERTERS 
Analogue-to-digital converter, type 331 converts 
analogue signals into 10-bit parallel binary code 
which is displayed on the front panel. An input is 
provided for stabilisation of ADC parameters. The 
conversion time is 100 JlSec. Linear input gates are 
provided for constant voltage measurements. Width: 
one unit. 
Digital-to-analogue converter ( DAC), type 341 
converts an 8-bit binary code into an analogue 
output voltage signal. The DAC can be used for 
controlling parameters of analogue modules (to 
change frequency, pulse length, etc.) and for output 
to displays and plotters. The module has an input 
register. The conversion time does not exceed 
10 Jlsec. Width: one unit. 
Digital-to-analogue converter, type 342 differs 
from the previous module by having switches on the 
front-panel, which can be used to set a 6-bit binary 
code into the register. 
Pulse integrator, type 351 is used for converting 
the measured pulse area to an amplitude. The inte-
gration time constant is 5 JlSec. Width: one unit. 
Pattern unit, type 332 is used as a temporary 
memory for nanosecond pulses from the counter 
array of an experiment. The input pulses are strobed 
by a gate signal. The module can be used as a multi-
channel coincidence unit or for displaying a pattern 
of events from an experiment. All inputs are NIM-
compatible. The minimum length of the input signal 
is 8 nsec. The register content is displayed on the 
front panel. The module can be tested from the 
controller by an F (25) command or by setting 'I' 
into all bits of the register with a push-button on the 
front panel. The contents of the register can be read 
by an F (0) operation. The register can be cleared 
manually from the front panel by an external NIM 
signal or by F (9), C/Z operations. Width: two units. 
INTERFACING MODULES 
These modules are used for interconnections to 
external devices, and also allow interaction with an 
operator. 
Digital voltmeter interface, type 521 is used for 
coupling a digital voltmeter to the CAMAC system. 
It is connected to the DVM by means of a front 
panel connector. Width: two units. 
Decimal display, type 513 is used for displaying 
BCD-coded data in decimal form. The module 
consists of one 32-bit register and eight decoders for 
controlling digital tubes. Width: four units. 
Constant setting-up module, type 511 is used for 
setting up constants relating to the experiment, so 
that they can be transferred to a computer or to 
another module. The module contains thumb-wheel 
switches for setting up three 4-digit decimal words. 
These words are converted by the module into 
16-bit BCD words. Width: four units. 
Constant setting-up module, type 512 is similar to 
type 511, but the constants are set up as BCD words. 
All the modules described above are used in the 
Laboratory of High Energies for interfacing to the 
TPA1001 computer, which is applied to measure-
ments of accelerator parameters and to physics 
experiments in a preparatory stage. 
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SUMMARY A microprogrammed branch driver has 
been developed for data acquisition systems in experimental 
areas of the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) . 
The unit couples a CAMAC branch to a PDP-11 computer, 
through multiple direct-memory-access (DMA) channels. 
INTRODUCTION 
In August 1970 a group met at Los Alamos to 
develop a system design for the on-line data-acquisi-
tion facilities at LAMPP. The results of this study 
are documented in the report, 'LAMPP Data-
Acquisition System' .1 
It was recommended that, in order to accommo-
date the wide variety of users at LAMPP, all inter-
facing between the experimental equipment and the 
dedicated computer be implemented in the CAMAC 
standard. The Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) 
PDP-II was selected as the standard computer for 
the LAMPP data-acquisition system. 
The basic requirement for the branch driver is to 
interface the PDP-11 computer2 ' 3 , to the CAMAC 
branch highway.lt is also desired to free the PDP-II 
for as much real-time data analysis as possible. 
Many of the experiments will have high event rates 
and very high data rates. The minimum system 
requirements are: two DMA channels for experi-
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mental data, one DMA channel to display accumu-
lated data, and one DMA channel for communica-
tion with LAMPP terminal computers. 
From the requirement it was decided that what 
was needed was a multiple D MA channel branch 
driver that could be easily modified or programmed. 
With the advent of micro-programmable processors 
it was concluded that this would give the flexibility 
required and exploit the maximum capabilities of 
the PDP-11 computer and the CAMAC system. This 
was the approach taken in the design of the micro-
programmed branch driver (MBD) discussed in this 
report, which is one of two designs resulting from 
co-operation between Los Alamos Scientific Labo-
ratory (LASL) and Bonner Research Laboratories, 
Rice University4 . This work was performed under 
the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission. 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
AND OPERATION OF THE MBD 
A functional diagram of the MBD is shown in 
Fig. I. The unit can be divided into three major 
areas: the PDP-11 computer interface, the CAMAC 
branch driver, and the micro-programmed pro-
cessor. 
CSR 
GLR (1-16) 
ERROR 
4 
BRANCH 
READ-WROTE 
CAMAC BRANCH 
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Fig. 1 Microprogrammed Branch Driver 
Branch Driver 
The branch driver is a very conventional design. 
It contains three basic registers; the command 
register (CNAF), the 24-bit branch data register 
(BDR) and the 24-bit graded-L register (GLR). In 
order to get around the problem of the command 
requiring I7 bits, three different command types are 
defined: read, write, and control/test. Bit F8 is 
omitted from the command word and is supplied by 
the processor, depending on the type of command in 
which it appears. The processor is in complete 
control of the branch driver. It controls reading and 
loading the registers, starting the branch operation, 
and testing the 'Q' and 'X' lines. A branch time-out 
error will generate an interrupt. The computer 
initialise command (INIT) generates a 'BZ' com-
mand to the branch. A branch demand (BD) will 
result in a graded-L (GL) operation if the processor 
is in the stop mode, but if in the run mode, the 
processor will not allow a GL operation until it 
completes the current job and generates an exit 
command. The results of a GL operation are that 
the GL's from the branch are stored in the GLR. 
Bits I7-24 of GLR result in DMA channel requests 
0-7. Bit 24 corresponds to channel 7 and is highest 
priority. Bits 16-1 of GLR are masked by the MASK 
register in the computer interface and appear as 16 
unique interrupt vectors to the PDP-11 computer. 
Bit 16 is the highest priority L request. The MASK 
register can be loaded only from the PDP-11. Two 
transfers are required to read or load the BDR since 
the BDR is 24 bits in length and the processor and 
PDP-11 are 16-bit machines. Bits 24-17 are the low 
byte of the second transfer. 
Computer Interface 
The computer interface part of the MBD is very 
similar to the standard DEC interface. The interface 
has five registers. The memory address register 
(MAR) and the memory data register (MDR) are 
the DMA channel registers and are controlled from 
the processor. The processor is bus master during 
all DMA transfers. A bus request is made when the 
processor executes a data-channel read or write. The 
bus is released at the end of each transfer unless the 
unit has been commanded into the 2-cycle mode for 
increment and add-to-memory function; then it is 
released at completion of the second transfer. A 
UNIBUS transfer time-out error sets an error 
interrupt to the computer and an error flag in the 
CSR register. 
The other registers of the interface are the control 
and status register (CSR), the program data register 
(PDR), and the MASK register. The instruction 
register (IR) can be loaded from the PDP-11 in the 
single-cycle mode. These registers may be given any 
device addresses allowed by DEC and are used to 
initialise the processor; that is, to load the control 
memory of the processor from the computer and 
read it to verify correct loading. They are also used 
in the single-cycle (manual) mode for controlling 
and testing the processor. The CSR register is used 
by the PDP-11 to make a channel request when the 
processor is in the run mode by setting the desired 
channel number into the channel-select field and 
run-mode bit. 
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The registers are buffered and appear to the com-
puter UNIBUS as a single unit load. The DMA 
channel looks like one channel to the UNIBUS and 
the interrupts appear as one hardware interrupt, but 
generate 25 unique vectors starting at location 400 
in the PDP-11. The error interrupt is the highest 
priority, the eight end-of-channel operations are the 
next level, and the 16 GL's are the lowest level. All 
24 interrupts appear as one level to the PDP-11 and 
can be assigned to any one of the BR levels. In the 
first models of the MBD they are assigned to the 
BR5 level. 
Microprocessor 
The micro-programmed processor is a fully-fled-
ged processor and is the control device that gives the 
MBD the speed and flexibility required. The proces-
sor's prime function is to command the branch and 
to transfer data between the branch and the com-
puter. The microprocessor design has developed to 
the point where a transfer between registers via buses 
and a processor is faster, and requires less hardwate 
than with gates alone. 
The heart of the processor is the arithmetic and 
logic unit (ALU) which connects the Source bus and 
the Destination bus and allows transfers between any 
of the registers connected to the buses in one micro 
instruction of the ALU. One of the functions of the 
processor is to create (multiplex) and control eight 
DMA channels. The information pertinent to the 
D MA operation is stored in 48 file registers, all of 
which are connected to the S and D buses. The 
registers are organised in eight groups of six regis-
ters; each group contains information for one of the 
eight DMA channels. The branch and computer 
interface registers are connected to the S and D 
buses, this gives the processor control of the commu-
nication between the CAMAC branch and the 
computer I/0. 
Operation of M B D 
The control memory (CM) contains the micro-
programs that define the transfer sequences. The 
read-write memory has 256 I6-bit words and an 
access time of approximately 70 nsec. 
Micro instructions are executed in four clock 
periods, which are initially set at 400 nsec. The basic 
clock is I 0 MHz, but can be adjusted over a range of 
I-25 MHz. The instruction set is divided into normal 
and not-normal instructions. Each of the normal 
instructions can select one of I6 control functions, a 
source register, and a destination register. The 
normal instructions are move, increment, decre-
ment, add, subtract, inclusive OR, exclusive OR, 
and AND. The not-normal set consists of branch-if-
true, branch-if-false, jump via a low byte in CTR, 
store, load, jump, shift-T-register, and load CTR LB 
from IR LB. The branch instructions can select one 
of I6 conditions for test. 
The low byte of the control register (CTR) is 
connected directly to the PC register and contains 
the address of the service program in control 
memory. Bits of the high order byte can be tested by 
the control program to determine which alternative 
procedure to execute. The instruction location 
register (ILR) contains the address of the next word 
in the PDP-II core memory instruction list. 
The data address register (DAR) contains the 
pointer to the next word in the data list. The word 
count register (WCR) contains the number of words 
to be transferred to the data list. The CAMAC 
command register (CCR) contains the CAMAC 
function and CAMAC device address, minus the F8 
bit. This bit is supplied by the processor, depending 
on the type of control command that loads the CCR 
command into the branch address register (BAR). 
The general-purpose register (GPR) is a free register 
and can be used as the programmer desires. For an 
example, it may be used to create loops, as an index 
register, or as a counter. 
The channel request logic is the area that ties the 
three major areas together and is the starting point 
for all run-mode operations. 
After initialising the processor, which will be 
discussed later, operation begins by making a chan-
nel request. Each of the eight channels has two 
sources of requests: the PDP-11 computer and a GL 
in CAMAC. The computer request is higher priority 
than CAMAC. If the source of the request was 
CAMAC, then the instruction in control memory 
location zero is executed. Location zero will contain 
a JVC instruction, which is a jump via low byte in 
CTR register. This allows each channel a link to its 
own micro-program. If the source was the PDP-II 
then execution will start at location one of central 
memory. Starting at location one will be a file 
register initialise routine using channel transfers. 
When a transfer is completed an end-of-block inter-
rupt for that channel is sent to the PDP-II by a 
control command. The PDP-II recognises the inter-
rupt and issues a channel request that will re-
initialise the channel, if that is desired. 
Once the processor is executing a program it 
cannot be interrupted, and will relinquish control to 
the channel request logic by executing one of three 
exit control commands. The operation of the proces-
sor is such that any exit causes a temporary stop. If 
there is no request, the unit remains in stop mode 
until a request is made from either the computer or 
CAMAC. If there is a request from CAMAC (BD) 
then a BG operation is automatically started and the 
channel select logic waits for completion of the GL 
cycle before priority is arbitrated. 
MBD MANUAL CONTROL CONSOLE 
The control console, a separate unit, was designed 
for two purposes; to facilitate checkout and testing, 
and to operate the MBD as a stand-alone branch 
driver. 
The operation of the console is that of a PDP-11 
simulator and connects to the MBD through the 
UNIBUS connector. The console cannot be connec-
ted to the MBD at the same time as the PD P-Il. The 
units have I6 switches for entering data or address 
into their respective registers in the unit. The register 
can be loaded either from the console switches or 
from the UNIBUS, depending on the type of trans-
fer executed. Lights on the console display the 
contents of the data and address registers. The units 
will be used primarily for program 1/0 transfers 
(DATO and DATI). 
INITIALISING MBD 
The first step in initialising the MBD is to load the 
control memory with the programs required to con-
trol the channels and the CAMAC system during the 
run mode of operation. The control memory is 
loaded and checked using the single-cycle mode of 
the MBD. 
After loading and verifying the loading of control 
memory, the system is put in the run mode and the 
file registers are loaded from a list in the PDP-II 
memory. 
MBD HARDWARE 
AND FABRICATION 
The system was designed and fabricated using the 
computer automated system hardware (CASH) 
developed by Standard Logic, Inc. The CASH 
hardware is designed for use with computer-aided 
design (CAD) technology and is supported by a 
complete line of systems software, computerised 
documentation, and semi-automatic wiring. 
The model of the MED with eight DMA channels 
and 256 words of memory has 500 integrated circuits 
and requires a separate 5V d.c. 25 amp power supply. 
The MBD memory may be expanded to 2k words in 
256-word increments. 
The manual console uses the CASH hardware and 
is housed in a DC-01 vertical panel. The unit has 
three CASH cards and a 5V d.c. 5 amp power 
supply. One cable connects the unit to the MBD. 
The front-panel has the control switches and the 
address and data lights. 
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ESONE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 
The Information Working Group would like to 
expand the content of the Bulletin to include a list 
of CAMAC-related programs and routines which 
might be made available from both suppliers and 
users of CAMAC. Anyone with such products 
should send a brief description with references and 
address to Mr. 0. Nicolaysen at CERN so that 
items can be listed or published in another suitable 
way in the following issues of this Bulletin. 
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NEWS 
ESONE/CAMAC LIBRARY 
The creation of an ESONE/CAMAC Library by 
the ESONE Committee Secretariat was announced 
in Bulletin No.4, p. 11. Unfortunately, the number 
of publications lodged with the Secretariat is only a 
small percentage of the total listed in the CAMAC 
Bibliography. The Secretariat therefore appeals to 
all authors, who have not already sent a copy of 
their papers to the Secretary, to be so kind as to do 
so now to the address given below. This co-opera-
tion will enable the Secretariat to provide an 
effective library service to a11 who are interested in 
obtaining information. 
ESONE Secretariat, 
EURATOM, JRC, 
21020 ISPRA (Varese) Italy. 
CAMAC AT MESUCORA 
On the occasion of the Mesucora Exhibition, 
April 1973 in Paris, CAMAC equipment and 
documentation will be displayed. 
ESONE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
AND CAMAC EXHIBITION 
The 1972 General Assembly of the ESONE 
Committee was held from 3rd to 5th October in 
KFA Ji.ilich, Germany. In association with this there 
was an exhibition of CAMAC products by 34 
manufacturers from Europe and the USA. The 
exhibition and many sessions of the General Assem-
bly were open, for the first time, to everybody 
interested in CAMAC. The increasing use of 
CAMAC by industry and in other areas outside the 
ESONE member laboratories was demonstrated by 
the presence of many new participants, by papers, 
and by discussions in the exhibitions. 
The ESONE Committee reported important pro-
gress, including the publication of the revised speci-
fication EUR 4100e (1972) and a proposal for a 
CAMAC programming language. 
A more detailed report on the highlights of the 
General Assembly will appear in the next issue of 
CAMAC Bulletin. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK has delivered a 
CAMAC system for counting experiments to 
G. F. K. Karlsruhe, Germany. The system is equip-
ped with a newly developed Address Scanner 
(model C-AS-20) for computerless control. In this 
unit, two 24-bit registers can be set manually to 
control two presettable scalers (model C-PS-24) for 
'preset count' and 'preset time' mode (together with 
a clock generator) respectively. 
During readout of a series of scalers (dual 24-bit 
counting registers, model C-DS-24) the address 
scanner controls the transfer of scaler contents, via 
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the dataway, to a binary-to-BCD converter (model 
C-BBC-2) and a teletype interface (model C-TIF) 
to a teletype for printout of results. The scanner 
allows repetitive readout with presettable pause 
periods between. 
With the exception of the powered crate (from 
Borer & Co.), all equipment is manufactured by 
Wenzel Elektronik. 
For computer controlled experiments only the 
address scanner need be replaced by a crate system-
controller or by a Crate Controller Type 'A' for 
branch systems. 
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES have recently been 
awarded a contract for the supply of 65 8-Channel 
Analogue to Digital Converters to the Daresbury 
Nuclear Physics Laboratory. The unit known as 
9040 will be used with fast photomultiplier tubes in 
high energy physics experiments and delivery of the 
first units will be in the summer of this year. 
STANDARD ENGINEERING CORP. is a new 
company which has recently purchased the Rodcor 
Industries facility and continues to design and 
manufacture CAMAC products as unit hardware, 
blower units and powered crates to CAMAC speci-
fications and most recent USAEC NIM-CAMAC 
recommendations. 
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SUMMARY The control system for the TRIUMF cy-
clotron makes extensive use of CAMAC. The structure of 
the software for this control system is described. A similar 
structure has been used successfully for operating the 
full-scale «Center Region Model» cyclotron. 
INTRODUCTION 
The TRIUMF project is centered around a 
500 MeV negative ion isochronous cyclotron curren-
tly under construction in Vancouver by four Western 
Canadian universities-the University of Alberta, 
the University of British Columbia, the University 
of Victoria, and Simon Fraser University. It is 
designed to produce a high intensity (,...., 100 ~A) 
proton beam for meson production. An independent 
proton beam of lower intensity will simultaneously 
be available. The first (low intensity) beam extrac-
tion is scheduled for the late fall of 1973. 
CONTROL SYSTEM PHILOSOPHY 
The cyclotron control system specifications call 
for the monitoring of over 1000 analogue para-
meters, searching for out-of-limits readings, display-
ing measurements on request, and logging para-
meters on magnetic tape. Similar monitoring func-
tions are required for over 1000 digital status points. 
In addition the control system must be capable of 
setting some 300 analogue points from a central 
console as well as performing on/off type functions 
(direct digital control) on most cyclotron devices. 
TRIUMF CYCLOTRON 
Fig. 1 Block diagram of TRIUMF control system 
hardware 
These operations will be carried out by a number 
of small computers and TRIUMF has adopted the 
CAMAC standard as the means of communication 
between cyclotron devices and the computers. Three 
minicomputers1 will each be interfaced to a Branch 
Highway devoted to a specific area of cyclotron 
controL (e.g., ion source and injection system; 
cyclotron magnets, resonators and services; beam 
lines). Each of these computers communicates using 
standard hard ware2 with a central (similar) computer, 
which is interfaced to the main control console 
through another CAMAC Branch Highway. It is 
expected that the TRIUMF control system will 
involve a total of20 to 30 crates on 6 to 8 branches. 
High speed is not generally a necessity in a control 
application. A more important consideration is the 
ability to monitor each control operation as it is 
executed. With this in mind and in order that the 
hardware be both simple and reliable, TRIUMF has 
elected to run its CAMAC based control system 
completely under program control. 
THE SUPERVISOR PROGRAM 
Systems which run in a real-time interrupt driven 
environment usually make use of an executive or 
supervisory program for scheduling the various jobs 
as they are requested. Economy of both time and 
core requires that this executive be compact and 
efficient, while retaining a fairly powerful and versa-
tile repertory of commands. The TRIUMF super-
visory program, Nova Asynchronous Tasking 
Supervisor (NATS)3 , occupies 37410 words of mem-
ory and can supervise the execution of a virtually 
unlimited number of tasks operating asynchro-
nously. 
The word task, as used here, means a sequence of 
instructions which may be thought of as constituting 
one job. Any number of tasks may be defined to the 
supervisor, and these tasks may have coding (e.g., 
subroutines) in common. Tasks may schedule the 
execution of other tasks. Also a task may be placed 
in an inactive state by the supervisor while it is 
waiting for results from other tasks or for an inter-
rupt. No limitations other than those of space 
requirements are placed on the number of tasks 
running concurrently at various levels of priority, 
but each task must run to completion before it can 
be activated again by the supervisor. This is in 
contradistinction to re-entrant subroutines, for 
example, which may be used concurrently by two 
or more tasks. 
In one approach adopted, all CAMAC operations 
are treated as a single task in the sense described 
above. This 'CAMAC task' may be called through 
any one of a number of re-entrant subroutines which 
by making suitable requests through the supervisor 
select different CAMAC operations. Thus whenever 
a CAMAC operation, or sequence of CAMAC 
operations, is required, a request for the CAMAC 
task is placed in the task queue along with para-
meters describing the particular operation desired. 
In this way, the supervisor assures that CAMAC 
operations are executed in orderly sequence accord-
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ing to a user defined priority scheme. In the follow-
ing paragraphs, the structure of this 'CAMAC task' 
is described. 
THE CAMAC TASK 
The hierarchical structure of the CAMAC task is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. This figure also shows the, 
terminology used in describing the various com-
ponents of the task. 
r--------i 
I I 
USER USER USER 
I 
TASK TASK TASkS 
N? I. N~ N. 
GENERATOR 
~--------------------~ 
CAMAC 
TASK 
TASK LETS 
FUNCTION 
EQUENCERS 
FUNCTION 
SELECTORS 
CYCLE 
GENERATOR 
Fig. 2 Structure of the CAMAC Task 
THE MASTER DISPATCHER 
AND CAMAC EXIT ROUTINE 
When control is given by the supervisor to the 
highest priority queue entry for the CAMAC task, 
the task is entered at the Master Dispatcher level 
with up to three parameters passed from the calling 
task. One of these parameters is always the number 
of a 'tasklet' to be executed. Each entry into the 
CAMAC task involves the execution of one and 
only one tasklet. 
All tasklets end with a call to the CAMAC exit 
routine. This routine uses the supervisor to return 
data and error information to the calling task, and 
terminates the CAMAC task. 
TASKLETS 
Each well defined sequence of operations on one 
or more CAMAC modules is defined as being a 
tasklet in the CAMAC task. For example, opera-
tions such as reading a series of registers and storing 
the results, or setting a block of DACs to predefined 
values (run-up) would be considered as tasklets. In 
order that all CAMAC operations may be treated 
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in the same manner, one tasklet is available which 
executes any single CAMAC operation (cycle) 
defined by the passed parameters. Normally, 
CAMAC task tasklets simply call one or more 
'Function Sequencers' as subroutines. 
FUNCTION SEQUENCERS 
The key to CAMAC task modularity is the 
Function Sequencer. Each Function Sequencer 
corresponds to a particular CAMAC module. It is a 
subroutine which performs a sequence of CAMAC 
operations specific to a piece of hardware. Here the 
hardware-software relationship is most evident. The 
addition of a new CAMAC module to the system 
will normally require little more than the addition 
of a corresponding Function Sequencer to the 
CAMAC task. 
For example, a double width module containing 
four TRIUMF-designed 10-bit digital to analogue 
converters (DACs) is one of the basic building blocks 
of the TRIUMF control system. To this CAMAC 
module there corresponds a function sequencer in 
the CAMAC task. The program module first sends 
data to a selected DAC (F(l7)), and then reads the 
contents of the DAC register (F(1)) back into the 
computer for comparison with the original data. 
If a difference is detected, the whole process is tried 
up to two more times before an error is signalled. 
The response time of the DAC is such that trans-
mission errors on the first or second try have little 
effect on its output provided the third try is success-
ful. 
Similar Function Sequencers exist for TRIUMF-
designed 4 and 8 bit parallel input-output registers 
used for direct digital control (DDC), for a TRIUMF 
designed CAMAC interface to a commercially 
available multiplex analogue to digital converter 
system, as well as for other commercially available 
CAMAC modules used in the control system. 
FUNCTION SELECTORS 
Function Selectors are, in practice, merely different 
entry points to the CAMAC Cycle Generator, a 
description of which follows. They load the required 
CAMAC function code into a computer working 
register before proceeding to the execution of the 
Cycle Generator. 
THE CAMAC CYCLE GENERATOR 
At the bottom of the CAMAC task hierarchy, at 
the very heart of the CAMAC task, is the 'CAMAC 
Cycle Generator'. Each entry into the CAMAC task 
results in the execution of at least one CAMAC 
cycle, and each CAMAC cycle is initiated by the 
CAMAC Cycle Generator which reflects in software 
the various stages of the cycle. 
Figure 3 is a simplified flow chart of the CAMAC 
Cycle Generator, and it is in this diagram that the 
full implications of programmed CAMAC 1/0 and 
complete software monitoring of each CAMAC 
operation are most evident. 
Table I gives CAMAC Cycle Generator execution 
times for a Supernova computer using the TRIUMF 
Branch Highway Driver. The times are calculated 
from entry to the function selectors, which, we 
recall, may be considered as cycle generator entry 
points. 
CAMAC c·rc:..E GE~~RATOR 
SAVE INTERRUPT STATUS 
DISABLE INTERRUPT 
RECO RD Q STATU S 
PREPARE RETU RN 
RE ST ORE INTERRUPT STATUS 
RETURN 
Fig. 3 CAMAC Cycle Generator Flow Chart 
This table shows that although the CAMAC 
data way cycle is complete in approximately 1 J.lSec, 
supporting software requires 35-46 J.lSecs. This does 
Table I 
Interrupts Interrupts 
were on were off 
J.lSec J.lsec 
Read Operations 
[F(8) = 0; F(16) = 0] 35.9 42.5 
Write Operations 
[F(8) = 0; F(16-1] 39.2 45.8 
Other Operations 
[F(8) = 1; Q = 0] 35.4 42.0 
Other Operations 
[F(8) = I; Q = 1] 34.6 41.2 
not yet appear to be a serious handicap in the 
TRIUMF controls application, and is a direct 
consequence of the philosophy that has been 
adopted. 
INTERRUPT HANDLING 
Our basic approach has been that cyclotron 
monitoring should be based on a software scan 
initiated by the computer clock. Interrupts (LAMS) 
originating from cyclotron devices should be kept 
to a minimum. On the other hand, all console 
activities must be interrupt (LAM) driven. Events 
requiring a rapid response for machine or personnel 
protection will initiate hard-wired sequences. 
The software responds to a CAMAC interrupt by 
first identifying the branch from a device code 
associated with the interrupt, then addressing a 
'Graded Look-at-Me' (GLAM) operation to that 
branch, then identifying the interrupting module by 
an examination of the GLAM word returned, and 
finally executing the appropriate subroutine. Execu-
tion of this subroutine clears the interrupt. 
It is possible to perform the first three of these 
operations in CAMAC system hardware before 
interrupting the computer, but the approach des-
cribed here is consistent with the philosophy out-
lined above. As a consequence, an average of 
approximately 100 J.lSecs in required from the time 
of the raising of a branch demand until it is cleared. 
CONCLUSION 
The CAMAC task as described in the preceding 
sections has been incorporated in the control system 
for TRIUMF's 'Center Region Cyclotron' where 
it has been used in an expanding role during the past 
12 months. Only monitoring functions were attemp-
ted at first. More recently a CAMAC-interfaced 
control console has been added. Our experience with 
the CAMAC software described above has been 
entirely satisfactory. In particular, its structure has 
facilitated the addition of new types of CAMAC 
operations as they became necessary. The handling 
of CAMAC interrupts (LAMS), which now arrive in 
a steady stream from the operating console, is 
adequate. No perceptable delays are observed by 
the operators and the CPU is busy less than 20% 
of the time. 
Nevertheless, the creation of a CAMAC task to 
handle all CAMAC activities is not the only solution 
and we are currently preparing a new CAMAC 
software package which retains much of the current 
structure and modularity but in which CAMAC 
ceases to be a task under executive supervision. 
Dispatcher and tasklets disappear, and are replaced 
by a series of re-entrant subroutines which directly 
call the Function Sequencers described above. In the 
next few months we expect to be able to assess this 
approach, which has the advantage of significantly 
reducing both core requirements and the executive 
overhead required for CAMAC operations. 
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SUMMARY An operating system for non-time-critical 
applications has been developed for the PDP-8 computer. 
The system is based on the FOCAL (8 k) interpretive lan-
guage.lt provides control of CAMAC, flexible programming, 
simple data handling, and program chaining. 
INTRODUCTION 
Complex on-line experiments require background 
storage and interactive display. The particular sys-
tem with which this paper is concerned consists of a 
PDP-8/1 (8k) computer, dual DEC-tape, a single 
CAMAC crate with a crate-system-controller1 , and 
a home-made display with light-pen connected 
directly to the computer. A previous paper2 demon-
strated the advantages of an interpretive language 
for simple and flexible CAMAC programming. An 
expansion of this overlay technique created an 
operating system which is capable of controlling 
CAMAC, transferring data between memory and 
tape, chaining FOCAL programs, and allowing a 
light-pen control of the display. 
DISPLAY WITH LIGHT-PEN 
The system refreshes the display by writing the 
contents of sequential locations in a fixed part of 
the core-memory using incremental address scan 
mode. The light-pen is used to mark the address of 
a displayed value using direct memory access (DMA) 
for arithmetic modification of the data word (setting 
the most significant bit), instead of interrupting. 
This avoids a special light-pen handling sub-routine. 
A special set of displayed addresses can be used to 
activate tasks such as integrating or printing-out the 
contents of the addresses marked by the light-pen. 
INTERRUPT HANDLING 
To meet the real-time demands, interrupt han-
dling has been implemented in FOCAL by setting 
software switches when an interrupt occurs during 
execution of a command. After finishing the line, 
the software switches are tested and a line linked to 
an appropriate interrupt source is executed next. 
PROGRAM SYSTEM 
The DEC-tape used as background memory is 
controlled by the PDP-8/I DOS system. The library 
statement is used for FOCAL3 program chaining 
and task activating by exchanging page 0 and 
locations 3200 to 4600 of field 0, and 0 to 5600 of 
field 1 (Fig. 1 ). The statement is followed by a 
parameter set specifying the number of tape, read or 
write, block-number and starting line of the FOCAL 
program. 
Locations 5600 to the upper limit of field 1 are 
used as a display refreshing buffer and common 
area. An additional function statement can be used 
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Fig. 1 Core layout for the PDP-8/I 
to exchange this area, transfer its contents to tape, 
or access single values. 
The system is used to control a four-circle neutron 
diffractometer. The combination of FOCAL and 
DOS extends the calculating power of the system. 
The most important programs are: 
- General test of the CAMAC system in conjunc-
tion with the positioning system (electronics-
mechanics interaction). 
- Calculation of the mechanical shaft positions 
determined by the specific scattering planes of 
the crystal. 
- Automatic adjustment of the sample crystal and 
measurement of its orientation parameters by a 
closed loop optimising program. 
- Refinement of the lattice and orientation para-
meter by a least squares fitting method. 
- Automatic data acquisition over long periods 
with self-calibrating and testing procedures. 
- Data reduction under light-pen control. 
Most of the calculation programs are matrix algo-
rithms. 
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SUMMARY A translator incorporating macro commands 
to simplify the programming of peripherals interfaced 
through the CAMAC system is in regular use at the Dares-
bury Laboratory, where it was developed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The CAMAC system is analogous in computer 
hardware to the high level language in computer 
software. It allows the computer user to configure 
his system by choosing suitable modules from a 
proven range and connect these together in a closely-
defined, systematic way to build a working system. 
All this is made possible without more than a cur-
sory understanding of either computer or CAMAC 
hardware operating principles. As with the use of a 
high-level language, however, there are penalties. 
The extended addressing and control features possi-
ble within the CAMAC specification cannot usually 
be met by the computer's input/output arrangements 
alone, so that it is usually more difficult to control 
devices through CAMAC, than directly from the 
computer's own input/output system. The 24-bit 
CAMAC data path is also generally wider than 
those of the modern, small, process-control com-
puter that is normally used for CAMAC applica-
tions; this results in added complexity of the pro-
grams needed. 
To meet CAMAC addressing requirements, the 
computer must be capable of transmitting a binary 
pattern comprising a total of 21 bits for each 
CAMAC operation. These are made up as follows: 
(A) 7 crate addressing bits (C bits); 
(B) 5 module addressing bits (N bits); 
(C) 4 module sub-addressing bits (A bits); 
(D) 5 function bits (F bits). 
H?wever, in the majority of applications, it is 
possible to adopt procedures which enable less than 
21 bits to be transmitted concurrently, for example 
16 bits at a time. 
To transmit 16 bits of control information from a 
small digital computer such as a Honeywell 316 or 
516, it is necessary for a data transfer from the 
computer to be used as a control transfer to the 
CAMAC system. Thus every command to a module 
in the CAMAC system from the computer must 
contain one data transfer additional to what would 
normally be required were that module connected 
directly to the computer input/output bus. For 
example, to start the Honeywell interfaced paper-
tape reader, only one control instruction is necessary: 
OCP '001 
To perform the same operation on a CAMAC-
interfaced tape reader requires the following se-
quence of instructions: 
LDA Control Code Load appropriate C,N,A,F, 
bits into A register 
OTA '240 Transmit to CAMAC 
JMP *-1 
It is clear from this example that, to program in 
such an environment, it is necessary to know not 
only how a given peripheral device operates but also 
how to control the computer to CAMAC interface 
and how to form the appropriate control codes that 
are required. 
The specification of a 24-bit data-path in the 
CAMAC system presents a problem not normally 
encountered in programming a 316 or 516 computer. 
Although the processor itself is capable of double-
length operation, by manipulating the A and B 
registers together, there is no method of direct out-
put or input transfer in this form. Thus, to output to 
a 16-bit device on the input/output bus, it is custo-
mary to execute the following code: 
OT A Control Code 
JMP *-1 
However, to perform a similar operation for a 24-
bit CAMAC device, it is necessary to have a code 
sequence of the form: 
OTA '140 } Output high order bits JMP *-1 
lAB } Move low order bits to A OTA '340 register and output to JMP *-1 CAMAC 
LDA CNTL Control Code 
OTA '240 } Control Code Transfer JMP *-1 
From this example also, it can be seen that the 
programmer must understand the caracteristics of 
the computer-CAMAC interface in addition to those 
of the peripheral device and computer. 
Much of the extra programming burden would be 
eliminated, and the need to fully understand the 
working of system components avoided to a great 
extent if the programmer were able to code CAMAC 
operations by reference to say the function code as 
operand followed by a CAMAC module address. 
For example, instead of the 24-bit transfer, written 
above in assembler language, we could write a 
Macro call in the following manner: 
F16 1,4,0 
where 
F16 is a Macro name corresponding to the 
CAMAC function code 
1 is the Crate address } 
4 is the Station address Macro parameters 
0 is the Module sub-address 
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For such a statement, the translation process to 
assembler language is dependent upon the CAMAC 
function definition, which is defined by the CAMAC 
specification, the computer language in use, and the 
CAMAC controller. At any particular installation, 
all these features are well defined, so that it would be 
reasonable for such an installation to have an 
assembler with inbuilt rules for translation. It is 
essential, however, to have a simple method of 
incorporating these rules into the assembler so that 
the flexibility of the package is maintained. 
At most laboratories using CAMAC, the small 
computers that are used do not have any mass 
storage media, and they use paper-tape for input and 
output. This is the situation at Daresbury Labora-
tory, where it was considered' best to implement the 
translator as part of the assembler, rather than as a 
separate preprocessor. One consequence of this 
decision is that the translation and assembly pro-
cesses involve the same operations as a traditional 
assembly, and do not involve additional passes. 
THE BUILDER 
Before an assembler can translate code including 
Macro commands, it is necessary to add two fea-
tures. The first is a simple extension to the algorithm, 
which decides the type of command that is being 
translated. The second is a table look-up which gives 
an indication of the way in which the command is to 
be expanded in the case of a Macro. In general, the 
first of these features will not need to be changed 
once it is functioning correctly. However, the table 
may wen be expanded or altered in the light of 
experience, for example when it is necessary to add 
a new Macro to the system. 
The translation system is intended to be used with 
small computers, so that the table should be designed 
to be as compact as possible. Because of this, the 
problem of generating a new Macro table, for 
example in octal, is considerable. To simplify this 
process, it is possible to use an automatic procedure 
for table generation termed a BUILDER. The 
BUILDER reads a series of Macro definitions and 
generates a tape-which is the table, referred to 
above-to be used to generate a new assembler. 
THE ASSEMBLER AND TRANSLATOR 
At Daresbury Laboratory, CAMACRO has been 
made available to users of Honeywell 316 and 516 
computers by modification of the Honeywell DAP 
16 assembler. A general CAMACRO preprocessor 
is also under development which will take an 
assembler source tape and replace all CAMACRO 
calls so that the resulting tape can be compiled by 
the manufacturer's standard assemblers or by their 
assemblers which run on an IBM 360. 
The modified assembler for the '516' can also be 
used in the normal way by anyone who does not 
need to use CAMACRO calls and has no know-
ledge of CAMACRO. 
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AN EXAMPLE OF 
THE USE OF CAMACRO 
As an example, it is useful to consider a specific 
problem frequently encountered in CAMAC sys-
tems, namely to read a block of data into an array 
AREA from the paper-tape reader. The following 
source statements can be used: 
LOOP $ F27 $ RDR, 0 
JMP LOOP 
$F02 $ RDR, 0 
STA AREA, 1 
TEST FOR READER READY 
LOOP UNTIL READY 
READ DATA INTO A REGISTER 
STORE DATA INTO ARRAY AREA 
INCREMENT INDEX REGISTER IRS 0 
JMP LOOP IF INDEX NOT ZERO REPEAT 
CONTINUE IF INDEX = 0 
The resulting output from the CAMACRO 
assembler is: 
0004 LOOP $F27 ~RDR ,0 TEST FOR READER READY 
0004 00000 0 02 00045 LDA =0 05033 LOAD C ,N ,A ,F 
0004 00001 74 0240 OTA '240 OUTPUT TO 
0004 00002 0 01 00001 JMP *-1 CAI~AC 
0004 00003 34 1340 SKS '1340 WAIT UNTIL 
0004 00004 0 01 00003 JMP ... _1 READY 
0004 00005 34 1040 SKS '1040 TEST Q 
0005 00005 0 01 00000 JII,P LOOP LOOP UNTIL READY 
0006 )IF02 )IRDR,O READ DATA INTO A REGISTER 
0006 00007 0 02 00044 LOA "' 05002 LOAD C ,N ,A ,F 
0006 00010 74 0240 OTA '240 OUTPUT TO 
0006 00011 0 01 00010 JMP *-1 CAMAC 
0006 00012 54 1640 INA '1640 INPUT LOW 
0006 00013 0 01 00012 JMP *-1 
0007 00014 1 04 00017 STA AREA,l STORE DATA INTO ARRAY AREA 
0008 00015 0 12 00000 IRS 0 INCREMENT INDEX REGISTER 
0009 00016 0 OJ 00000 JMP LOOP IF INDEX NOT ZERO REPEAT 
0010 * CONTINUE IF INDEX = 0 
An alternative method that could be used in this 
particular example is to check Q for a valid read 
operation. In this case and without using the string 
definitions the source program could be written: 
LOOP $ F02 0, 5, 0, Q 
JMP LOOP 
STA AREA, 1 
IRS 0 
JMP LOOP 
READ DATA IF READY 
LOOP UNTIL READY 
STORE DATA INTO ARRAY AREA 
INCREMENT INDEX REGISTER 
IF INDEX NOT ZERO REPEAT 
CONTINUE IF INDEX = 0 
The resulting output now is: 
0003 LOOP $F02 0, 5 ,O,Q READ DATA IF READY 
0003 00000 0 02 00015 LOA = '05002 LOAD C ,N ,A ,F 
0003 00001 74 0240 OTA '240 OUTPUT TO 
0003 00002 0 01 00001 Jf.\P *-1 CA~1AC 
0003 00003 54 1640 INA '1640 INPUT · LOW 
0003 00004 0 01 00003 JMP *-1 
0003 00005 34 1340 SKS '1340 WAIT UNTIL 
0003 00006 0 01 00005 JMP *-1 READY 
0003 00007 34 1 040 SKS '1 040 TEST Q 
0004 00010 0 01 00000 JI~P LOOP LOOP UNTIL READY 
0005 00011 1 04 00014 STA AREA,1 STORE DATA HITO Af\RAY APEA 
0006 00012 0 12 00000 IRS 0 INCRH1ENT INDEX REGI STER 
0007 00013 0 01 00000 JMP LOOP IF INDEX NOT ZERO RE PEhT 
ODOS CONTINUE IF liiDEX = 0 
CONCLUSIONS 
The adoption and use of CAMACRO has consid-
erably simplified the writing of input/output soft-
ware for CAMAC systems and has relieved the 
programmer of the need to understand in detail the 
working of the system components. A particular 
advantage is the flexibility provided by the Macro 
and string definition facilities by which modifications 
arising from changes in hardware specification or 
module relocation can be easily implemented. This 
work is being further developed towards improved 
hardware independence and the use of a wider range 
of computer languages. 
ACTIVITIES OF THE CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
The ESONE Committee in Europe and the USAEC 
NIM Committee in America have both authorised 
different working groups to investigate specific 
aspects of CAMAC. The European and American 
working parties are performing their activities in 
close collaboration. 
ESONE-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Dataway Working Group 
Chairman: H. Klessmann, HMI Berlin 
At its meeting in June, 1972 the ESONE Dataway 
Working Group investigated the NIM proposals for 
a CAMAC Supplement. This makes recommenda-
tions concerning the implementation and interpreta-
tion of CAMAC specifications and includes descrip-
tions of preferred practices and current applications. 
The Working Group agreed that the Supplement 
should not constitute any modification or extension 
to the CAMAC specifications. This response was 
presented to the NIM Dataway and Mechanics 
Working Group meetings (July 1972, Boulder, 
Colorado) and, by very close co-operation, agree-
ment on many items of the Supplement was reached 
so that approval by both the NIM and the ESONE 
Committee seems possible. 
The ESONE Dataway Working Group has 
further analysed several schemes for a Serial Branch 
System and is continuing this work by more detailed 
investigation of a basic scheme which shows many 
attractive features. In this configuration the Serial 
Branch is connected in an unidirectional loop so that 
each Crate Controller need only have two ports, 
and the Branch Controller can check that commands 
have been transmitted correctly through the whole 
system. The information is organised into bytes and 
may be transferred either bit-serial in a fully asyn-
chronous mode or in a synchronous mode or byte-
serial. For simple systems, possibly with low data 
transmission rates, the structure will allow the use 
of a simple teletype (Transmit/Receive) port as 
a Branch Driver. The byte structure considered 
allows read and write data in fully transparent 
8-bit bytes while control bytes contain an identifier 
for unique identification of the various control or 
command information. 
The mechanism for demand handling, error 
detection and recovery, byte synchronisation and 
transmission via standard communication are cur-
rently being investigated in co-operation with the 
NIM Dataway Working Group whose many contri-
butions to the general structure of a Serial Branch 
System are most helpful and are highly appreciated. 
Software Working Group 
Chairman: I. N. Hooton, AERE Harwell 
The group has now reached a point in its definition 
of a CAMAC Language in which comments and 
criticisms from all interested organisations and indi-
viduals are required before a final specification can 
be generated. A 'Proposal for a CAMAC Language' 
has therefore been published and is available from 
the distributor of this Bulletin. All communications 
to the secretary or to other members of the Working 
Group-see address list, published together with 
the paper-will be considered in preparing the final 
document. 
A draft proposal is being prepared for an inter-
mediate language (IML) which constitutes a possi-
ble object language for a CAMAC Language trans-
lator. Simple means of making this language appli-
cable as an assembly language are also being 
considered. Collaboration with the NIM-CAMAC 
Software Working Group continues to be of great 
value. 
Analogue Signals Working Group 
Chairman: Dr. K. Tradowsky, G. F. K. Karlsruhe 
The Working Group has concentrated its 
activities on the elaboration of an extension of the 
specification to high frequency signals, in close co-
operation with the NIM Analogue Signals Working 
Group. 
This topic has been discussed at two meetings 
during 1972, at Karlsruhe (February 21-22) and at 
Harwell (June 28-July I), and a final proposal was 
available for presentation at the ESONE General 
Assembly in October. 
Much effort has also been put into the problem 
of combining the present contents of EUR 5100e 
(1972) and the extension to high frequency signals 
as an integrated proposal for a revised version of 
EUR 5100e. This proposal was prepared at the 
ESONE General Assembly in October to obtain 
the ESONE Committee's approval. 
Information Working Group 
Chairman: Dr. H. Meyer, CBNM, J. R. C. Euratom, 
Gee!, Belgium 
The Working Group has appreciated the growing 
interest of authors in publishing their work in the 
Bulletin, as judged by the increasing number of 
papers received. Because the Group wishes to con-
tinue to publish as many articles from as wide a 
spectrum of applications as possible, within the 
unavoidable page-limitations of the Bulletin, authors 
will be asked in future to follow more strictly the 
rules of paper preparation, particularly that apper-
taining to the maxipmm number of words allowed. 
Several extensions of Bulletin content are under 
consideration and should improve its value. An 
example is a proposed section 'Readers' Comments' 
which could allow some sort of dialogue between 
CAMAC Users/Suppliers etc. Or again, another 
section may detail recommendations and give 
preferred practices in the application of the CAMAC 
specifications. 
The latest information from the distribution 
centre at Luxembourg indicates a total distribution 
of 3870 copies for Bulletin No. 4. The response to 
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the annual subscription fees has been reasonable but 
could be greater. Clearly, the greater the response, 
the more certain will be the continued support for, 
and publication of, the Bulletin by the Commission 
of the European Communities whose assistance so 
far has been both considerable and tolerant. 
NIM-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Reporter: Louis Costrell, Chairman NIM Committee 
The following NIM-CAMAC Working Groups 
met at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards in 
Boulder, Colorado on July 10-14, 1972: 
Analogue Signals Working Group 
Dataway Working Group 
Mechanics and Power Supplies Working Group 
Software Working Group 
The Groups reviewed in detail a draft of the 
forthcoming supplement to the CAMAC Specifica-
tions that is to be issued as U.S. AEC Report 
TID-25877. The Supplement will make recommen-
dations concerning the implementation and inter-
pretation of the specifications and will include 
descriptions of preferred practices and current 
applications. It is expected that the Supplement will 
be available in December. 
The Chairman of the ESONE Data way Working 
Group (H. Klessmann of the Hahn-Meitner 
Institute, Berlin) and the Chairman of the ESONE 
Software Working Group (1. N. Hooton, Atomic 
Energy Research Establishment, Harwell) partici-
pated in the Working Group Meetings. 
The Analogue Working Group gave further 
consideration to the standards proposed for fast 
analogue signals. The proposals are to be reviewed 
again by the ESONE Analogue Signals Working 
Group prior to the ESONE General Assembly in 
October. 
The Mechanics and Power Supplies Working 
Group studied proposals for preferred auxiliary con-
nectors and power supply/crate interface connectors 
as well as a standard drawing for the CAMAC coaxial 
connector. The coaxial connector drawing is expect-
ed to be issued in August. Numerous additional 
items for inclusion in the Supplement were also 
reviewed. 
The Dataway Working Group, though primarily 
involved with the details of the Supplement, was 
also concerned with serial branch highways. This 
subject is now receiving attention from both the 
ESONE and NIM Dataway Working Groups. 
The Software Working Group again studied 
papers dealing with CAMAC software, giving 
primary consideration to the ESONE Software 
Working Group's 'Proposal for a CAMAC ·' Lan-
guage' which was critically reviewed in detail. -
NEWS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
WALLAC INSTRUMENTS LTD. is a new 
company offering CAMAC equipment that meets 
the revised specifications BUR 4100e (1972). The 
present range of units comprises input registers 
(readers) and output registers. The '150' range of 
Input Readers, having a store capacity of up to 256 
bits, allow some significant economies by making 
increased use of the basic crate station. 
The Readers are designed for general purpose 
data acquisition with CAMAC systems. The range 
of Readers is as follows: 
Type 
151 -four 16-bit words on subaddresses (0-3) 
152 - four 24-bit words on subaddresses (0-3) 
153 - eight 16-bit words on subaddresses (0-7) 
154 - eight 24-bit words on subaddresses (0-7) 
155 - sixteen 8-bit words on subaddresses (0-15) 
156 - sixteen 16-bit words on subaddresses (0-15) 
In basic form the data inputs are wiring points on 
the internal printed circuit card, hence the user can 
enter the system in a manner most suitable to this 
application (i,. e. multipin connectors, tape wire, 
flexible printed wire). Input connectors can be 
supplied wired and tested to user's instructions. 
These connectors may modify the basic dimensions 
(single-width). 
The Readers are recommended for these applica-
tions: 
I. General purpose data reader for D.V.M.'s, 
shaft encoders, data-loggers, switch data, etc. 
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2. Read-only memory-in conjunction with a pre-
wired programme. 
3. Programme/parameter generator-in conjunc-
tion with a plugboard or switch registers. 
4. Pattern generator-a single input word can be 
wired to provide up to n patterns, the pattern 
required being selected by dataway command 
(n being the number ofword registers available). 
5. Temporary store-in conjunction with output 
register modules (S. R.A. '170' range). 
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES, after the a~qmsi­
tion of the CAMAC interests of EKCO Instruments 
Ltd., have combined the Research and Development 
teams of the two companies in the new laboratory 
at Beenham, 
This is already having a marked effect on the 
development programme of new instruments and 
has also increased the systems capability, resulting 
in hastening the supply of CAMAC systems to an 
ever widening range of users. 
Amongst the latest orders for systems received 
are a data-logging system for an industrial company 
in the consumer goods industry, a general data-
acquisition system for a physics department of a 
British university, a data-logger in the Electricity 
Supply Service, a cyclotron control and monitor 
system for a Belgian university and a 150-Channel 
monitor alarm system for British Nuclear Fuels in 
Cumberland. 
NEW PRODUCTS 
SYSTEM UNITS, TEST EQUIPMENT 
MBD-11 Microprogrammed Branch Driver 
for a PDP-11 Computer 
The MBD-11 is a multiple, direct memory access 
(DMA) channel Branch Driver. The unit is an 8-
channel multiplexer controlled by information stored 
in 48 file registers. The 16 bit microprocessor has 
256 words of read-write memory with an access time 
of 70 nsec. The MBD has 16 instructions that are 
each executed in four clock periods or 400 nsec. 
An instruction can select one of 16 control functions, 
a source register, and a destination register. The 
unit has 25 interrupts: 1 error, 8 channel service, 
and 16 'L' requests from the branch. 
The MBD was fabricated using the Standard 
Logic Inc., computer automated hardware system 
(CASH). The MBD has a panel height of 3-!-in., 
500 integrated circuits, and requires a separate 
5Vdc, 25A power supply. 
Ref. TMA Electronics 
Type A-1 Crate Controller, Model CCA-1 
This unit is the most up-to-date controller available. 
In addition to meeting all the 1972 specifications 
of EUR 4600 for a Type A Controller, it will also 
meet the requirements to qualify it as a Type A-1. 
The X response is fully implemented in this unit. 
Some additional features have been designed into 
this unit to allow optional modes of operation. 
Because they are not 'standard' features , they are 
normally not wired into the unit. However, by the 
simple addition of jumpers these modes may be 
utilized. 
The two additional modes are a 'Fast Read' mode 
(S2 is eliminated during a dataway cycle) and a 
'Hold' mode ( the '1' state of an additional 'Hold' 
line-bussed Patch Pin P2-inhibits the generation 
of Sl and the remaining dataway cycle. When the 
module is ready, the 'Hold' line can be released to 
continue the data way cycle). 
To provide some protection against over-voltage 
signals on the dataway due to ringing, clamps have 
been provided on all the high current dataway 
drivers. These will clamp the logic '0' level to 
approximately 4 volts rather than the commonly 
used V cc line, and thus give an added level of pro-
tection to the TTL inputs that use the dataway. 
Visual indicators show the presence of an Inhibit 
signal or a Demand signal and a BCR indicator 
shows when the crate has been addressed. The crate 
address is indicated on a LED display. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
PDP-11 Simulator 
The PDP-II Simulator is a manual controller and 
test device for the MBD-11 Branch Driver. The unit 
will perform program transfers singly, or at a 
100KHz rate, and also test DMA operation and 
identify interrupts. The simulator can be used to 
test any PDP-11 computer interface. The unit was 
fabricated using the Standard Logic Inc., computer 
automated hardware system (CASH) and requires 
120 Vac, 60Hz power. 
Ref. TMA Electronics 
Manual Crate Controller, MCC-240 
The Manual Crate Controller, MCC-240, is designed 
to provide manual control of a CAMAC Dataway. 
It may be used as either 
a CAMAC systems' 
teaching aid, or as a test 
unit for examining indi-
vidual modules and set-
ting up a working CA-
MAC crate. It incorpo-
rates, all features neces-
sary to control or moni-
tor the Data way, includ-
ing an indicator lamp for 
the recently designated 
Dataway X line (Com-
mand Accepted). An-
other feature is electron-
ic crate station number 
(N) selection with a digi-
tal LED station number 
indicator. Most impor-
tantly, the MCC-240 is 
a double width unit, and 
therefore can be substituted directly in the physical 
location of a Type A-1 Crate Controller, thus 
allowing all other modules in a full crate to remain 
in place during tests, or more generally, allowing 
maximum use of crate space. 
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On the Dataway all pull-ups and signal standards 
are identical to those specified for crate controllers 
Type A-I and all timed dataway signals are generat-
ed in proper sequence in 'continuous' mode or 
stepwise in 'step' mode. 
Ref. Techcal Electronic Services 
Dataway Display 
The Dataway Display Unit (DD-001) is a single-
width CAMAC unit for use in test, fault finding, 
and educational situations. The unit has 64 minia-
ture LED indicators on the front panel to give the 
latest dataway operation. This module may be used 
in any station in the CAMAC crate. 
Latest data way signals are latched in memory and 
displayed via the front panel. All displays are cleared 
with a front panel push button. The DD-001 does 
not generate any signals onto the dataway. 
Signals on the following lines are displayed: 
Rl-R24 
Wl-W24 
Fl6, F8, F4, F2, Fl 
A8, A4, A2, Al 
N 
B, I, Z, C, Q, X 
Ref. Techcal Electronic Services 
l/0 REGISTERS, DISPLAYS 
100MHz Scalers 
Two new developments at Nuclear Enterprises add 
lOOMHz scalers to the present range of equipment: 
Scaler 003 - This well proved unit has been up-
dated to give under optional input (3 nsec) a guaran-
teed count capability of 100 MHz. 
The scalers are controlled and their contents are 
read by dataway command. Front-panel switches 
permit the unit to be arranged as two 32-bit scalers, 
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each with an overflow. All scalers and overflows can 
be reset by front panel control. 
Scaler 9015- This is a new unit designed as a 
general-purpose, fast scaler. It embodies four 16-bit 
binary 'ripple-through' scalers each with an over-
flow bit and capable of counting input events at 
rates of typically 100 MHz. Events are accepted 
through front panel connectors under the control of 
individual inhibit inputs also accepted through the 
front panel. A front panel push-button enables all 
scalers and overflows to be reset. Overflow (Carry) 
outputs are available at the rear of the unit. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises 
Quad 100MHz Scaler 
Model S.l will meet all the requirements of the 
SLAC-Berkeley specifications for lOOMHz scalers 
and, in addition, will offer some features which 
should prove useful. Basically the unit has four 24 bit 
scalers with counting speed in excess of 100 MHz. 
The inputs are D. C. coupled, transient protected, 
and the input signals are reshaped for reliable 
operation. In addition to 'Carry' output signals, an 
overflow flip-flop is provided for each channel. 
These have the ability to be triggered from either 
bit 15 or bit 23 and to be read out as bit 16 or 24 
onto the dataway as the overflow bit. The 'Carry' 
and 'Overflow' signals are also available as output 
signals. The 'Carry' can be either CAMAC levels 
or fast NIM levels. A better method of extracting 
these signals is by a rear mounted connector or 
connectors, rather than the patch pins and for this 
purpose units can be supplied with rear panels. 
In addition to Functions FO, F9, and F25, 
Function F2 (read and clear) has been incorporated 
as a useful command. In accordance with the new 
specification a '1' will be generated on the X line in 
response to N·(FO+F2+F9+F25)·(AO+Al + · 
+ A2 + A3). The Q response will be normally for 
N·(FO+F2)·(AO+Al +A2+A3) but F9 and F25 
may optionally also generate a Q response to make 
this unit compatible with previous scalers. 
An 'N' lamp and a Gate lamp are provided to 
indicate when the module is addressed and when the 
counting gates are open for signals exceeding 
threshold to be counted. 
A manual reset button is provided that will reset 
all scalers. An optional electrical reset is available. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
Universal Scaler, Presettable Up-Down 
Counter 
Model S2 is intended to be a general purpose scaler. 
It has a capacity of 24 bits and a counting speed in 
excess of 25 MHz. It will perform as a gateable 
'Up-Down' counter with individual inputs for each, 
and it will also function as a presetable counter. 
In this mode, the preset number is loaded on com-
mand, the counter then counts up and when this 
number is reached an output signal is generated. 
At this time a LAM latch is also set. An output 
signal is provided whose width is equal to the time 
from the first pulse to when the preset number is 
reached, a pulse train output is also supplied with the 
number of pulses equalling the preset number. 
The unit can be gated or reset either electrically 
or manually. Visual indicators are provided for 
module address and the state of the gate. A 'carry' 
o_utput is also provided at the front panel. All 
signals are CAMAC levels. The function codes and 
unaddressed commands used are FO, 2, 8, 9, 10, 16, 
24, 25, 26 and C.l. Z. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
Pattern Unit (021) 
This dou hie-width module(021) contains 
a 16-hit register, which stores the pattern 
of input signals at the front panel input 
socket at the time of an external gate 
signal. The register may be read and 
cleared from the CAMAC Dataway 
and may also be cleared from the front 
panel. The register may be loaded with 
all '1 's either by data way command or 
by means of a front panel 'Test' push 
button. The manual controls are: 
Gate/ Open Switch. The position 'Gate' 
conditions the input by the 'Ext Gate' 
Signal. The position 'OPEN' is used on 
gated inputs. 
Test Button. When pressed this injects 
artificially a '1' into all 16 inputs. The 
Gate/Open switch must be in position 
'OPEN'. 
Reset Button. This resets all sixteen memories of 
the 16 input channels. 
The front panel signals are: 
Inputs, 0-15, IL2 signals. 
Ext. Gate, IL2 signal. 
Maximum repetition rate 50 MHz at 50/50 duty 
cycle. 
Minimum pulse on input to latch memory is 5 nS at 
- 12mA level. 
The function Codes used are: FO, 2, 6, 9, 25. Only 
Subaddress '0' is used. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises 
Dual l/0 Registers 
The 9041 is a dual 24-bit input register that can be 
loaded from front panel connectors. 
Data strobe and data received signals are provided 
for control purposes and an interrupt is generated 
each time the data register is loaded provided that 
that particular register has been enabled from the 
dataway. 
T?e ?042 is a dual 24-bit output register capable 
of smkmg 40mA at 30 V via front panel connectors. 
Other power requirements could be met if required. 
The 072 is a dual 16-bit input register built to the 
specification of CERN NP CAMAC Note 33.00. It 
has been designed to meet the requirements of a 
v~rsatile but inexpensive register. It accepts data 
either sampled or continuous through a multiway 
connector. A number of modes of operation are 
available. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises 
Wire Detecter Scanner + 
Scanner Test Module 
T_h~ Scanning Module WCS-200 provides complete 
digital readout of wire spark-chambers of the 'Shift 
Register' capacity readout type, the magnetostrictive 
types, and the MWPC's which employ shift register 
data output. 
Position information read into the scanner module 
is stored in its own 64 word by 16-bit buffer memory 
for later transfer through the CAMAC system. Up 
t? 8192 resolution elements are scanned at frequen-
cies. up to 40 MHz, defined by an internal crystal 
oscillator. Data format for position information is 
~3 ?its for position and 3 bits for spread. (Spread 
mdicates the number of adjacent wires set; and in 
the case of magnetostrictive operation, it measures 
the position and width of the analogue input signal 
for improved spatial resolution.) 
Two test modes are built into the scanner to 
facilitate automatic testing, as well as to measure the 
first and last wire of each wire detector under com-
puter control. For complete checkout of the over 
1 OOObits of memory in the scanning module, a 
CAMAC test module 'WCS-201' may be used as 
a memory exerciser and tester. 
Cabling to the wire chamber detectors consists 
of one cable, thus making the use of the system 
straight forward. 
The Scanner Test Module WCS-201 
generates a double pulse, under com-
puter control, to simulate spark chamber 
shift register data for testing of the 
WCS-200. The operating sequence is to 
first load the test module with a simu-
lated spark chamber event; this requires 
four data transfers from the CAMAC 
computer to the test module. Once the 
test event is loaded, a normal scan se-
quence is initiated by a computer start 
command to either the test module or 
the wire chamber scanner. At the com-
pletion of the scan sequence the Scanner's 
output is compared to the test input. 
With this arrangement one is able to 
thoroughly test the Scanner's address 
register, spread circuits, and memory. 
The memory tests are most important because with 
over 1000 bits of memory to be tested, manual tests 
are not possible. 
Ref. Nano Systems 
CRATES, SUPPLIES 
Extra Rigid, Heavy Duty CAMAC Crates 
A complete range of heavy duty crates has been 
developed to ensure continuous rigidity whether or 
not the crate is supported in a rack. The front 
(tapped) profiles are of solid brass extrusion and 
steel extruded sections are inlaid in the moulded 
runner guides to give added strength. To further 
enhance the rigidity, the side cheeks are of 6,3mm 
Aluminium. 
An important feature of the normal service crate 
has been maintained, i.e. the one piece extruded con-
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nector rail is located from, and attached to, the 
critical datum face of the lower runner guides. 
Interchangeability of Data ways between Willsher & 
Quick crates is therefore assured. 
All crates have a 25-station capability and are 
available plain, or ventilated. The ventilation area 
can be 1 U or 2U in height and an attractive grille 
can be supplied with adequate face area for mount-
ing switches, indicators etc. 
Three forms of side cheek are available: 
(a) Standard 380 mm depth. 
(b) 525 mm depth with side cheeks in two compo-
nents, the rear 145 mm being detachable and 
suitable for enclosing power packs etc. 
(c) 525 mm depth with one piece side cheeks. 
All these crates will, of course, accept any module 
compatible with CAMAC Specs. EUR4100. The 
photograph shows a 6U heavy duty standard-depth 
crate with power supply. 
Ref. Willsher & Quick Ltd. 
Improved CAMAC Crate 
The new series 100 CAMAC crate (N.S.I. 875 
CC 1 00) is an improved version of the model 
N.S.I. 875DB/WV which has gained wide accep-
tance over the last few years. Now that CAMAC 
has become more accepted in the United States, 
it has been possible to improve the tooling involved 
and, thereby providing better alignment and 
fixturing than was possible before. Some new 
features of this crate include: 
( 1) Improved Guide Rails - These new rails 
allow units to be installed or removed much 
easier than was possible before and without 
losing grounding between the crate and unit 
rails. 
(2) Starter Guides - This is an extension of the 
guide rails which brings each guide further 
forward to allow easier alignment and starting 
of a unit into a crate. 
(3) Station Numbers - Station numbers have 
been added for convenience. 
(4) Increased Extender Depth- This extra depth 
allows the user more room in which to do his 
patching and extra wiring when requjred and 
also insures proper mating with the new AEC 
typical CAMAC power supplies. 
(5) New Connector Mounting Arrangement -
This arrangement eliminates the provision for 
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mounting the extra 36-pin edge-card connector 
which was previously supplied. The additional 
space provided allows the use of the 52-pin 
connectors now recommended by the AEC 
NIM-CAMAC Working Group. 
Ref. Nuclear Specialties Inc. 
Powered Crate 
The Powered Crate (PCS) is a completely tested and 
assembled system consisting of a Power Supply and 
Blower Unit (1410S) and a crate (WCS). Both units 
are designed to the latest USAEC-CAMAC recom-
mendations for typical equipment. 
The Power Supply and Blower Section (2 U high) 
includes design features such as narrow width and 
height behind front panel to facilitate use with side-
mounted slides(l0-32nuts already attached to supply 
and blower section) or bottom support rails, all 
input and output options, modular construction, 
metering of all standard output voltages and cur-
rents, optional front-panel test points of all output 
voltages, high temperature warning lamp and 4 
front-mounted fans with dust filter. The power 
supply output is limited to 300 watts at 50 °C. 
The crate (5 U high) contains features such as 
special non-galling finish on guide rails, rear guide 
bar for easy unit PC board insertion into connect-
tors, multilayer printed circuit board for dataway 
capabilities with all 14 bus bars attached to power 
and spare lines, 6-32 and 4 mm helicoil inserts, 
lowest insertion force connectors, bus bars on 
pins 1 & 3 per latest specification change and station 
numbers printed on front face of upper guide rack. 
Specifications: 
Input: 117 or 220V + 10% -12% 
47-53 or 57-63Hz 3. 3/6. 6A 
Ambient Temperature: 0 to 50 oc 
Outputs ± 6 V @ 25 A Current Shared 
± 24 V@ 6A Current Shared 
Optional ±12V@ 3A Shared w/±24V 
+200V@ 0.1A Unregulated 
Weight: 33kg 
Ref. Standard Engineering Corporation 
Crate Blower Unit 
This 2 U blower unit is for use with crates powered 
from sources other than a typical CAMAC supply. 
The front panel contains the AC power switch, 
metering switches and elements for standard volt-
ages and currents, and thermal and power-on lamps. 
The removable plug-in rear panel provides a 
mounting surface for current sense resistors, power 
cord, AC fuses and fuse holders, switched AC 
outlet and connector for attachment of metered 
voltages. 
The unit is sectioned into quarters and provides 
four fans at 43 CFM free air into each section. 
Under the worst allowable conditions, the maximum 
temperature rise will not exceed 15 oc above 
ambient. 
Ref. Standard Enginering Corporation 
COMPONENTS 
CAMAC Extender 
The new CAMAC extender now available from 
TEKDATA Limited offers many advantages over 
the types presently offered. It is in use at various 
establishments already in the U.K. and is very 
competitively priced. 
Some of the main features are: 
(a) Heavy gauge wire is used for the power lines, 
avoiding excessive voltage drop. 
(b) FibaTEK, flat flexible ribbon cable is used 
giving a very clean and neat appearance. 
(c) The extender can have any length of cable to 
suit individual requirements, enabling units to 
be tested on work benches. 
(d) Because of the construction, no weight is 
applied to the rack or connectors. 
(e) Units can be single- or double-width. 
(f) CAMAC metalwork and connectors are used. 
Ref. Tekdata Ltd 
New CAMAC Units 
A new series of CAMAC units is now available from 
N. S.l. (875CM-100). These offer more complete 
protection and shielding than before. They consist 
of a front and rear panel, 2 insulated side panels. 
2 extruded rails, spacers to establish module width, 
and hardware, including for the first time on N. S.l. 
units, a jacking screw for easy extraction of modules. 
The units may be purchased with the rear panel 
blank as standard or prepunched for the 52-pin 
double-density connector recommended by the 
AEC NIM-CAMAC Working Group. 
Ref. Nuclear Specialties Inc. 
CAMAC Printed Cards 
Standard printed cards are now available with 
5J.L gold-plated edge-connector contacts and an 
overall length of 286+ 0 •5 mm. The card has been 
developed by G FK Karlsruhe, Germany and is 
a useful tool for design studies, especially in 
laboratories. 
Ref. Hans Kniirr K.G. 
Dataway Male Connector 
Philips supply the socket connectors: 
w.w.-version, ref. no. 2422 061 64334; 
- dip-solder version, ref. no. 2422 061 64354; 
- hand-solder version, ref. no. 2422 061 64314; 
and now also offer the possibility of increasing the 
reliability of the equipment by the introduction of 
connector plugs mating the EUR 4100 (1972) 
connector sockets. 
Brief reference data of this connector plug are: 
Contact pitch : 2,54mm (0,1 in); 
Number of connections : 1 or 2 x 43; 
Terminations : solder tags; 
Category 65/125/56; 
Body material glass fibre filled 
polyester; 
Mechanical endurance 500 insertions; 
Contact finish 3,5 micron gold; 
Type number, double-sided: 2422 060 14314. 
I ~ 
={ -2,54±0,1 1,4!~;1ss__. .._ 
106,68 - - -1 -= 
111.s~8,2---~ 
Ref. Philips Ned. N. V. 
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PAPER ABSTRACTS TRANSLATIONS 
A Decade with ESO N E 
W. Becker CCR Euratom, lspra, Italy 
Summary 
The secretary of the ESONE Committee reviews a decade of increasing 
activity and membership, during which the Committee has formulated 
two modular systems; the ESONE standard for nuclear instrumentation 
and CAMAC for data handling. 
Zusammenfassung .. 
Der Sekretar des ESONE-Komitees gibt einen Uberblick 
uber zehn Jahre ESONE-Geschichte, in deren Verlauf die 
Zahl der Mitglieder und der Umfang der Tatigkeit des 
Komitees stetig zugenommen haben und zwei Modu/ar-
systeme von ihm entwickelt worden sind: das ESONE-
System fur nukleare lnstrumentierung und das CAMAC-
System fur Datenverarbeitung. 
Resume 
Le secretaire du Comite ESONE fctit le point des dix ans 
d'existence du Comite, periode pendant laquelle son activite 
et le nombre des membres s'est accru sans cesse. II a 
defini 2 systemes modulaires : le standard ESONE pour 
/'instrumentation nucleaire et le systeme CAMAC pour /e 
traitement des donnees. 
Riassunto 
II Segretario del Comitato ESONE passa in rassegna un 
decennia di attivita quale membra del Comitato, ha formu-
lato due sistemi modu/ari: Ia standard ESONE per Ia strumen-
tazione nuc/eare e it CAMAC per it trattamento dei dati. 
Samenvatting 
De secretaris van het ESONE-Comite geeft een overzicht 
van de wijze waarop de activiteiten en het aantal/eden in de 
afge!open tien jaren zijn uitgebreid. In deze periode heeft 
het Comite twee modu/esystemen ontwikkeld, nl. de 
ESONE-standaard voor kerninstrumentatie en het CAMAC-
systeem voor informatieverwerking. 
Use of the 0 Response for controlling Block Transfers 
M. Cawthraw H.E.P. Electronics Group 
Rutherford High Energy Laboratory,Chilton, 
Berkshire, U.K. 
Summary 
The Response (0) line in the CAMAC Dataway may be used to control 
block transfers. This paper describes the three types of block transfers 
named in EUR 4100e (1972) and makes recommendations concerning 
their implementation. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die Signa/e auf der 0-Leitung .. des Camac "Dataway" 
kdnnen fur die Steuerung der Ubertragung von Daten-
blacken verwendet werden. Dieser Artikel beschreibt die 
3 Arten einer 8/ockubertragung, welche in den EUR 4100e 
(1972) Spezifikationen angefiihrt sind, und gibt Empfehlun-
gen fur deren Adaptierung. 
Resume 
La !igne de reponse 0 de I'« lnterconnexion » CAMAC 
peut etre utilisee pour controler /es transferts de bloc. Ce 
document decrit les trois types de transferts de bloc men-
tionnes dans /e document EUR 4100e (1972) et formule 
des recommandations relatives a leur mise en ceuvre. 
Riassunto 
La linea di risposta 0 ne/1'/nterconnessione del CAMAC 
puo essere utilizzata per control/are trasferimenti in blocco. 
II presente articolo descrive i tre tipi di trasferimenti di 
blocchi di dati indicati nella pubb!icazione EUR 4100e 
(1972) e fornisce raccomandazioni concernenti if /oro 
adempimento. 
Samenvatting 
De 0-responsie/ijn in de CAMAC Dataway kan worden 
gebruikt voor het regelen van bloktransporten. In dit rapport 
wordt een beschrijving gegeven van de drie types van 
bloktransport, die zijn aangegeven in document EUR 41 OOe 
(1972) en worden aanbevelingen geformuleerd betreffende 
hun verwezenlijking. 
Acquisition de Mesure en CAMAC 
(Camac Data Logging) 
J. Rion 
Centre d'Etudes Nuch~aires de Cadarache, France. 
Summary 
A set of modules has been developed to permit analogue data logging 
stations to be implemented in CAMAC. The principal characteristics 
of these modules are summarised. 
Zusammenfassung 
Ein Satz von Einschuben wurde entwickelt, welche die 
Verwirklichung von Messp/atzen fur ana/age Eingangssigna-
/e im CAMAC System ermdg!ichen. Die wichtigsten 
Eigenschaften dieser Einschiiben werden beschrieben. 
Resume 
Un ensemble de modules a ete developpe pour permettre Ia 
realisation en systeme CAMAC de centrales d'acquisitions 
de donnees analogiques; les principales caracteristiques en 
sont resumees dans le present article. 
Riassunto 
£' stato sviluppato un gruppo di moduli per permettere Ia 
realizzazione di centrali di acquisizione di dati analogici in 
CAMAC. Le principali caratteristische dei moduli sana 
indicate net presente articolo. 
Samenvatting 
Een serie CAMAC modules werd ontwikkeld voor het 
loggen van ana/age signa/en. De voornaamste karakteri-
stieken van deze modules worden beschreven. 
A CAMAC-based Data-Processing System: LABCOM 
A.M. Deane*, C. Kenward** and A. J. Tench* 
Chemistry Division* and Materials Physics Division** 
Atomic Energy Research Establishment, 
Harwell, U.K. 
Summary 
A laboratory-oriented computer system (LABCOM) is operating in a 
laboratory with a number of different working areas. The system accepts 
and displays data at CAMAC terminals remote from the computer. It 
operates in a timesharing mode which allows several data acquisition 
and processing tasks to be handled simultaneously. 
Zusammenfassung 
Ein fur Laboratoriumszwecke angepasstes Rechnersystem 
(LABCOM) ist in einem Laboratorium mit verschiedenen 
Arbeitsbereichen in Verwendung. An vom Rechner 
entfernten CAMAC Endstellen werden vom System Daten 
akzeptiert und dargestellt. Der Betrieb erfolgt im "time-
sharing" Verfahren und erlaubt dadurch mehrere Datener-fassungs- und -verarbeitungsaufgaben gleichzeitig durch-
zufuhren. 
Resume 
Un systeme calcu/ateur specialise (LABCOM) fonctionne 
dans un laboratoire comprenant p/usieurs aires de travail 
differentes. Ce systeme rer;oit et affiche des donnees sur 
des terminaux CAMAC eloignes de /'ordinateur. II fonc-
tionne en temps partage, ce qui permet d'effectuer simul-
tanement plusieurs operations de saisie et de traitement de 
donnees. 
Riassunto 
Un sistema di trattamento dei dati per usa di laboratorio 
(LABCOM) e in funzione in un /aboratorio con diverse aree 
di lavoro. II sistema riceve e indica i dati nei terminali 
CAMAC situati a distanza da/ ca/co/atore. Esso funziona in 
partizione di tempo, per cui e possibile effettuare contem-
poraneamente varie operazioni di acquisizione e di trat-
tamento dei dati. 
Samenvatting 
Een voor laboratoriumgebruik ontwikke/d computersysteem 
(LABCOM) werkt in een laboratorium met verschillende 
afdelingen. Het systeem neemt gegevens op en maakt deze 
zichtbaar bij van de computer verwijderde CAMAC ter-
minals. Het systeem werkt volgens het principe van de time-
sharing zodat verschillende taken inzake opname en ver-
werking van gegevens gelijktijdig kunnen worden uitge-
voerd. 
The HEll OS Search Coil Magnetometer 
and its Test Equipment using CAMAC 
G, Schirenbeck 
lnstitut fur Nachrichtentechnik der Technischen 
Universitat, Braunschweig, Germany. 
Summary 
The test equipment for the HELlOS search coil magnetometer experiment 
uses CAMAC, and is described as an example of computerised functional 
testing of a space experiment. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die Testeinrichtung fur das HELlOS lnduktionsspulen-
magnetometer benutzt das CAMAC-System.lhre Beschrei-
bung sol/ als ein Beispiel fur den Rechnergesteuerten 
Funktionstest eines Raumfahrtexperimentes dienen. 
Resume 
L'equipement de test de /'experience avec le magneto-
metre a bobine de recherche HELlOS, utilisant CAMAC, 
est decrit comme un exemple de dispositif de test fonction-
nel avec calculateur dans une experience spatia/e. 
Riassunto 
Le apparecchiature di collendo del magnetometro HELlOS 
a bobina mobile impiega no il CAMAC e sono descritte 
come un esempio di metoda di prova funzionale su cal-
colatore di un esperimento spaziale. 
Samenvatting 
Bij de testapparatuur van de magneetspoelmagnetometer 
wordt gebruik gemaakt van CAMAC. Dit experiment wordt 
beschreven als een voorbee/d van een test van de werking 
van een ruimte-experiment door middel van een computer. 
CAMAC Activities in the Netherlands 
P. C. van den Berg 
Reactor Centrum Nederland, Petten (N-H) the 
Netherlands. 
Summary 
The article describes the CAMAC activities of six institutions in the 
Netherlands. 
Zusa m menfassu ng 
Der Artikel beschreibt die Tatigkeiten von 6 hollandischen 
lnstitutionen in Bezug auf die Anwendung von CAMAC 
Systemen. 
Resume 
Get article decrit les activites CAMAC de six inst/tuts 
neerlandais. 
Riassunto 
L'articolo descrive le attivita CAMAC di sei istituzioni dei 
Paesi Bassi. 
Samenvatting 
In het artikel wordt een beschrijving gegeven van de 
werkzaamheden met betrekking tot CAMAC die bij zes 
Nederlandse instellingen worden verricht. 
Digital Modules for Physics Experiments and 
Measurements in the CAMAC System 
V. A. Arefiev, M.P. Belyakova, A. G. Grachev, 
I. F. Kolpakov, A. P. Kryachko, N.M. Nikityuk, 
G. M. Susova, E. V. Tchernych, and L.A. Urmanova. 
Laboratory of High Energies, 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 
Dubna, U.S.S.R. 
Summary 
The Laboratory of High Energies has developed CAMAC units for 
measurement and control applications associated with physics experi-
ments. The 16 types of units described include controllers for TPA 1001 
and HP 21168 computers. 
Zusammenfassung 
Das Laboratorium fur Hochenergiephysik hat fur Mess-
und Steuerungsanwendungen in Zusammenhang mit 
physikalischen Experimenten Camac Einschube entwickelt. 
Die im Artikel beschriebenen 16 Einschubtypen beinhalten 
auch "Crate" Kontrolleinheiten fur die Rechner TPA 1001 
und HP 2116B. 
Resume 
Le Laboratoire des Hautes Energies a mis au point des 
tiroirs CAMAC pour des applications de mesure et de 
contr6/e qui interviennent dans les experiences de physi-
que. Parmi /es 16 types de tiroirs decrits ci-dessous, figurent des controleurs pour ca/culateurs TPA 1001 et 
HP 2116B. 
Riassunto 
II Laboratorio di Alte Energie ha sviluppato unita CAMAC 
per misure e controlli in re/azione ad esperimenti di fisica. 
I 16 tipi di unita descritte comprendono moduli di control/a 
peri calcolatori TPA 1001 e HP 2116B. 
Samenvatting 
Het Laboratorium voor Hoge Energieen heeft CAMAC-
modu/es ontwikkeld voor metingen en besturingen in 
verband met fysische experimenten. De 16 typen waarvan 
een beschrijving wordt gegeven, omvatten besturings-
eenheden voor TPA 1001 en HP 2116B computers. 
A Microprogrammed Branch Driver for a PDP-11 
Computer 
L. R. Biswell 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
University of California, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 
U.S.A. 
Summary 
A microprogrammed branch driver has been developed for data acquisi-
tion systems in experimental areas of the Los Alamos Meson Physics 
Facility (LAMPF). The unit couples a CAMAC branch to a PDP-11 
computer through multiple direct-memory-access (DMA) channels. 
Zusammenfassung 
Ein auf die Anwendung von Microprogrammen basierende 
"Branch" Kontrolleinheit wurde fur Datenerfassungs-
systeme zur Durchfuhrung von Experimenten der Los 
Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) entwicke/t. Die 
Einheit verbindet den Camac "Branch" mit einem PDP-11 
Rechner uber mehrere Kaniile, welche direkten Speicherzu-
griff (DMA) erlauben. 
Resume 
Une unite de commande de branche microprogrammee 
a ete mise au point pour les systemes d'acquisition de 
donnees dans /es zones d'experimentations de Los 
Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). Cette unite 
relie une branche CAMAC a un ca/culateur PDP-11 par 
/'intermediaire de canaux multiples d'acces direct a Ia 
memoire (DMA). 
Riassunto 
£' stato sviluppato un «branch driver» microprogrammato 
per sistemi di acquisizione di dati ne/le aree sperimentali 
de/1'/mpianto di Fisica dei Mesoni di Los Alamos (LAMPF). 
L'unita comprende un CAMAC branch collegata ad un 
ca/co/atore PDP-11 attraverso canali multipli di accesso 
diretto alia memoria (DMA). 
Samenvatting 
Een microgeprogrammeerde branch driver werd ontwikkeld 
voor data-ops/agsystemen bij de experimenten van de 
Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). Door deze 
eenheid wordt een CAMAC-branch gekoppeld aan een 
PDP-11 computer over meervoudige kana/en die met 
directe geheugentoegang (DMA) werken. 
TRIUMF Control System Software 
D.P. Gurd and W. K. Dawson 
TRIUMF, University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
Summary 
The control system for the TRIUMF cyclotron makes extensive use of 
CAMAC. The structure of the software for this control system is des-
cribed. A similar structure has been used successfully for operating the 
full-scale " Center Region Model" cyclotron. 
Zusa m menfassu ng 
Das Steuersystem des TRIUMF Zyklotrons wendet weit-
gehend die CAMAC-Spezifikationen. Der Aufbau der 
"Software" fur dieses Steuersystem wird beschrieben. 
Eine iihnliche Struktur wurde mit Erfolg fur den Betrieb des 
vol/ausgebauten Zyklotrons nach dem "Center Region 
Model" verwendet. 
Resume 
Le systeme de contr6/e de cyclotron de TRIUMPF, dont 
on decrit ici Ia structure des programmes, utilise largement 
CAMAC. Une structure semblable a ete utilisee avec succes 
pour faire fonctionner le cyclotron de grande puissance 
«Center Region Model». 
Riassunto 
II sistema di controllo del ciclotrone del TRIUMF a ampio 
uso del CAMAC. Si descrive Ia struttura del software per 
tale sistema di control/a. Una struttura analoga e stata 
utilizzata con successo nel funzionamento del ciclotrone a 
piene dimensioni "Center Region Model". 
S<lmenvatting 
Bij het rege/systeem van het TRIUMF cyclotron wordt 
uitgebreid gebruik gemaakt van CAMAC. Een beschrijving 
wordt gegeven van de opbouw van de software voor dit 
systeem. Een soortgelijke opbouw werd met succes ge-
bruikt voor de besturing van het "Center Region Model" 
cyclotron. 
PDP-8 Operating System for non-Time-critical 
CAMAC Experiments 
K. Zwoll, E. Pofahl and H. Halling 
Zentrallabor fUr Elektronik der KFA Julich GmbH, 
Germany. 
Summary 
An operating system for non-time-critical applications has been developed 
for the PDP-8 computer. The system i~ based on the FOCAL (Bk) inter-
pretive language . It provides control of CAMAC, flexible programming, 
simple data handling, and program chaining. 
Zusammenfassung 
Ein Betriebssystem fur Anwendungen bei we/chen die 
Schnel/igkeit des Ablaufs von Operationen unkritisch ist, 
wurde fur den Rechner PDP-8 entwickelt. Das System 
basiert auf der interpretativen Sprache, FOCAL (8k). Es 
steuert CAMAC Systeme, ermoglicht einfache Program-
mierung, Datenverarbeitung und Programm-Kettung. 
Resume 
Un systeme d' exploitation pour des applications non-
critiques en temps a ete mis au point pour /' ordinateur 
PDP-8. Ce systeme repose sur le langage interpreteur 
FOCAL (8k) . II permet /e contr6/e du systeme CAMAC, 
une programmation soup/e, le traitement simple des donnees 
et le chainage des programmes. 
Riassunto 
E' stato sviluppato per il calcolatore PDP-8 un sistema 
operativo per app/icazioni non critiche nel tempo. II 
sistema e basato sui linguaggio interpretativo FOCAL 
(8k) e assicura il controllo del CAMAC, una programma-
zione flessibi/e, un semplice trattamento dei dati, e Ia con-
catenazione dei programmi. 
Samenvatting 
Een besturingssysteem voor niet-tjjd-kritische toepassingen 
werd ontwikke/d voor de PDP-8 computer. Het systeem is 
gebaseerd op de FOCAL (8k) vertolktaa/. Het voorziet in 
controle voor CAMAC, soepele programmering, eenvoudige 
verwerking van gegevens en programmakoppeling. 
Camacro- An Aid to CAMAC Inter face Programming 
F. R. Golding*, A. C. Peatfield** and K. Spurling** 
* Applied Computer Systems Limited, Manchester, 
U.K. 
** Daresbury Nuclear Physics Laboratory, U.K. 
Summary 
A translator incorporating macro commands to simplify the programming 
of peripherals interfaced through the CAMAC system is in regular use 
at the Daresbury Laboratory, where it was developed. 
Zusammenfassu ng 
If) den Laboratoriel?. von Daresbury wird regelmiissig ein 
do.rt entwickelter Ubersetzer verwendet, welcher Ma-
crobefeh/e beinhaltet. Er vereinfacht das Programmieren 
von peripheren Geriiten, die uber das CAMAC System 
an Rechner angeschlossen sind. 
Resume 
Un traducteur comprenant des macro-instructions pour 
simplifier Ia programmation des peripheriques connectes 
au calculateur par le systeme CAMAC est utilise couram-
ment au LabO!dCOire de Daresbury, oil il a ete mis au point. 
Riassunto 
Un traduttore con macroistruzioni per semplificare Ia 
programmazione delle periferiche co/legate attraverso il 
sistema CAMAC viene utilizzato regolarmente nellabora-
torio di Daresbury, dove e stato realizzato. 
Samenvatting 
Een verta/er met macro-opdrachten ter vereenvoudiging van 
·de programmering van de perifere apparatuur, die via het 
CAMAC systeem is verbonden, is regelmatig in gebruik bij 
het laboratorium te Daresbury, waar hij werd ontwikkeld. 
CAMAC PRODUCT GUIDE 
(products available up to September 5, 1972) 
CAMAC Bulletin No. 5 
CAMAC PRODUCT GUIDE 
This guide consists of a list of CAMAC equipment 
which is believed to be offered for sale by manufac-
turers in Europe and the USA. The information has 
been taken from a CAMAC Product Reference 
compiled by CERN-NP-EL II from manufacturers' 
catalogues, advertisements and written communi-
cations available to them on 5th September 1972. 
The number of items of commercially available 
CAMAC equipment is still increasing, the current 
list containing some 230 more items than in issue 
No. 4 of the Bulletin. Every effort has been made to 
ensure the completeness and accuracy of the list, 
and it is hoped that most products and manufac-
turers have been included. Inclusion in this list does 
not necessarily indicate that products are fully 
compatible with the CAMAC specifications nor 
that they are recommended or approved by the 
ESONE Committee. Similarly, omission from this 
list does not indicat~ disapproval by the ESONE 
Committee. Users are advised to obtain detailed 
information from the manufacturers or their agents 
in order to check the compatibility and operationai 
characteristics of equipment. · 
Names of some manufacturers appearing in 
earlier lists have changed, the appropriate reference 
is given in the Index of Manufacturers at the end of 
this guide. 
The general arrangement of the equipment list is 
based on a classification according to the main 
operational application of each item. This has the 
advantage that the main classes of unit (such as 
scalers, I/0 registers and gates, crates, etc.) are 
grouped together. Some other units are difficult 
to classify using the available information, and 
readers are therefore advised to search under 
several categories. 
Remarks on some columns in the Index of 
Products 
Column 
N/C - N is new, Cis corrected entry. 
WIDTH -:- NA indicates other format, normally 
19 inch rack mounted chassis, 
- 24 or 25 indicates number of stations 
available in a crate, 
- Blank, the width has no meaning, 
- 0 indicates unknown width. 
NPR -Number in brackets is issue number of 
the Bulletin in which the item was or is 
described in the New Products section. 
DELIV -Date on which item became or will 
become available. 
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SYSTEM UNITS, TEST EQUIPMENT 
Branch Highway Related System Units 
(Computer Couplers, Crate Controllers, 
Terminations) 
Dataway Related System Units . . ... 
(Computer Couplers, Controllers) 
Other System Units . . . . . 
Manual Controllers and Test Equipment 
1/0 REGISTERS, DISPLAYS 
Serial Input Modules (Scalers). . . . . . 
Preset Counting Modules (Scalers, Timers) 
Parallel Input Registers . . . . . . . 
Parallel Input Gates (Dataway connecting) 
Manual Input Modules. . 
Data Storage Modules. . . 
Parallel Output Modules . . 
Display Modules and Units . 
Peripheral Input/Output Modules . 
MULTIPLEXERS, CONVERTERS 
Multiplexers . . 
Code Converters . . . . . 
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Analogue-to-Digital Converters. XIII 
(ADC, DVM) 
Digital-to-Analogue Converters (DAC). XIV 
Time-to-Digital Converters XV 
OTHER MODULES 
Other Analogue and/or Digital Modules XV 
Pulse Generators and Clocks . XV 
Logic Function Modules . XVI 
Delay and Attenuator Units XVI 
CRATES, SUPPLIES 
Crates- no Power, no Dataway . XVI 
Crates- with Dataway, no Power . XVII 
Crates- with Dataway and Power . XVII 
Power Supplies and Supply Controls XVIII 
Ventilation Equipment. XIX 
COMPONENTS 
Extenders and Adapters XIX 
Module Parts. XIX 
Dataway Components . XXI 
Branch Highway Components XXI 
Other Standard CAMAC Components XXII 
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INDEX OF PRODUCTS 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
BRANCH HIGHWAY RELATED SYSTEM UNITS 
(Computer Couplers, Crate Controllers, Terminations) 
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CONTROLLER TO HP2100, 
2114, 2115, 2116 
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CONTROLLER TO DEC POP9 
(PROGR,SEQUENT AND BLOCK TRANSFERS! 
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CONTROLLER TO DEC POP15 
IPROGR,SECUENT AND BLOCK TRANSFERS) 
INTERFACE FOR VARIAN 6201/l/F COMPUTER 
IPROGR,SEQUENT AND BLOCK TRANSFERS! 
POP-11 CAMAC CONTROLLERISEQUENTIAL READ/ 
WRITE,24 GRADED-L INTERRUPT DIRECTLY) 
PDP-15 CAMAC INTERFACEI18/24BIT,PROGR, 
SEQUENT ADDR AND BLOCK TRANSFER MODESI 
PDP-9 CAMAC INTERFACE 
(SOMEWHAT MODIFIED CA 15 Al 
PDP-11 BRANCH DRIVER lEUR 4600 COMPATI-
BLE,PROGRAMMEO AND SEQUENT ADOR MODES) 
MULTICRATE INTERFACE SYSTEM 
COMP R IS 1NG 
C EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER 
C BRANCH COUPLER 
AND THE FOLLOWING INTERFACES TO PDP-11 
C PROGRAMMED TRANSF INTERFACE, CTR MODULE 
PROGRAMMED TRANSF INTERFACE, DATA MODULE 
C UNIBUS TERMINATION UNIT 
C INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR !SERVICES UP 
TO 4 BRANCHES AND SETS RE-ENTRY TRAP) 
MULtiCRATE INTERFACE SYSTEM 
COMPRISING 
C EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER 
C BRANCH COUPLER 
AND THE FOLLOWING INTERFACES FOR 
N PROGRAMMED TRANSF INTERFACE, CTR MODULE 
N PROGRAMMED TRANSF INTERFACE, DATA MODULE 
N I/0 BUS TERMINATION MODULE 
N INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR !SERVICES UP 
TO 4 BRANCHES AND SETS RE-ENTRY TRAP) 
DISPLAY DRIVERICONTROLS 72A DISPLAY, 
ALSO CRATE CTR AND BRANCH DRIVER! 
PDP-11 BRANCH DRIVER 
N BRANCH DRIVER 124BIT, PROGR, SEQUENT AND 
BLOCK TRANSFER MODES, MAX 7 CRATES) 
N H316/0DP516 CAMAC BRANCH HIGHWAY DRIVER 
!MEETS EUR 4600 SPECSI 
POP 11 INTERFACE AND BRANCH DRIVER 
SYSTEM 
N BRANCH INTERFACE 
N PDP 11 INTERFACE CARD 
(USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH 90321 
INTERFACE CAMAC-PDP 11 IPROGRAMMEO,BLOCK 
TRANSFER AND SEQUENTIAL ADDR MODES) 
NOVA COMPUTER TO CAMAC MASTER BRANCH 
HlGHWAY . DRlVER CONE TO THREE BRANCHES! 
SLAVE BRANCH HIGHWAY DRIVER 
N MICROPROGRAMMED BRANCH DRIVER FOR PDP-11 
N NOVA BRANCH DRIVER 
C CRATE CONTROLLER /ESONE TYPE A1/ 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS! 
ESONE TYPE A CRATE CONTROllER !CONFORMS 
TO EUR 4600 SPECS! 
N CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A-1 
ICO~FORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS) 
BRANCH CRATE CONTROLLER/TYPE A !CONFORMS 
TO EUR 4600 SPECSI 
CRATE CONTROLLER 
TYPE 
2201 
2202 
2203 
2204 
CA 11-A 
CA 15 A 
CA 15 A/PDP-9 
BD-011 
MX-CTR-1 
BR-CPR-1 
PTI;'-llC 
PTt-110 
TRM-11 
IVG-11 
MX-CTR-1 
BR-CPR-1 
PTI-NC 
PTI-ND 
TRM-N 
IVG-N 
72A 
KS 0011 
5400 
9031 
ICP 11/CP 11 A 
MC-2010 
MC-2016 
MBD-11 
1501 
cc 2404-1 
CCA-1 
70 
3901 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
BORER 
BORER 
BORER 
BORER 
0 E C 
0 E C 
D E C 
EG+G 
GEC-ELLICTT 
GEC-ELL IOTT 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEP'S 
LA BEN 
MICRO CONSULTANTS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP-CRC 
TECHCAL 
TMA ELECTRCNICS 
TMA ELECTRONICS 
BORER 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
JOERGER 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
NA 
4 
NA 
0 
2 
NA 
4 
2 
NA 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
2 
171 
/71 
171 
172 
05171 
05/71 
07/71 
171 
01/72 
01/72 
01/72 
01/72 
07172 
07172 
07/72 
07172 
07/71 
171 
11172 
10/72 
/71 
11/71 
11/71 
01/71 
01/71 
Oc/72 
01/71 
172 
(4) 
14) 
(4) 
121 
Ill 
141 
151 
151 
15) 
Ill 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
CRATE A CONTROLLER 
ICONFOR~S TO EUR 4600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A ICONFOR~S TO 
EUR460'J SPECS) 
CONTROlEUR DE CHASSIS TYPE A 
!CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS> 
*A* CRATf CONTROLLER 
ICO~FURMS TO EUR4600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTROLLER A !CONFORMS TO EUR 4600 
SPECS l 
N TYPE A-1 IESONEl CRATE CONTROLLER 
C CAMAC CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A-1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECIFICATIONS) 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
c 
N 
TERMINATION UNIT 
TERMINATOR MODULE 
(BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATION MODULEIMOUNTS 
DIRECTLY ON BRANCH HIGHWAY ASSEMBLY) 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
(LED DISPLAY WITH MEMORY) 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT INON INDICATING) 
DIFFERENTIAL BRANCH EXTENDER (TO CA 3KMl 
VISUAL RRANCH TERMINATOR 
BRANCH TERMINATOR 
BRANCH TERMINATION 
TERMINAISON DE BRANCHE CAMAC 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TRANSCEIVER FOR LONG 
DISTANCE TRANSMISSION 
CRATE CONTROLLER BUS TERMINATOR FOR *A* 
CRATE CONTROLLER ACC 2034 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
DATAWAY RELATED SYSTEM UNITS 
(Computer Couplers, Controllers) 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
c 
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER TO HP 
(CERN TYPE 066 l 
CRATE CONTROLLER/PDP11 UNIBUS INTERFACE 
UNIBUS EXTENDER, TRANSMITTER 
RECEIVER 
IFOR DISTANCES UP TO 200 METRE OR ~ORE) 
SINGLE-CRATE PDP-11 INTERFAC~ COMPRISING 
EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER 
PROGRAMMED TRANSF INTERFACE, CTR MODULE 
PROGRAMMED TRANSF INTERFACE, DATA MODULE 
UNIBUS TERMINATION UNIT 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR 
SINGLE-CRATE NOVA/SUPERNOVA INTERFACE 
COMPRISING 
EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER 
PROGRAMMED TRANSF INTERFACE, CTR MODULE 
PROGRAM~ED TRANSF INTERFACE, DATA MODULE 
1/0 BUS TERMINATION MODULE 
INTERRUPT VF.CTOR GENERATOR 
VARIAN-CAMAC INTERFACE CRATE CONTROLLER 
I16BIT SEQU~NT+BLOCK TRANSF, 1 CC/CRATEl 
CONTROLEUR DE CHASSIS MULTI 8-CAMAC 
I24BIT,PROGR,SIMULT I/O,INTERRLPT ~ODtSl 
UNIBUS CRATe CONTROLLER POP-11 
CRATE CONTROLLER 320 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE D ICO~FOR~S TO EUR 
410~, USED WITH CO 28~ COMPUTER SYSTEM) 
CRATE CONTROLLER FOR NOVA COMPUTER 
CRATE CONTROLLER BUS TERMINATOR FOR 
CC 2 023A/B lONE PER SYST EM) 
TYPE 
9016 
c 106 
CRC 50 
ACC 2034 
C 72451-Al446-Bl 
CC-A1 
CC1u1 
1591 
TC024 
co 18107 
BT 6601 
BT 6502 
BT 6503 
OBE 6501 
VBT 
BT 
50 
,J Bl 20 
J BHT 10 
BT 2042 
C 72451-A l454-A1 
BT-001 
1531 
1533 
1594 
1595 
MX-CTR-1 
PTI-llC 
PTI-110 
TR "'-11 
IVG-11 
MX-CTR-1 
PTI-NC 
PTI-ND 
TR,-N 
I VG-N 
JC"' 8 
3911 
C 7245l-A6 
DO 2C0 -29Cl 
CC 2023A/B 
BT ~ 0 22 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SAIP-CRC 
SEN 
SIEf"ENS 
TECHCAL 
EG+G 
BORER 
EG+G 
fMlHUS 
GEC-EL Ll GTT 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
JOERGER 
JOERGER 
JOR~AY 
SAIP-CRC 
SAIP-CRC 
SEN 
SIE,ENS 
TECHCAL 
BORER 
BORER 
IWRF.R 
GEC-ELL !OTT 
GI:C-ELL I CTT 
, INTERTECt-~ICUE 
KlNET IC SYSTEf"S 
SIE:,.ENS 
DCRNIER 
SI::N 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
2 
06/71 
02/71 
06/71 
1C/70 
02172 
07172 
/71 
/71 
172 
01171 
04172 
04/72 
/71 
06172 
06/72 
01171 
11/71 
04/72 
02112 
08172 
05/72 
07172 
07112 
01/72 
C7172 
01172 
0 7172 
0 717 2 
07172 
07112 
09171 
172 
172 
11171 
17 0 
11171 
14) 
Ill 
Ill 
(4) 
13) 
14) 
IV 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N 
DATAWAY CONTROLLER OOP-5161PART OF 7000 -
SER SYSTEM WITH EXT CONTROL HlGH~AYl 
OATAWAY CONTROLLER PDP-8 (PART OF 7000-
SER SYSTE~ WITH EXT CONTROL HIGHWAY) 
AUXILIARY CONTROLLER 
16-BIT CONTROLLER 
COMPUTER INTERFACE 
OTHER SYSTEM UNITS 
N 
N 
N 
c 
N 
START-STOP CONTROLLERISTART,STOP AND 
RESET OUTPUTS,MANUAL OR OATAWAY CONTROL) 
SYSTEM 3000 CONTROLLER CFOR DISTRIBUTED 
INTERFACE SYSTEM, SERIAL MODE) 
SYSTEM 3000 CONTROLLER !FOR DISTRIBUTED 
INTERFACE SYSTEM, PARALLEL MODEl 
CD~MANDE *ARRET-MARCHE* (START-STOP UNIT 
,START,STOP,CLOCK, AND GATE OUTPUTS! 
FOUR FOLD BUSY OONE !START SIGNAL 
INITIATED BY COMMANO,OEVICE RETURNS LA~l 
PROGRAMMED DATAWAY CONTROLLER CPART OF 
7000-SER SYSTEM WITH EXT CONTR HIG~kAYl 
SEQUENTIAL COMMAND GENERATOR 
COMMAND GENERATOR 
TRANSFER REGISTER 
PROGRAM CONTRCL UNIT 
PLUGB OARO STORE 
WIRED STORE 
STCRE INTERFACE 
PLUGBOARD STORE 
(MULTICRATE SYSTEM WITH EXTERNAL CONTROL 
HIGHWAY,COMPRISINGl 
LOCAL INTERCRATE INTERFACE 
LOCAL SLAVE OATAWAY CONTROLLER 
REMOTE INTERCRATE INTERFACE 
REMOTE SUB-MASTER DATAWAY CONTROLLER 
DIGITAL CONTROL MODULEIBIDIRECTIONAL CON 
TROL VIA R/W-liNES OF FOUR 4BIT DEVICES) 
DIGITAl CONTROL MOOULEIBIDIRECTIONAL CON 
TROL VIA R/W-LINES OF FOUR BBIT DEVICES) 
LAM GRADER 124 BIT MASK REGISTER, 
PLUG-IN PATCH BOARD) 
LAM :;RADER 
!DESIGNED TO EUR 4600 SPECS) 
LAM GRADER !CERN SPECS 0641 
lAM GRADER ICERN SPECS 0641 
MANUAL CONTROLLERS AND TEST EQUIPMENT 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
MANUAL CRATE CCNTROLLER 
MANUAL BRANCH DRIVER 
MANUAL OATAWAY CONTROLLER 
CONTROLEUR MANUEL DE ChASSIS 
(MANUAL TEST MODULE) 
OISPDSITIF DE CONTROLE MANUEL OE OATAwAY 
CMA~UAL CONTROLLER/DISPLAY SYSTEM) 
TIROIR DE PRISE D1 INFORMATION 
(INTERFACE TO OATAWAYl 
CHASSIS DE CONTROLE ET AFFICHAGE 
!CO~TROL A~D DISPLAY CHASSIS) 
CHASSIS DE CONTROL MANUEL DE BRANCHE 
!COMPR TYPES CCOB10/TCMB10/TIC1C/TIC20 l 
MANUAL 24 BIT CRATE CONTROLLER 
POP-11 SIMULATOR 
ADDRESS SCAN~fR !MANUAL CONTROL Of 
CRATE OPERATIONS) 
CAMAC DATAWAY DISPLA~-i6ATA~AY SIGNAL 
PATTERN STOREO/DISPLAYE0,2 TEST ~ODESI 
OATAWAY TEST MODULE !TESTS DATA~AY FOR 
OPEN LINES AND SHORTS! 
TYPE 
7022-1 
7048-2 
704 7-1 
9030 
FHC l304A 
1551 
1552 
J AM 10 
480 2021 
7025-2 
7037-1 
7062-1 
7063-1 
0362-2 
J36l-2 
7044-1 
7067-l 
7077-1 
7000-SERIFS 
7033-1 
70 34-1 
7035-1 
7036-1 
TC-0440 
TC-0840 
LG 2401 
064 
c 107 
LG 2001 
MCC 
MHO 
7024-1 
c~c 10 
0 A I 10 
OA 10 
C A I 10 
C CMB 1) 
MCC-240 
C-AS-20 
1801 
DT08fl 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. Et\TERPRISI::S 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
INTEROIITA 
BF VERTRIEB 
BORER 
BORER 
SAl P-C RC 
SEN 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
TtCHCAL 
TECHCAL 
GEC-ELLICTT 
· NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SEN 
JOERGER 
JOF.RGER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP-CRC 
SAIP-CRC 
SAIP-CRC 
TECHCAL 
TMA ELECTRONICS 
wENlEL ELEKTRONIK 
BORER 
EG+G 
2 
2 
2 
· 2 
1 
NA 
NA 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
8 
NA 
3 
170 
110 
170 
1'J/72 
07111 
01/71 
09172 
09172 
01171 
02171 
170 
170 
/71 
170 
/70 
170 
170 
171 
171 
170 
11171 
11171 
01172 
172 
06171 
172 
01172 
01172 
170 
06171 
11/71 
11/71 
11171 . 
.09/71 
02112 
/11 
12172 ' 
( 1) 
( 2) 
(4) 
Ill 
Ill 
I 5 I 
I 5 l 
Ill 
v 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
c 
N 
N 
c 
TEST MODULE !USED IN SYSTEM TEST OF 
READ/WRITE CAPABILITY! 
MANU~l CRATE CONTROLLER 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TEST POINT MOOULEI24 OIR-
ECT,22 I~DIRFCT ACCESS POINTS FOR TEST! 
BRANCH HIGHWAY REMOVE INHIBIT MODULE 
!REMOVES INHIBIT FROM BCR/BA/BF/BN/BTAI 
OATAWAY TEST MODULE !NEON INDICATION OF 
STATE OF All OATAwAV LOGIC LINES! 
OATAWAY TEST MODULE (WITH LED DISPLAY 
AND MEMORY) 
SYSTEM TEST UNIT 
(TESTS SINGLE AND MULTICRATE SYSTE~Sl 
DYNA~IC TEST CONTROLLER (GENERATES All 
POSSIBLE CAMAC COMMANDS IN SINGLE CRATE! 
N OATAwAY DISPLAY (TESTING AND MONITORING! 
c 
c 
DATAWAY DISPLAY !INDICATES LOGIC 
STATE OF OATAkAY LINES! 
OATAWAY BUFFER (OUTPUTS TO 9Qlq OATAWAY 
SIGNAlS ACCESSIBLE IN NORMAL STATION! 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLLER 12 SIMULT TRANSF 
SINGLf,STEP-BY-STEP AND CONTINUOUS MODEl 
TEST MODULE FOR CRATE CONTROLLER 
CC 2023A/B 
N DATAWAY DISPLAY MODUlE 
DATAWAY DISPLAY 
SERIAL INPUT MODULES (Scalers) 
COUNTING REGISTER 11X24BIT,15MHZ,TTL/NIM 
SIGNALS,EXT INHIBIT IN,CARRY OuTI 
ECHELLE BINAIRE 24 BITSISCALER,20MHZ NIM 
OR 10 MHZ TTL 1/P,EXT INHIBIT IN,OVF 0/P) 
MINISCAl ER (2Xl6BIT,30MHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXTERNAL RESET,NIM LEVEL$) 
N DUAL 24-BIT CnUNTING REGISTER 
c 
N 
MINISCAlER (2Xl6BIT,30MHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXTERNAL RF.SET,NIM LEVELS! 
MI NIS ( -ERI2X l6 BIT,30MHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AN D EXT ~ f ET, NIM LEVELS! 
DUAL 150 MHZ 16 BIT SCALER (ONE 50 OH~S, 
ONE UNTERMI NATED NIM INPUT PER SCALER! 
DUAL lOOMHZ SCALER 12X24 BIN BITS OR 
2X6 BCD DIGITS,DISCR LEVEL - 0.5Vl 
DUAL 150 MHZ 24 BIT SCAL ER CONE 50 OHMS, 
ONE UNTERMINATE D NIM IN PUT PER SCAL ER) 
TIME OIGITIZER C5X16 HIT,CL OCK RATE 40MHZ, 
WITH CENTER FINDI NG LOG IC! 
TIME DIGITIZER (4X16 BIT ,C LOCK RATE 
70/85MHZ,NIM LEVE LS ) 
MICRDSCALER 14X16B I T,2 X32 BIT SELECTABLE, 
25MHZ,COMMON GAT E t NI~ LEVEL S! 
QUAD -CAMAC SCALER (4X 16B I T OR 2X32BIT, 
40MHZl 
QUAD SCALER 14X16BIT,SEL EC TABLE 2X32BIT, 
50MHZ,COMMON GATE,NI M LEV ELS, CERN 0031 
QUAD 16-BIT SPARK READ- OU T REGISTER 
f2CMHZ RATE,TTL LEVELS! 
SERIAL REGISTER (4X16BIT. 2X32BIT 
SELECT~BLE,25MHZ,COMMON GAT E,NIM LEVELS! 
QUAD 40 MHZ SCALER (4X16BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,COMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS! 
SERIAL REGISTER 14X16BIT,2X32BIT SELECT-
ABLE,100MHZ,COMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
QUAD 100 MHZ SCALER (4X24BIT, WITH CARRY 
AND 16TH/24TH BIT OVF OUT, NIM SIGNALS) 
TYPE 
TM024 
GFK-LEI'! 
co 18104 
·co 18105 
OTM 
OTM 3 
SC-TST-1 
TC 2403 
DO 
q019 
q018 
c 108 
DTM 2040 
D0-001 
3290 
7070-1 
J EB 10 
002 
C-OS-24 
1002 
c 104 
2S 2024/16 
BOA 
2S 2024/24 
TO 2031 
TO 2041 
1003 
lOO't 
S416 
SR 1604 
SR 1605 
SR 1606 
SR 1608 
S1 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
EG+G, 2 171 
EISEN~ At-- to; 11171 
E~IHUS NA 10171 ( 3' 
EMIHUS I\ A 10171 ( 31 
GEC-ELLICTT 2 01171 
GcC-ELLIOTT 06171 
GEC-ELL ICTT 04/72 
GEC-ELLICTT 4 01171 
JOERGER 07172 
NUCL. Et-.TERPRISES NA 171 ( 1' 
171 Ill 
ROT 8 06/71 (4 I 
SEN 04/72 
TECHCAL 01172 15 I 
KINETIC SYSTH'S 172 
NUCL. ENTERPRISeS /70 
SAIP-CRC 01/71 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
BORER 11/69 
ROT 06171 
SEN 170 
JOR kAY 10/70 (1) 
SEN 170 
SEN 02/72 
SEN 02172 ( 4) 
BORER 05/69 
BORER 03/72 
EG+G 171 
GEC-ELLICTT 01171 
GEC-ELLICTT 01171 
GE:C-ELLIOTT 01/71 
GEC-El l IGr'T /71 
JOERGER 06172 (51 
VI 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
c 
c 
MICROSCALER (4Xl6 B1T,25MHZ,OPTIMIZEO 
INPUT,3 NSEC,GIVES TYP 80MHZ COUNTING) 
QUAD SCAlER 
MICRDSCALERI4X16BIT,2X32BIT SELECTABLE, 
25MHZ,COMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
ECHELLE BINAIRE 4 X 16 BITSISCALER,3GMHZ 
2X32BlT SELECTABLE,COMMON GATE,NIM/TTLI 
FOUR-FOLD SCALER I4X16BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,50MHZ,COMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
FOUR-FOLD SCALERI4Xl6BIT,2X32BIT SELECT-
ABLErlOOMHZ,COMMON GATE,NI~ LEVELS) 
FOUR-FOLD CAMAC SCALER (4Xl6BIT,40MHZ, 
INPUTS A AND B-NIM RESP TTL-ARE ANCED! 
QUAD 25 MHZ SCALER I4Xl6BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,COMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
QUAD 70 MHZ SCALER (4Xl6BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,COMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
QUAD 100 MHZ SCALER 14X16BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,CCMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
CAMAC SCALERI4X16BIT,2X32BIT SELECTABLE, 
3CMHZ,COMMON GATE,LAM MASK,TTL AND NIMI 
QUAD SCALER (4X24BIT,l50/125MHZ,OATAWAY 
AND/OR EXT FAST INHIBIT,NIM LEVELS) 
QUAD lOOMHZ SCALER 14X24BIT,DISCR LEVEL 
-0.5V,TIME-INTERVAL APPloNIM INHIB 1/Pl 
QUAD 100 MHZ SCALERI4X16/24BIT,-0.5V liP 
THRESHOLD,COMMON EXT FAST INHIBIT,NIMl 
QUAD COUNTING REGISTERI4X248IT,NIM INPUT 
TTL INHIBIT IN,TTL CARRY AND OVF OLTl 
DUAL COUNTING REGISTER 12X4 DECADES, 
SEPARATE EXT INHIBIT AND RESET,OVF OUT) 
DUAL COUNTING REGISTER 12X3 DECADES, 
SEPARATE EXT INHIBIT AND RESET,OVF OUTl 
DOUBLE ECHELLE 6 DECADES-100 MHZ A 
AFFICHAGE REPORTEISCALER WITH REG 0/Pl 
QUAD SIX-DECADE COUNTER WITH VARIABLE 
THRESHOLD AND INPUT FILTER, SLCWl 
QUAD BCD SCALER I4X6 DECADES,30MHZl 
OCTAL SCALER 112BITS,8 INPUTS,5GMHZ,EACH 
SCALER GIVES EXT INHIBIT,NIM LEVELSI 
DUAL COORDINATE RECORDER 
OUAL INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCODER (2X20 
BIT X-Y DIGITIZATION BY UP-DOWN COUNTER) 
PRESET COUNTING MODULES (Scalers, Timers) 
c 
c 
N 
24BIT BCD PRESET-SCALER/TIMER 110MHZ,NIM 
OR TTL INPUTS,MANUAL OR OATAWAY PRESET) 
24BIT BCD PRESET-SCALER/TIMER 110MHZ,NI~ 
OR TTL INPUTS,DATAWAY PRESET! 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER I16BIT,lOMHZ, 
NIM/TTL I/P,TTL INHIB + 0/P,DATAWAY SETI 
SCALER 50 MHZ 112/16/18/24BIT,PRESET 
WITH OVF LINE,CONSTANT OEADTIMEl 
SCALER 300 MHZ 112/l6/18/24AIT,PRFSET 
WITH OVF LINE,CONSTANT DEADTIMEl 
PRESETTABLE SCALER 124BITI 
PRESET SCALERf24BIT,30MHZ,OATAWAY PRESET 
COU~T/TI~E,INPUT GATED,NIM LEVELS) 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER I24BIT,l0~HZ, 
DAT~WAY SET,NIM/TTL INPUT,TTL 0/P+INHIBI 
REAL TIME CLOCK !NEEDS EXT CLOCK,MAX 100 
DAYS PERIOD WITH 1HZ PULSES IN,TTL I/Ol 
CAMAC PRESET-SCALERf248IT,30MHZ,NIM 
SIG~AL AND GATE,EXT INHIBIT,MAN RESET! 
TYPE 
003-4 
9015 
c 102 
J EB 20 
4 s 2003/50 
4 s 2003/100 
4 s 2004 
QS-003/25 
QS-003170 
QS-003/100 
C-Z4-16 
S424B 
84 
25508 
709-2 
700-1 
7040-1 
J EA 10 
1007 
9021 
S812 
XYRCDR/042 
2IPE 2019 
FHC l301A 
FHC 1302A 
7039-1 
C 72451-Al330-A2 
C 72451-Al448-A2 
C-PS-24 
1001 
703-1 
112 
C-ZE-24 K 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 171 151 
NUCL. EhTERPRISES /71 151 
ROT 06171 
SAIP-CRC 01171 
SEN /69 
SEN 170 
SEN 170 
TECHCAL 11171 
TECHCAL 11/71 
HCHCAL 11/71 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 11171 
EG+G 111 
JORWAV 03/71 12) 
LRS-LECRCV 08170 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 171 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES /71 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 170 
SAIP-CRC 11171 
BORER 172 (4) 
NUCL. ENTERPRIS~S 0 171 
EG+G 171 
SAl P-CRC 10/70 
SEN 04/71 
BF VERTRIEB 01/71 Ill 
BF VERTRIEil 01171 Ill 
NUCL. ENTERPRISeS 170 
SIEMENS 01172 
SIEMENS 01172 
~ENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
BORER 06171 11) 
NUCL. ENTFRPRISES 171 
NuCL. ENTERPRIStS 171 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 11171 
VII 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N PRESET SCALER (20MHZ,BDECADE BC~ SEGM 
LEO INDICATES CONTENTS AND PRESET NOl 
N UP/DOWN PRESETTABLE COUNTERI24BIT~25MHZ, 
GATED,SEPARATE UP/DOWN COUNT INPUTS) 
PRESET SCALERI10MHZ,8 DECADE BCD,DISPLAY 
OF 2 SIGNIF NUMBERS+EXP,MAN PRESET;NIMl 
ECHELLE 6 DECADES A PRESELECTIONISCALER, 
MAN/DATAWAY PRESET,lMHZ,START/STOP 0/Pl 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTERS 
N 
N 
N 
N 
c 
N 
N 
c 
N 
N 
c 
PARALLEL-INPUT-REGISTER (SINGLE lh/24BIT 
OPTION,READY SIGNALS,I/0 TTL,AOC APPL l 
PARALLEL-INPUT-REGISTER !SINGLE 16/24BIT 
OPT,REAOY SIGNALS,I/0 TTL,CONTROL BUS) 
PARALLEL REGISTER !SINGLE 16BIT INDICAT, 
SONS OVERLAP REQUIREO,TTL LEVELS) 
PRIORITY INPUT REGISTERI12BITS CREO TO 
LAM,FAST COINC LATCH APPL,NIM LEVELS) 
INPUT REGISTER 24-BIT 
PRIORITY INTERRUPT REGISTER 16 BIT 
INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER 
INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER 18BIT, TTL 
INPUTS TO REGISTER,ANY INPUT GIVES LAM. 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (16BIT,CONTINU-
OUS OR STROBED MODES CONTROLLED BY REG) 
STROBED INPUT REGISTER 112BIT CCINC AND 
LATCH,NIM LEVELS,PATTERN AND L-REQ APPL) 
DIGITAL INPUT 16 BIT POT. FREE 
SINGLE 16 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 
SINGLE 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 
(BOTH WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
INPUT REGISTER 124BIT,NON-ZERO CONTENT 
SETS LAM,REGISTER E/D FROM OATAWAY) 
UNIVERSAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 136BIT 
DATA+RANGE 1Nr12BIT REG 0/P FOR CONTROL) 
24-BlT INTERRUPT REGISTER 
(STATUS COMPARED,CHANGE GIVES LAM) 
PARALLEL REGISTER (DUAL 16BIT INOICAT, 
6NS OVERLAP REQUIRED,NIM LEVELS) 
DUAL PARALLEL REGISTER 12X16BIT INDICAT, 
6NS OVF.RLAP REQUIREO,NIM LEVELS) 
DUAL INPUT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER (16BIT, 
TTL IN, OPEN COLL TTL OUT, MAX 40MA,30VI 
DUAL 16 BIT INPUT REGISTER 
!CERN SPECS 0721 
DUAL 16 BIT INPUT REGISTERIEXT STROBE OR 
OATAWAY COMMAND STORES OATA,TTL LEVELS) 
DUAL 16 BIT INPUT REGISTERICONTINUOUS, 
STROBED AND nNE-STROBE DATA ENTRY,TTLI 
DUAL 16 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 
(WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
DUAL 24 BIT INPUT REGISTER 
I TTL, HANDSHAKE l 
INPUT REGISTER 12X24BITI 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER!2X24BIT,EXT 
LOAD REQUEST,4 OPER MODES,TTL LEVELS) 
24-BIT DUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 
COINCIDENCE BUFFER 12X12BIT,ONE STROBE 
PER 12BITS,MIN 2NS OVERLAP,NIM INPUTS) 
FAST COINCIDENCE LATCHI16BIT,DISCR 1/P, 
MIN 2 NSEC STROBE-SIGNAL OVERLAP) 
16 FOLD DCRII/P DlSCR,STROBE-INPUT OVER-
LAP 2N$EC,CH1-8 AND CH9-16 SUM 0/P,NIMI 
16-CH CniNCIDENCE REGISTER !16 CHANNELS, 
STROBE-INPUT OVERLAP 2NSEC,NIM LF.VELSl 
TYPE 
PSR 0801 
52 
c 103 
EP 20 
MS PI 1230/1 
MS PI 2 1230/1 
PR 1601-1 
63 
3470 
3475 
EC 218 
7013-1 
7014-1 
SIR 2026 
C 76451-AS 
PR-601 
PR-603 
FHC 1308A 
1031 
1051 
PR 1602 
PR 1604 
CllO 
2IR 2002 
2IR 2010 
PR-602 
PR-604 
RI-224 
lR 
60 
9041 
C212 
64 
234GB 
2341 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
GEC-ELL IOTT 
JOERGER 
ROT 
SAIP-CRC 2 
AEG-TELEFUNKEN 
AEG-TELEFUI'lKEI\ 
GEC-ELL ICTT 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES a 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
SIEMENS 0 
TECHC AL 
Bf VERTRIES 
B'ORER 
BORER 
GEC-ELLICTT 2 
GEC-ELLIOTT 3 
RUT 
SEN 
SEN 
TECHCAL 
TECHCAL 
EG+G 
JOERGER 
JORWAY 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
EG+G 
JORWAY 
LRS-LECROY 2 
LRS-LECRCY 
08172 
07/72 
06/71 
01/71 
10/70 
10/70 
06/71 
10/70 
/71 
170 
170 
170 
01172 
01172 
11/71 
05172 
05172 
01/71 
01/71 
05/72 
172 
170 
11/71 
172 
06f.72 
08/72 
10170 
10/72 
171 
01/71 
05/71 
01/71 
( 5) 
Ill 
Ill 
141 
( 31 
I 3 I 
15) 
( 11 
!2) 
( 4) 
VIII 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORTDATA. 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
PATTERN UNIT 
116 INDIV NIM INPUTS,COM~ON NIM GATE! 
PATTERN B ll6BIT REGISTER WITH COM~CN 
STRJBt/GATE,NIM I/P,BIT-ADOR CO~V OPERI 
PATTERN UNIT!l6BIT,I/P STROBED WITH 
CCMMDN GATE,lO NSEC OVERLAP,NIM LEVELS) 
PATTERN UNIT 16 BIT (16 INDIVIDUAL NIM 
INPUTS,COMMON NIM GATE! 
16 BIT PATTERN UNIT (CERN SPECS 0711 
INPUT READER (4Xl6BIT OR 64 BITS, TTL, 
1=LOW, CONNECTORS OPTIONAL) 
!SAME BIT WITH 4X24BIT OR 96 BITS) 
!SAME BUT WITH 8X16BIT OR 128 BITSI 
!SAME BUT WITH 8X24BIT OR 192 BITS) 
(SAME BUT WITH l6X8BIT OR 128 BITSI 
!SAME BUT wiTH l6X16BIT OR 256 BITS) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATES {Dataway connecting) 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
INPUT GATE 24-BIT 
BALANCED INPUT REGISTER WITH ACDRESSING 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE !16BIT,TTL INPUT,EXT 
STROBE TO INPUT GATES) 
SINGLE 16 BIT PARALLEL INPUT GATE 
SINGLE 24 BIT PARAL(EL INPUT GATE 
(BOTH WITH LEO DISPLAY OPTION) 
INPUT DATA GATE 
124BIT NEGATIVE LOGIC TTL I~PUT,1:LOWI 
INPUT DATA GATE 
I24BIT POSITIVE LOGIC TTL INPUT 1 1=HIGHI 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (24BIT STATIC DATA, 
INTEGRATED FOR 1 USEC,TTL LEVELS) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE 122BIT STATIC DATA, 
500 NSEC INTEGRATION,STROBE SETS L,TTLI 
DUAL 16 BIT PARALLEL INPUT GATE 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT GATE 
(BOTH WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (3X16BIT INPUT FROM 
ISOLATING CONTACTS) 
C DlGlTALES EINGANGSREGISTER(5X8BIT PARALL 
INPUT GATES,5TH BYTE SETS L,TTL,1=Hl 
N IWITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N I CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR) 
C DIGITALES EINGANGSREGISTER(5X8BIT PARALL 
INPUT GATES,5TH BYTE SETS L,HLL,l=Hl 
N (WITH FRONT PANEl CONNECTOR) 
N ( CABLE WITH CONNECTQq FROM REAR! 
C DIGITALES EINGANGSREGISTER ~IT OPTOKOPP-
LER!4X8BIT PARALLEL INPUT GATES,WITH Ll 
N !WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR! 
N ( CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR! 
N 
N 
DUAL PARALLEL STROBED I~PUT GATE(2X24BIT 
HANDSHAKE MODE TRANSFER TO DATAWAY,TTll 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT GATE !2X24BIT,NON-
1NTERLOCK CONTROL TRANSF TO DATAwAY,TTLl 
INPUT GATE DUAL 24 BIT 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE(16Xl6BIT,TTL, 1=l0Wl 
MANUAL INPUT MODULES 
N 
c 
PARAMETER UNIT 12 BIT (PROVIDES 12 BIT 
COMMUNICATION,PUSH BUTTO~ L-REQUESTI 
16 BIT WORD GENERATQ.R 
24 BIT WORD GFNERATOR 
WORD GENERATOR 124BIT wORD 
MANUALLY SET BY SWITCHES) 
PARAMETER UNIT (QUAD 4-DECADE BCD 
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SET! 
WORD GE~ERATOR (24 BITS OF BINARY DATA, 
SwiTCH SELECH' :'1 l 
TYPE 
021 
0 72 
c 101 
16P 2007 
16P 2047 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
3420 
3430 
7018-1 
PG-601 
PG-603 
713 
714 
7059-1 
7060-1 
PG-602 
PG-604 
1061 
DO 200-2001 
00 200-2201 
DO 200-2101 
DO 200-2002 
DO 200-2202 
DO 200-2102 
DO 200-2003 
DO 200-2203 
00 200-2103 
61 
61-1 
3472 
IG 25601 
p 2005 
WGR-160 
WGR-240 
WG 2401 
022 
9020 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH· DELIV. NPR 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SEN 
SEN 
WALLAC 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTE~S 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
TECHCAL 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
TECHCAL 
BORER 
OORNIER 
DORNIER 
CORNIER 
JORWAY 
JORIIAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
G£:C-Ell IOTT 
SEN 
TECHCAL 
TECHCAL 
GEC-ELLICTT 
~UCL. E~TERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
2 
1 
1 
4 
171 
06171 
/70 
172 
171 
172 
170 
01172 
01/72 
111 
/71 
170 
170 
01/72 
01/72 
05/72 
11171 
172 
172 
09/72 
09/72 
09172 
172 
172 
172 
1C/70 
10/70 
lC/72 
170 
01172 
172 
01/71 
/71 
171 
15) 
( 5) 
(41 
(4) 
( 21 
( 2) 
IX 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
PARA~ETER UNIT (QUAD 4 DECACE BCD 
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SEll 
DATA STORAGE MODULES 
N CAMAC 16 WORD 24 BIT MEMORY 
16 WORD STORE 
MEMOIRE TAMPON (BUFFER MEMORY,256 13BIT 
BYTES,USED WITH J CAN 20C/Hl 
PARALLEL OUTPUT MODULES 
N 
c 
N 
12 BIT OUTPUT REGISTERIDC OR PULSE 0/P, 
UPDATING STROBE OUTPUT,NI~ LEVELS! 
DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUl REGISTER 
24-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER 
12-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER !WITH OPTICAL 
ISOLATION,OPEN CULL 0/P, MAX 3CV/100MAl 
c· 12-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER WITH ISOLATED 
RELAY 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
OUTPUT REGISTER ll2BIT, NIM PULSES OR 
LEVELS OUT l 
DIGITAL OUTPUT 16 BIT POTH 24V 
DIGITAL OUTPUT 16 BIT RELAYS 
SINGLE 16 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
(WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION! 
SINGLE 24 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
(WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
PARALLEL-OUTPUT REGISTER (24BIT, OPEN 
COLLECTOR OUTPUT, HANDSHAKE FACILITY) 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER (24BIT TTL 
OUTPUT VIA 25-WAY CONNECTOR) 
SINGLE 16 BIT PARAllEl OUTPUT 
REGISTER/DRIVERIWITH LEO DISPLAY OPTION! 
DUAL 16 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
(WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
IWITH LED DISPLAY OPTIONI 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X16BIT VIA ISOLATING 
CCNTACTSI 
DUAL INPUT DUAL OUTPUT- REGISTER (16BIT, 
TTL IN, OPEN COLL TTL OUT, MAX 40MA,30Vl 
SINGLE 24 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT 
REGISTER/ORIVERIWITH LED DISPLAY OPTION! 
C DIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTER(4X8BIT PARALL 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,TTL,1=Hl 
N (WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N ( CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REARI 
C OIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTER(4X8BIT PARALL 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,OPEN COLL O/P,1=Hl 
N (WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR! 
N ( CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR! 
C OIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTERI4X8BIT PARALL 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,OPEN COLL 0/P,l=Ll 
N (WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N I CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR) 
N 
N 
c 
N 
DUAL 16 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER ITTL LEVELS, 
OPE~ COLL OUTPUTS VIA CABLE) 
DUAL 16 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT 
REGISTER/DRIVERIWITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT 
REGISTER/DRIVER(WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
PARALLEL-OUTPUT-REGISTER (DUAL 24BIT, OR 
QUAD 12BIT,OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT) 
OUTPUT ~EGISTER (2X24BIT DATA OUT,OATA-
REAOY + BUSY FORM HA~DSH~KE, TTL) 
OUTPUT REGISTER 
(2X24BIT, TTL OPEN COLL OUT AS STANDARCI 
TYPE 
c 105 
MC 5202 
cs 0003 
J ~T 10 
41 
3030 
3071 
3082 
30!!7 
OR 2027 
C 76451-A9-Al 
C 76451-A9-A2 
PR-609 
PR-611 
1'1S PO 2 1230/1 
7054-3 
PR-609-A 
PR-610 
PR-612 
1082 
CllO 
PR-611-A 
DO 200-2501 
DO 200-2701 
DO 200-2601 
DO 200-2502 
DO 200-2102 
DO 200-2602 
DO 200-2503 
DO 200-2703 
00 200-2603 
20R 2008 
PR-610-A 
PR-612-A 
MS PO 1 123·J /l 
R0-224 
OR 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
RDT 4 
MICRO CONSULTANTS 2 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP-CRC 
JORWAV 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEf'IS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEIIIS 
SEN 
SIE~ENS 0 
SIEf"ENS 
TtCHCAL 
TECHCAL 
AEG-TELEFLMEN 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
TECHCAL 
TECHCAL 
TECHCAL 
BORER 
ROT 
TECHCAL 41 
DORNIER 
DORNIER 
DORNIER 
SEN 
TECHCAL 
TECHCAL 41 
AEG-TELEFUI\KEN 
EG+G 
JOERGER 
06/71 
05/72 
11/71 
03/71 
172 
06172 
/71 
/70 
/71 
5 /71 
10/72 
170 
/71 
5 /71 
5 /71 
05/72 
05/72 
5 /71 
11/71 
/72 
/72 
09/72 
09/72 
09/72 
09172 
09/72 
09/72 
170 
5 /71 
5 /71 
10/70 
04/72 
08/72 
( 4) 
( 2) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(1) 
X 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N 
N 
N 
c 
N 
N 
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER!DC CR PULSE 
0/P,UPDATING 0/P STROBE,TTL OPEN COLLI 
DUAL 24-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (OPEN COLL 
DRIVERS, MAX 24V OR 250MA, REAR OUTPUTS) 
24-BIT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
OUTPUT REGISTER/DRIVER 12X24BIT,OPTION 
ON POLARITY AND OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUTS) 
DIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTER ~IT REED-
RELAISf4X8BIT OUTPUT REG,OPEN CDNTACT=Ol 
!WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
( CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR) 
SWITCH (12BIT DATAWAY CONTROLLED RELAY 
REGISTER FOR SWITCHING AND MULTIPLEXING! 
N OUTPUT DRIVERI2Xl6BIT,40MA SINKING,l=LOI 
N I SAPIIE, l=HI I 
N fSAME, READ VIA DATAWAY, l=LOI 
N (SAME, READ VIA DATAWAY, l=Hil 
N OUTPUT DRIVERI2Xl6BIT,l25MA SINK, 1zL0l 
N ISAME, l=Hil 
N !SAME, READ VIA DATAWAY, 1.=LOI 
N (SAME, READ VIA DATAWAY, l=Hll 
N OUTPUT DRIVER 12Xl6BIT, CAN DRIVE 
30 TTL LOADS! 
N (SAME, ALSO READ VIA DATAWAYl 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
DRIVER f16BIT,OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT VIA 
MULTIWAY CONNECTOR,MAX 150MA/LINEI 
DRIVER 124BIT OUTPUT REGISTER,SET AND 
READ BY COMMAND,24BIT 1/P DATA ACCEPTED! 
OUTPUT DRIVERI2X24BIT,40MA SINKING,1=l0l 
(SAME, l=HII 
(SAME, READ VIA DATAWAY, 1=LOI 
(SAME, READ VIA DATAWAY, 1=Hil 
OUTPUT DRIVERI2X24BIT,125MA SINK,1=LOI 
(SAME, 1=HI l 
(SAME, READ VIA DATAWAY, 1=LOI 
!SAME, READ VIA DATAWAY, 1=Hil 
OUTPUT DRIVER 12X2481T, CAN DRIVE 
3C TTL LOADS l 
!SAME, ALSO READ VIA OATAWAYI 
DRIVER (24BIT OUTPUT REGISTER,SET AND 
READ BY COMMAN0,24BIT 1/P CATA ACCEPTEOI 
DISPLAY MODULES ANO UNITS 
N 
DISPLAY 124BIT BCD OIS~LAY OF ONE SCALER 
FHC130L/02,SPEC CONNECTION TO SCALERI 
DISPLAY (6 DECADE NIXIE FOR ONE OF 12 
·SCALERS FHC1301/02,SPEC BUS TO SCALERS) 
CRT DECI~AL DISPLAY SYSTEM IINCLUOINGI 
DISPLAY DRIVER 
DISPLAY SYSTEM CO~PRISING 
DISPLAY SY~CHRONIZING 
DISPLAY TI,.ING 
DISPLAY CONTROL 
DISPLAY REFRESH IALPHANU~ERIC + GRAPHS) 
DUAL LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 
DISPLAY DRIVER ITWD 10BIT OAC 1 0UTPUT 
RANGE +5V TO -5V,TWO OPERATION MODESl 
DECIMAL DISPLAY UNIT (ADDRESS AND 5 DATA 
DECADES + MULTIPLIER DISPLAYED) 
DISPLAY CONTROLLER IFOR 9007 1 1NCLUDES 
BIN TO DECIMAL CONVERTER! 
INDICATOR 11X16BIT OR 2X8BIT,INDICATES 
STATE OF REGISTER LOADED FROM OATAWAYI 
STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE !DRIVER FOR 
TEKTRONIX 611 OR 60l,USEO WITH 70111 
AFFICHAGE DECIMAL PAR L1 INTERMEOIAIRE 0 1 
UN CALCULATEUR !DISPLAY OF 24BIT WORD) 
AFFICHAGE BINAIRE MANUEL !CONTENT OF A 
REGISTER DISPLAYED,EXT MULTIWAY CONNI 
TYPE 
40 
3072 
9042 
171 
DO 200-2504 
DO 200-2704 
DO 200-2604 
7066-1 
001611 
DO 1612 
00 1613 
00 1614 
OD 1615 
00 1616 
DO 1617 
oo 161 e 
DO 1619 
DO 1620 
9002 
9013 
OD 2401 
DO 2402 
DO 2403 
00 2404 
OD 2405 
00 2406 
OD 2407 
00 2408 
00 2409 
DO 2410 
9017 
FHC 1305A 
FHC 1306A 
72A 
72A 
3200 
3205 
3210 
3212 
3225 
7011-2 
9007 
9006 
9014 
9028 
J AF 1'5 
J AF 20 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEfo'S 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
WALLAC 
OORNIER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
GEC-ELLJOTT 
GEC-ELLI OTT 
NUCL. ENTERpRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
GEC-ELLI OTT 
GEC-Ell ICTT 
GEC-Ell I OTT 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
BF VERTRIEe 
BF VERTRIEB 
./• 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NuCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP-CRC 
SAIP-CRC 
0 
1 . 
1 
1 
1 
1 
07/71 
10172 
11/71 
/71 
/71 
/71 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
04172 
04172 
04172 
04172 
04/72 
/71 
/71 
04172 
04172 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
04/72 
/71 
01/71 
2 01/71 
NA 
3 
2 
NA 
2 
0 
2 
,J, 
07/71 
/11 
/71 
/11 
/.71 
/71 
/72 
/10 
171 
/71 
/71 
/71 
01/71 
0 l/11 
12) 
I 5 I 
Ill 
Ill 
I 1 I 
I 2 I 
(4) 
Ill 
I 2 I 
XI 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N 
SCOPE DISPLAY DRIVER X-Y-Z ISYSTEMI 
STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVER FOR ' TEKTRONIX 611 
OR 601 
CHARACTER GENERATOR 
VECTOR GENERATOR 
LIGHT PEN FOR FDD 2012 OR CO 2016 
STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVE~ 
PERIPHERAL INPUT/OUTPUT MODULES 
N 
c 
c 
c 
TYPE~RlTcR DRIVE UNIT 
INPUT-OUTPUT-INTERFACEITELETYPE-OATAWAY 
1/0 TRANSF OR 12 SCALER 0/P ON SPEC AUSI 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 
TELETYPEWRITER DRIVER !FOR ASR 331 
TELETYPEWRITER INTERFACE!I/0 DATA TRANSF 
AND CO~TROL,LAM USED AS TWO-WAY FLAGJ 
TELETYPEWRITER TERMINAL 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 
PAPER TAPE PUNCH OUTPUT DRIVER 
I FOI\ FAC IT 4070 I 
TAPE READER INTERFACE UNIT 
!FOR ELECTROGRAPHIC READER) 
B.S.INTERFACE READER !BAIT CATA + PARITY 
BIT,BRITISH STANDAROI 
B.S.INTERFACE DRIVER IBBIT DATA + PARITY 
BIT,BRITISH STANDAROI 
PERIPHERAL READERIBBIT PARALLEL DATA IN, 
NEG OR POS TTL,HANDSHAKE CGNTRCLSI 
PERIPHERAL DRIVER (8BIT DATA OUT,NEG OR 
POS TTL,HANDSHAKE CONTROLS) 
UNIVERSAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (36BIT 
DATA+RANGE IN,l2BIT REG 0/P FOR CONTROL) 
INTERFACE CAMAC POUR CODEUR CA25/CA13/ 
cq7 !INTERFACING PULSE AOC TO CAMACJ 
STEP MOTOR DRIVER (MAX 32768 STEPS,RATE, 
ROTATION AND START/STOP FULLY COMMANDED) 
OUTPUT REGISTER 116 DR 24 BIT TTL DRIVER 
FOR FAST-ROUTING MULTIPLEXER SYSTE~I 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER, DUAL 
STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER !USED WfTH 70451 
OELAYEO PULSE GENERATOR (4 TTL O/P,0.042 
HZ-40KHZ RATE,LEVEL AND DIRECTION CONTRI 
MCA INTERFACE II/0 MODULE FOR MULTI-
CHANNEL ANALYSER! 
PROPORTIONAL CHAMBER READ-OUT !USED WITH 
SPEC CONTROLLER TYPE COFIL OR ALONE) 
SEQUENTIAL OUTPUT REGISTER !SERIAL-CODED 
NIM PULSES OUT,LOGIC 0=4~NSEC,1=150NSECJ 
SEQUENTIAL INPUT REGISTERI16 8BIT BYTES, 
STOR.fS CODED NIM Pl!LSES,0=40,l=l50NSECI 
SPARK CHAMBER READ OUT !POSITION AND 
AOO~F.SS COOING Of MULTIPLE SPARK SITES) 
SPAR.K CHAMBER REAO OUT TERMINAL 
PLUMBICDN READ OUT 15 SCALERS RECORD 
DIGITIZED OUTPUTS FRO~ PLU~BICCN CA~ERAI 
PLUMBILON READ OUT TERMINAL 
DUAL INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCODER 12X20 
BIT X-V DIGITIZATION 8Y UP-DOW~ COUNTER) 
CAMA: COM~UNICATIONS CONTROLLER 
INTERFACE UNIT 
CAMAC VID-MUS INTERFACE UNIT 
CAMAC MOO 1? INTERFACE UNIT ITO IN-hOUSE 
PR09UCED A-0 EQUIPMENT) 
TYPE 
FOD 2012 
SOD 2015 
CG 2018 
VG 2028 
LP 2035 
3260 
TO 0801 
FHC 1307A 
90 
7043-1 
7061-1 
TWTML/04'5 
C-TIF 
TP C801 
TR 0801 
70 5 7-1 
7058-l 
7064-1 
7065-1 
1031 
J CCA 10 
1161 
CM 665 
3360 
0709 
7045-1 
REFIL 
SOR 
SIRE 
SCR0-041 
SCRO T"'L-04 3 
PLUfo! 
PUDDING 
2IPE 2Cl9 
MC 4036 
MC 4037 
MC 52G 1 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
SEN 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
GEC-ELLICTT 
t\F- VERTRIEB 
JORr;AY 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP-CRC 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
GEC-ELLIGTT 
GEC-ELL !OTT 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
BORER 
SAIP-CRC 
BORER 
J AND 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISeS 
PACKARD 
SAIP-CRC 
SAIP-CRC 
SAIP-CRC 
StolP-CRC 
SAIP-CRC 
SEN 
MICRO CCNSULTANTS 
MICRO CONSULTANTS 
MICRO CG~SLLTANTS 
1 
1 
NA 
2 
0 
2 
04/71 
04171 
04171 
05/71 
06/71 
172 
08/71 
01/71 
lC/71 
170 
170 
10/70 
On/71 
01/71 
/71 
/71 
/71 
111 
05172 
01/71 
06172 
07171 
/72 
/71 
170 
171 
171 
/71 
10/70 
10/70 
/71 
/71 
04171 
08171 
OB/71 
08171 
Ill 
( 1 J 
Ill 
(1) 
Ill 
(11 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
( 3) 
( 31 
( 4) 
( 41 
I 21 
( 21 
( 2) 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N 
N 
WIRE DETECTOR SCANNERI~4X16BIT MEMORY 
STORES 13BIT POSITION+3BIT CLUSTER DATAl 
SCANNER TEST MODULE 
MULTIPLEXERS 
c 
c 
15 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER !ANALOGUE SIGNALS 
ROUTED TO AOC/DVM,DIRECT + SCAN MOCESl 
32-CHANNEL FAST MULTIPLEXER IFET 
SWITCHES FOR AOC 1242 AND 1243) 
16-CHANNEL FAST MULTIPLEXER IFET 
SWITCHES FOR ADC 1242 AND 1243) 
SEE ALSO DORNIER ADC TYPES 
C ELEKTRONISCHER MULTIPLEXER 116 CHANNELS, 
MAX +OR-10V,OATAWAY SET+INCR ADDRESS! 
N (WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N (CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR! 
C ELEKTRONISCHER MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANNELS, 
MAX +0~-10V, DATAWAY SET+lNCR ADDRESS! 
N (WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N ( CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR) 
C ELEKTRONISCHER MULTIPLEXER 18 DIFF 1/P, 
MAX +OR-10Vr DATAWAY SET+INCR ADDRESS> 
N !WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR! 
N ( CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR) 
C ELEKTRONISCHER MULTIPLEXERI16 DIFF 1/P, 
MAX +OR-10V, DATAWAY SET+INCR ADDRESS! 
N (WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N I CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR! 
C RELAISMULTIPLEXER 116 CHANNELS,MAX 200V/ 
750MA OR 10VA, OATAWAY SET+INCR ADDRESS! 
N !WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N I CABLE WITH CONNECTOR FROM REAR) 
N RELAIMULTIPLEXER (16 CHANNELS, MAX 200V, 
750MA OR 10VA, DATAWAY SET+INCR ADDRESS) 
N (WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N ( CABLE WITH CO~NECTOR FROM REAR) 
N 
N 
c 
N 
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER (15 CHANNELS,MANUALLY 
AND DATAWAY SELECTED) 
MULTIPLEXER-SOLID STATE (16 SINGLE-ENDED 
OR 8 DIFF CHAN,RANOOM OR SEQUENT ACCESS! 
12 INPUT MULTIPLEXER 
MULTIPLEXER 132 CHANNEL, 2 CONTACTS) 
MULTIPLEXER 132 CHANNEL, 4 CONTACTS! 
CODE CONVERTERS 
BINARY TO-BCD-CONVERTER (24BIT BIN,8 
DECIMAL DIGIT OUTPUT VIA TWO CCNNECTORSl 
BINARY TO BCD-CONVERTER!24BIT TO 8 DECA-
DE,DISPLAY,CONV 4USEC,TTL LEVEL OUT,1=Hl 
ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS (ADC, DVM) 
C ANALOGE EINGAENGEIMULTIPLEXER-AOC,8 I/P 
TO ONE ADC,+/-10V RANGE,7BITS/20V+SIGNl 
N (SAME WITH 8 DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS! 
N ANALOGE EINGAENGE(MULTIPLEXER-ADC,8 1/P 
TO ONE AOC,+/-5V RANGE 1 7BITS/10V+SIGNI 
N (SAME WITH 8 DIFFERENTIAL INPUTSI 
N ANALDGE EINGAENGE!MULTIPLEXER-ADC,8 1/P 
TO ONE ADC, +10V RANGE,8BITS/10Vl 
N (SAME WITH 8 DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS! 
N ANALOGER EINGANG (AOC, +/-10V RANGE, 
7B IT S/20V+S I GN I 
N !SAME FOR +1-~V RANGE, 7BITS/lOV+SIGNl 
N !SAME FOR +lOV RANGE, 8BJTS/10Vl 
c ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL INTEFACE !WITH PLUG-
IN CONVERTER CARDS AOC/8Q, ADC/100 AND 
ADC/12Q FOR 8, 10 AND 12 All CONVERSION) 
MULTI-MODE LINEAR ADC !8BIT,40~HZ CLOCK, 
AREA ' AND PEAK MODES,NIM LEVELS I 
TYPE 
WCS-200 
WCS-201 
1701 
1703 
1704 
DO 200-1031 
DO 200-1231 
DO 200-1131 
DO 0200-1032 
DO 200-1232 
DO 200-1132 
DO 200-1033 
DO 200-1233 
DO 200-1133 
DO 200-1034 
DO 200-1234 
DO 200-1134 
DO 200-1035 
DO 200-1235 
00 200-1135 
DO 200-1036 
00 200-1236 
DO 200-1136 
AM 
9026 
MX 2025 
C 76451-A4-A1 
C 76451-A4-A2 
7068-1 
C-BBC-2 
DO 200-1011 
DO 200-1013 
00 200-1014 
DO 200-1016 
DO 200-1017 
DO 200-1019 
00 200-1027 
DO 200-1028 
DO 200-1029 
ADC 1201 
2243A 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NANO SYSTEfo'S 
BORER 
BORER 
BORER 
DORN I ER 
OORNIER 
OORNIER 
DORNIER 
OORNIER 
OORNIER 
DORNIER 
JOERGER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
SIHENS 
SIEfoiENS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
WENZEL ELEKTRGNIK 
DCRNIER 
OORNIER 
DORNIER 
DORNIER 
GEC-ELLI OTT 
LRS-LECRCY 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
/72 
112 
05/72 
06172 
06/72 
09/72 
09i72 
09/72 
09/72 
09/72 
09/72 
09172 
09/72 
09172 
09/72 
09/72 
09/72 
11171 
/71 
/71 
/72 
/72 
/72 
08/72 
111 
/72 
/70 
11/71 
/72 
/72 
172 
/12 
172 
/72 
172 
/72 
/72 
171 
08/70 
(51 
( 5) 
( 3) 
(It) 
(4, 
( 21 
Ill 
( 2) 
XIII 
NC. DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
c 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
c 
N 
c 
c 
c 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
c 
OCTAL ADC 18 FAST 1/P,SBIT/CH, 150USEC 
CONVERSION,COMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVEKTERI8BIT, 1/P 
RANGE 0 TO +5V OR 0 TO -5V,25 USEC CONVI 
OCTAL AOC IMIN 5 NSEC PULSES, PCS 0~ NEG 
BBIT/100 PC RESOLUTION, 250 USEC CONVI 
CONVERTISSEUR ANALOGIQUE NUMERIQUE A 512 
CANAUXIPULSE AOC,lOMHZ CLDCK,O.l/10Vl 
OIGIJALVOLTMETER !RANGES: DC0.02 TO 20V, 
5 MA TO 100 MA,AC 0.01 TO 20 V BOTH POll 
DIGITAL VOL TMETER (SAME AS 
TYPE C 76451-A13-A1 WITH DISPLAY) 
SJN~LE 8 BIT A/0 CONVERTER 
DUAL 8 BIT A/D CONVERTER 
SINGLE 10 BIT A/D CONVERTER 
DUAL 10 BIT A/D CONVERTER 
CAMAC AOC/DAC UNIT (PC CARD FOR SAMPLE-
HOLD 12BIT ADC AND OAC CIRCUITS! 
SINGLE 12 BIT A/0 CONVERTER 
DUAL 12 BIT A/0 CONVERTER 
DUAL SLOPE ADC I+ANU- 0.01/1/10V RA NGES, 
llBIT RESOLUTION,20MS CONV TIME) 
SUCCESS. AP~ROX. ADC 111BIT+SIGN, +AND-
10V OIFF IN, 20 USEC CONVERSION) 
SUCCESS. AP~ROX. ADC lAS 1242 BUT WITH 
SAMPLE AND HOLD! 
ANALOGE EINGAENGE IMULTIPLEXER-AOC,8 1/P 
TO ONE AOC,+/-10V RANGEr11BITS/20V+SIGNI 
!SAME WITH 8 DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS) 
ANALOGE EINGAENGEIMULTIPLEXER-ADC,8 I/P 
TO ONE AOC,+/-5V RANGE,11BITS/10V+SIGNI 
(SAME WITH 8 DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS! 
ANALDGE EINGAENGE(MULTIPLEXER-ADC,B 1/P 
TO ONE ADC, +10V RANGE, 12BITS/10VI 
(SAME WITH 8 DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS! 
ANALOGER EINGANG IADC, +/-lOV RANGE, 
llBI TS/20V+SIGNl 
(SAME FOR +/-5V RANGE,11BITS/10V+SIGNI 
(SAME FOR +10V RANGE,l2BITS/10Vl 
A/0 CONVERTER 112BIT,MAX 20 USEC CONVER-
SION, •A~D-5Vt +AND-l OV, +10V RANGES! 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 112BIT, 
20 MSEC CONVERSION,RANGE -5V TO +5VI 
ANALDGER ElNGANGIDUAL SLOPE AOC, +/-10V 
RANGE,14BI TS/20V+SIGN,0.1SEC CONVERSION! 
CONVERTISSEUR ANALOGIQUE NU ~ERI QUE RAPI-
DE A 8000 CANAUXCPULSE AOC,100 MHZ CLOCK! 
INTERFACE POUR CODEUR J CAN 20 ET BLOC 
MEMOIRE BM 96 (ADC-MEMORY INTERFACE! 
DIGITAL-TO-ANALOGUE CONVERTERS (DAC) 
c 
N 
N 
c 
N 
N 
N 
N 
ANALOGER AUSGANG IDAC, 12BIT RESOLUTION, 
+lOV OUTPUT RA~GE, 20MAI 
(SAME BUT WITH +AND-lOV OUTPUT RA NGEl 
ISAME BUT WITH +AND-5V OU TPUT RANGEl 
ANALOGE AUSGA ENGE IOAC,l2BIT RESOLUTION, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGE,2 OUTPUTS, 20MAl 
ISAI'IE B.UT WITH +AN0-10V OUTPUT RANGEl 
(SAME BUT WITH +AND-5V OUTPUT RANGEl 
0/A CONVERTER 11~BIT,5 USEC CONVERSION, 
0/P RANGES +AND-2.5V/5V/10V AN O +5V/10Vl 
CAMAC ADCIDAC UNIT (PC CARD FOR SAMPLE-
HOLD 1261T ADC AND DAC CIRCUITS) 
DUAL DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER llORIT, 
OUTPUT 0 TO +10V OR -5 TO +5VI 
SLAVE BOARD DUAL D/A CONVERTER 
DUAL DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER I10BIT 
RESDLUTION,10MSEC CONV TIME,O/P 5V MAXI 
TYPE 
2248 
7028-1 
9040 
CAN 31 
C 76451-A13-A1 
C 76451-Al3-A2 
S-AD-008 
0-AD-008 
S-AD-010 
D-AD-010 
MC 5200 
S-AD-012 
D-AD-012 
1241 
1242 
1243 
DO 200-1001 
DO 200-1003 
DO 200-1004 
DO 200-1006 
DO 200-1007 
DO 200-1009 
00 200-1024 
DO 200-1025 
DO 200-1026 
30 
7055-1 
DO 200-1021 
JCAN20C/JCAN20H 
J CAN 20 I 
DO 200-1501 
DO 200-1503 
DO 200-1505 
DO 200-15C2 
DO 200-1504 
DO 200-15C6· 
31 
MC 5200 
2DAC 2011 
DA-2001 
DA-2000 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
LRS-LECROY 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP-CRC 
SIE,.,ENS 
SIEMENS 
TECHCAL 
TECHCAL 
TECHCH 
TECHCAL 
MICRO CONSULTANTS 
TECHCAL 
.._ TECHOL 
BORER 
BORER 
BORER 
DORNIER 
OORNIER 
OORNIER 
DORNIER 
JORWAY 
NUCL. ENTERPR I SE:S 
OORNIER 
SA IP-CRC 
DORNIER 
DORNIER 
JCRWAY 
MICRO CCNSLLTANTS 
SEN 
TECHCAL 
TECHCAL 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
10/71 
170 
172 
01/71 
04172 
04/72 
04172 
04172 
05172 
04/72 
0~172 
05172 
06172 
08/72 
172 
172 
/72 
172 
172 
172 
112 
172 
172 
06/71 
/70 
12/72 
01171 
01171 
11/71 
/71 
/71 
11/71 
/71 
/71 
06/71 
05/72 
04/71 
/71 
11/71 
(4) 
13) 
141 
121 
12) 
XIV 
J 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
TIME-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS 
QUAD CAMAC SCALER I4Xl6BIT OR 2X320IT, 
40MH l l 
TIME-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER(4Xl48IT,CLDCK 
RATE 20MHZ,QUAD/DUAL/SINGLE CDNFIGI 
QUAD 16-BIT SPARK READ-OUT REGISTER 
120MHZ RATE,TTL LEVELS) 
QUAD TIME-TO-DIGITAL CDNVERTERI9BIT/CH, 
102/510NSEC RANGES,l3USEC CONVERS,NIMl 
TIME DIGITIZERI5Xl6BIT,CLOCK RATE 40MHZ, 
WITH CENTER FINDING LOGIC! 
TIME DIGITIZER (4Xl6BIT,CLOCK RATE 
70/85MHZ,NIM LEVELS) 
OTHER ANALOGUE AND/OR DIGITAL MODULES 
N 
N 
N 
c 
N 
c 
SAMPLE-AND-HOLD VERSTAERKERIDUAL DIFF 
AMPL,+/-lOV RANGE,ZOMA OUT,5USEC SETTll 
!SINGLE AMPL VERSION, BOTH TYPES HAVE 
HOLD AND TRACK MODES) 
PROGRAMMIERBARER VERSTAERKERI256 STEPS 
OF DATAWAY-SET GAI~, MAX+/-lOV INPUTI 
FAN-OUT UNIT (2 OREO INPUTS PROVIDE 8 
TRUE,2 COMPLEM OUTPUTS,NIM SIGNALS! 
POWER SUPPLY CONTROLLER 10-BIT 
POWER SUPPLY CONTROLLER 12-BIT 
HEX ll2 TO Ill CONVERTER 
(6 NIM SIGNALS IN,6 TTL SIGNALS OUTI 
HEX Ill TO Il2 CONVERTER 
16 TTL SIGNALS IN,6 NIM SIGNALS OUTl 
QUIN Ll TO Ill CONVERTERI5 HARWELL STAN-
DARD ll SIGNALS IN 5 TTL SIGNALS OUTl 
DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER !RANGES +0.1V TO 
-O.lV AND 0.5/5/50/,00C BOTH PCLARITIESl 
SIX-FOLD CONTROLLED GATE IINDIV GATI.NG, 
FAN-IN AND FAN-OUT CONTROLLED BY 3 REGSl 
STROMGENERATOR !CURRENT SOURCE) 
PULSE GENERATORS AND CLOCKS 
c 
c 
c 
TIME~ 11HZ TO !MHZ PULSES-7 DECADES-OVER 
7 TTL OUTPUTS,LAM BY 1,10 OR 100 HZ) 
CLOCK/TIMER I0.001S TO 10 HRS TIME 
INTERVAL,REAL-TIME OUTPUT) 
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED PULSE GENERATORI7 DE-
CADES-1HZ TO 1MHZ-500NS PULSES OUT,TTLl 
TEST PULSE GENERATOR (5 TO 50 NSEC NIM 
0/P PULSE DERIVED FROM Sl.FI25l OR EXT) 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR 17 OUTPUTS-1HZ TO 
1MHZ-IN DECADE STEPS,10MHZ EXT IN,TTll 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATORI7 DECADES-1HZ TO 
lMHZ-500 NSEC PULSES OUT,TTL AND NIMl 
HORLOGE A QUARTZ 1 MHZICLOCK,7 0/P-1HZ 
TO 1MHZ-200 TO 800 NSEC WIDTH,TTL LEVEll 
REAL TIME CLOCK (3.8 USEC TO 18.2 HRS, 
PRESET-TIME AND PRESET-COUNT ~ODESI 
DUAL PROGRAMMED PULSE GENERATORI50 HZ/ 
2KHZ/5MHZ PULSE TRAIN,LENGTH BY CO~MANDl 
TIME BASE (70 MHZ, USED WITH 
TO 2031 AND TO 2041) 
MULTIPULSER 10 .5-300 MHZ BURSTS,NlM 
SIGNAL,TTL TRIGGER,NIM OUT,600PSEC RISEl 
CLOCK/TIMER 
CAMAC-CLOCK-GENERATORI7 DECAOES-lOMHZ TO 
lHZ,Su/500 NSEC 0/P PULSES,2.8V/50 OHMSl 
TYPE 
l::J04 
1005 
SR 1604 
2226A 
TO 2031 
TO 2041 
DO 200-1040 
00 200-1 041 
DO 200-1050 
FO 0801 
3155 
3156 
70Sl-l 
7052-1 
7053-1 
9027 
6CG 2017 
C 76451-A5 
FHC 1303A 
1411 
PG 0001 
TPG 0202 
70 19-1 
c 109 
J HQ 10 
RTC 2014 
2PPG 2016 
TB 2032 
C 72454-Al450-Al 
C 7645l-Al4 
C-CG-10 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
BORER 03172 
BORER 03172 
GEC-CLL IOTT 01/71 
LRS-LECRGY 10/70 ( 2) 
SEN 02/72 
SEN 02/72 14 I 
DORNIER /72 
2 172 
DORN I ER /72 
GEC-ELL ICTT 01171 
KINETIC SYSTEMS /71 141 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 172 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 170 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 170 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 1 no 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 2 171 
St::N 11171 14) 
SIEMENS 
BF VERTRIEB 01171 Ill 
BCRER 05172 13) 
GEC-ELLIOTT 01171 
GEC-ElllOTT 01171 
NUCL. ENTE RPRISES 170 
RCT 11171 
SAIP-CRC 01171 
St:N 04171 
SEN 04/71 
SEN 0 11171 
SIEMENS 172 
SIE,..ENS Ol/72 
WeNZEL ELEKTRONIK 11171 
XV 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
LOGIC FUNCTION MODULES 
DUAL GATE (4 INPUTS/GATE,LOGICAL AND/OR, 
NAND/NOR PERFORMED UNDER CONTRCL) 
FAN-OUT 13 INPUTS IN LOGICAL CO~ B INATION 
A.OR.B,A.OR.C,EACH WITH FA N- OVT OF 4) 
SIX-FOLO CONTROLLED GATE IINDIV GATI~G, 
FAN- IN MJD FAN-OUT CONTROlltll BY 3 REGS l 
DELAY AND ATTENUATOR UNITS 
N PRDGRAMMIERBARER ABSCHWAECHERI256 STEPS 
OF OATAWAY-S~T ATTENUATION,MAX +/-lOCOVl 
DUAL ATTE NUATORI50 OHMS,DATAWAY CONTROL-
LEO,RA~GE ODB TO 31DB IN lOB STEPS) 
ATTENUATEUR PROGRAMMABLEIMAN ANO OATAWAY 
CONTROL OF ATTENUATION, O DB TO 60 OBI 
CRATES- NO POWER, NO DATAWAY 
N 
N 
N 
c 
N 
c 
N 
c 
N 
N 
c 
N 
CAMAC CRATE I EMPTY l 
CAMAC CRATE IEMPTY,INCL HARCWARE SUPPLY 
CHASSIS AND VENTILATION PANEL) 
CHASSIS CAMAC 16 UNITES AVEC FENTE 
DE VE NTILATION, 525 MM PROFONCEURl 
1360 MM PROFONOEL R) 
CHASSIS CAMAC POUR TI~OIRS ~ODULAIRESt 
VIDES !EMPTY CRATES) 
CAMA: SYSTEM BIN IWITH MODULAR SUPPLY) 
CRATE, EMPTY 
CAMAC CRATE !EMPTY CRATEI 
CAMAC CRATE !EMPTY CRATEI 
CAMA: CRATE IEMPTYl 
CHASSIS CAMAC NORMALISE 5U 
(EMPTY CRATE 9 36 0 MM DEEP) 
(46 J MM DEEP) 
1525 MM DEEP) 
CHASSIS CAMAC 5U UTILES IF.MPTY CRATE,6U 
TOTAL,360MM OEEP,VENTILATION HARDwARE) 
146 0 MM DEEt>) 
(525 fJM DEEPI 
CHASSIS CAMAC 5U UTILES IFMPTY CRATE, 
TOTAL 6U,360 MM DEEP,WITH ONE FANI 
(460 MM DEEP) 
1525 MM DEEP) 
CHASSIS CAMAC 5U UTILES (EMPTY CRATf,6U 
TOTAL,360fJM DEEP,WITH TwO FANS) 
1460 MM DEt::Pl 
152-5 t-IM DEEP) 
CRATE (5U,EMPTY, 25 STATIONS) 
(SAME BUT WITH 24 STATIONS) 
CRATE (6U,EMPTY,WITH VENTILATIO~ BAFFLEr 
25 STATIONS, HA RWELL TYPF 70 }0 ) 
(SAME BUT WITH 24 STATI ONS! 
CRATE IAU,EMPTY,WITH VENTILATIO N BAFFLE, 
REMJVABLE PANEL, 25 STNS, HA RWELL 7GC 0 l 
!SAME BUT WITH 24 STATIONS! 
CAMAC COMPATIBLE CRATE 
CAMAC CRATE 
VENTILATED CRATE NO POWER NO CATAWAY 
ITWO FANS) 
ISAME WITH 3 FANSI 
CAMAC CRATE 
15U NON-VENTILATED,38 0 ~M CEEPl 
loU VfNTILATE~,NO FAN,3R0 M ~ DEEPJ 
(6U VENTILATED REC~SSED,NO FA~ 9 43 0 fJM 
TYPE 
702 C-1 
7021-1 
6CG 2017 
DO 200-1C51 
9004 
J AT 10 
2.080.000.6 
2.01:16.1JOC.6 
9905-1-05 
99')S-2- 05 
C 76455-A3 
c 
cs 
we 
CM 5C• 25 3 0 
CtJ 50 25 4\.1 
CM 50 25 50 
CM 5125 30 
CM 5125 4C 
CM 5125 '>G 
CM 'J125 31 
CM Sl25 41 
CM 512'5 51 
CM 5125 32 
CM 5125 42 
CM 5125 52 
MCF I 5C AM/ S/ 25 
MCF/5CA1'/S/24 
MCF/6CAtJ/SV/25 
MCF/6CA~>~/SV/ 2 4 
II<CF/6CAM/SVt>../25 
"'CF/6CAM/SVR/24 
NSI 875 Dl:l/wV 
NSI 875 CC l CO 
CCHN 
CCHNA 
5UCAM 
6UCA"' 
6URCAfJ. 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NUCL. E~TcRPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISeS 
StN 
OUR NIER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP-CRC 
KNUERR 
OSL 
POLON . 
RO ASSOCIATES 
SlEtJEI\S 
STND EI\GII\EERING 
TlCHCAL 
TRANSRACK 
TRANSRACK 
TRA NS RACK 
TRANSRACK 
IMHOF-B EOCC 
NUCL, SP ECIALT!tS 
NUCL, SP EC I All ItS 
RD T 
hlLLSHE R + CU ICK 
2 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
2S 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
25 
24 
25 
24 
? 5 
25 
2 ~ 
25 
25 
25 
25 
171 
17 0 
11/71 
172 
/71 
1C/7 C 
10/70 
05/11 
05/71 
08171 
C3/70 
01172 
/71 
10170 
1 one 
1C/7 C 
1 C/70 
06/71 
172 
/71 
112 
/71 
17? 
02/ N 
06 171 
0 l/72 
1 C/71 
I 4 l 
I 2 l 
I 2 l 
( 5) 
I 2 1 
I 2 l 
( 21 
XVI 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N 
N 
N 
CAMAC HEAVY DUTY CRATE 
!WITH DEPTH OPTIONS: 
*=S FOR 38 ·: Jf~M, *=E FOR 525"fJ, 
*=TP FOR 525MM 2-PIECE VERSION) 
5U NJN VENTILATED 
6U VENTILATEDI**=G FOR ADDITIONAL GRILLI 
7U VENTILATED!**=G FOR ADDITIONAL GRILLI 
CRATES- WITH DATAWAY, NO POWER 
N 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
N 
CAMAC-~AHMEN MIT OATENWEG 
VENTILATED CRATE 
VENTILATED CRATE 
CA~AC CRATE VERDRAHTET 
!EMPTY CRATE WITH WIRED OATAWAYI 
UNPDWER~D CRATE WITH F.P.C. DATAWAY 
CRATE 
UNPOWERED CRATE WITH OAT AWAY I l 
UNPOWERF.D CRATE WITH DATAWAY 
AND CONNECTORS 
CRATE IWIR~O CRATE) 
(360 M~l 
I I 
1525 M~l 
CRATES- WITH DATAWAY AND POWER 
c 
N 
N 
c 
c 
c 
c 
N 
.. :· 
CRATE, POWEREO !SEE l902,1912,1S22l 
CRATE MAINFRAME 
!CRATE SYSTE~ INCLUDING THE FOLLOwiNG! 
PDWn PACK, 270 VA 
VOLTAGE REGULATION MODULE 
(+AND- OF 6V/9A,l2V/8A,24V/7AI 
REGULATOR I+OR-6V, 25A, 200W RATING! 
ALARM U"Jl T 
ALAR~ UNIT !ALTERNATIVE TO 19301 
CRATES WITH OATAWAY AND POWER 
CAMAC-MAHMEN MIT OATENWEG UNO 
DREHSTROMNETZGERAET !POWERED CRATE! 
CAMAC-RAHMEN MIT DATENWEG UNO 
220 V 50 HZ NETZGERAET (POWERED CRATEI 
POWERED CRATE 
VENTILATED CRATE !WITH POWER) 
VENTILATED CRATE !WITH POWER) 
POWERED CRATE (+AND-6V/25A,+AND-24V/6Al 
CRATE WITH F.P.C. OATAWAY 
AND POWER RAIL ASSEMBLY 
POWER CRATE 17005-2 CRATE WITH 
9022 POWER SUPPLY) 
CHASSIS ET TIROIRS AVEC ALI~ENTATIO~ 
I POWERED CRATE I 
POWERED CRATE 
CHASSIS ALIMENTATION !POWERED CRATE, 
VENTILATF.0,+6V/25A,-6V/15A,+AN0-24V/3A l 
POWERED CRATEISEE P4 ALJ 131 
POWERED CRATEISEE P6 ALJ 131 
POWERED CRATEISEE P7 ALJ 131 
POWE~ SUPPLY ICAMAC CRATE! 
POWE~ SUPPLY ICAMAC CRATE) 
POWER CRATE 1200W MAX,+6V/25A,-6V/10A, 
+~ND-l2V/3A,+AND-24V/3A,20C V/0.05Al 
POWE~ CRATE !200W MAX,+6V/25A,-6V/1JA, 
+AND-24V/3A,200V/0. 05Al 
POWERED CRATE (7U,VENT,+AN0-6V/26A,+AND-
12V/6.5A,+AND-24V/6.5A,200VI0.1A,20Jwl 
POWE~EO CRATE (SAME BUT WITH l17V ACI 
POWERED CRATE I+AND-6V/25A, +AND-24V/6A, 
OPTIONAL +AN0-12V/3A,+AND-2 JO V/~.1Al 
TYPE 
HD5U CAI'I*l 
H06U CAf-ll*l** 
H07U CAM(*l** 
1250-00 :H 
VC OOlC 
vc 00 20 
2.084.000.6 
9 
7005-2 
CM 5125/33/AW 
CM 5125133/Dw 
CM 5125/53/Alo 
CM 5125/53/DW 
UPC 2029 
wcs 
1902112!22 
1902 
1912 
1922 
1925 
193 0 
19 31 
1250-0006 
125 0-0021 
1250-0022 
MC100 
vc 1010 
vc 1020 
CPU/8 
TYPES 1,2,5,6 
9023 
CCHN-CSAN 
C ALJ 4J 
C4 ALJ 13 0 
C6 ALJ 13 0 
C7 ALJ 13 OW 
CM5125/53/CW/BIP 
CM5125/5~/AW/BIP 
PC 2~0fd R 
PC 2006/C 
C 76455-AZ 
C 764~'5-Al 
PCS 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
WILLSHER + QUICK 
OLJCKF'RT 
Gt:C-ELLIDTT 
GEC-ELLICTT 
KNUERR 
Mlj METALS 
NUCL. E~TE~PRIStS 
SAPHY~C-SRAT 
SEN 
STND ENGINEERI~G 
BORER 
BORER 
DUCKERT 
OUCKERT 
DUCKERT 
EG+G 
GEC-ELL I CTT 
GEC-ELLI CTT 
GRENSON 
MB MEHLS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
POL ON 
ROT 
SA!f'-CRC 
SAPHYfJO-SRAT 
SAPHYMO-SMAT 
SEN 
SIEfJENS 
STND ENGINEERING 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
25 
24 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
172 
172 
172 
172 
04/72 
10/70 
01/72 
170 
171 
170 
170 
12/69 
12/69 
12/69 
/71 
12/69 
12/69 
06/71 
172 
172 
171 
171 
04/72 
09/71 
01172 
171 
08171 
10/71 
11/71 . 
171 
172 
05170 
ll/71 
10/71 
10/71 
(51 
I 5 l 
( 5) 
( 21 
( 5) 
( 21 
I 2 l 
Ill 
( 11 
(ll 
131 
( 5 I 
XVII 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N POWERED CRATE SYSTEM 
POWER SUPPLIES AND SUPPLY CONTROLS 
N 
N 
POWER SUPPLY 
(+A~0-~~/25A,+AN0-24V/5A,20 J Vl 
COMPACT POWER SUPPLY UNIT 20J/3C Ow 
CAMA~ POWER SUPPLY 
{ +6V /2 :•A, -6V/5A, +ANll-24V/5A, ZOCV/ C . uSA l 
SA~E WITH SWITCHED METERING 
POhER SUPPLY (+hV/20A,-6V/SA, 
+ANO-l?.V/2A 9 +AND-24V/3Al 
POwE~ SUPPLY (RACK MUUNTING,+6V/25A, 
-6V/15A,+AN0-24V/5A,200V/0.1Al 
POWER SUPPLY (MACK MOUNTING,+6V/25A, 
-6V/l5A,+AND-24V/5A,+AND-12Vl 
CRATE WITH F.P.C. POWER RAIL ASSEMBLY 
POwER SUPPLY (+6V/20A,-6V/5A, 
+AND-24V/5Ao20 0V/0.05Al 
POWER UNIT (+6V/15A,-6V/3A, 
+AND-24V/2A,20 J V/ 0 .05Al 
POWER SUPPLY {+AN0-6V/25A SHAREC,+AND-
12V/2A,+AN0-24V/6A SHARE0,2~J Vl 
POWE~ SUPPLY (+6V/25A,-6V/5A, 
+AND-l2V/2A,+AND-24V/3A,2CCV/0.1Al 
POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
(+6V/10A,-6V/2A,+AND-24V/1.5Al 
(+6V/5A,-6V/1.5A,+AND-12V/1.5A, 
+AN0-24V/l.5Al 
(+6V/25A,-6V/10A 1 +AN0-12V/3A, 
+AN0-24V/3A 1 +2~0V/O.lA,MAX 200Wl 
SUPPLY (+AN0-6V/26A,+AND-12V/6.5A,+AND-
24V/6.5A,200V/ 0 .1A,117V AC, ZOCW MAXI 
SUPPLY (SAME BUT WITHOUT ll7V ACl 
POWER SUPPLY AND BLOWER UNIT 
CAMAC POWER SUPPLY{+AN0-6V/25A ~AX 15 0W, 
+AND-24V/6A MAX l50Wol2V AND z: OV CPT) 
POwER SUPPLY FLEXIBLE 
SYSTEM COMPRISING 
BASIC CRATE!FOR SUPPLY MOOULES,INCLUDES 
REFERtNCE,CONTRCL AND 20CV/ 0 .1Al 
SUPPLY MOQULE (+6V/6Al 
(-6V/6Al 
(+12V/3Al 
I-12V/3Al 
(+24V/3Al 
(-24V/1Al 
POWER UNIT!FOR SUPPLY MODULES! 
CAMAC SYSTEM POWER SUPPLY MODULE 
(+AND-12V/72W, OR +12V/6A OR +24V/3A} 
(6V/10Al 
(6V/5A AND 24V/1A} 
16V/5A, +12V/0.4A, -12V/0.4Al 
!12V/4A) 
(24V/2A} 
POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 
(MODULE OPTIONS AS 
POWER SUPPLY MODULE 
!CRATE I 
FOLLOWS! 
6 V 10 A 
6 V 1:, A 
6 V 20 A 
6 V 40 A 
12 V 1 A 
12 V 10 A 
12 V 15 A 
12 V 25 A 
24 V 3.'5A 
24 V 6 A 
24 V 9 A 
24 V 15 A 
TYPE 
1410-PPC 
PS 00 02 
PS 000 3 
CPU/2 
CPU/2M 
CflL/5 
CPU/6 
CPU/7 
TYPES 3 ' 1t' 7' 8 
9001 
'l022 
1031 
c 303 
P4 ALJ 13 
P6 ALJ 13 
P7 ALJ 13 
c 7645'i-A4 
c 76455-A5 
1410 
141 0 
CPU/1 
CFC 
CFP/6 
CFI'/6 
CFP/12 
CFM/12 
CFP/24 
CFr-t/241 
c 3(1 1 
c 210 
c 211 
c 213 
c 25 ·) 
c 2'J1 
C4 BIP 203 
B!P B6 10 
BIP C6 15 
BlP 06 20 
B!P E6 40 
BIP Bl2 7 
BIP C12 10 
AlP 012 15 
BIP El2 25 
f31P B24 35 
BIP C24 A 
BIP 024 9 
BlP £24 15 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
TECHCAL 
GEC-ELL ICTT 
GEC-ELL !OTT 
GRENSCt\ 
GREf\SCt\ 
GRENSON 
GRENSCN 
Mtl METALS 
NUCL. ENTERPRI StS 
NUCL. ENTERPR l St::S 
B.L.PACKER 
ROT 
SAPHYI-'C-SRAT 
SIHE~S 
STND ENGI~tF.RING 
TECHC AL 
GRENSCN 
RO ASSCCIATES 
SAPHYI'C-SRAT 
?5 171 
01171 
10/71 
04171 
04/71 
04/11 
07171 
07/71 
01/72 
171 
171 
02/71 
06171 
/71 
01/72 
01/72 
/71 
0 7/71 
06171 
03/70 
·J 3/70 
03170 
03/70 
06/H 
06/71 
172 
( 2) 
( 5} 
XV I'll 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N 
N 
N 
SUPPLY CHASSIS 2KW 
(RAW SUPPLY FOR REGULATOR ~OOULESI 
FAN UNIT 
WIRED RACK 42 U 
POWER SUPPLY MODULE 6 V 5 AIREGULATORI 
6 V 10 A 
6 V 25 A 
12 V 2 A 
12 V 5 A 
24 V 3 A 
24 V 5 A 
VOLTAGE MONITOR PANEL 
MAINS SWITCH ASSEMBLY 
POWER SUPPLY MON ~TOR PANEL !WITH MAINS 
SWITCH, TEST POINTS AND LED INDICATION! 
SUPPLY CONTROL INDICATOR 
TIROIR MODULAIRE DE COMMANDE 
!SUPPLY CONTROL MODULE) 
POWER SUPPLY CRATE !STANDARD! 
POWER SUPPLY CRATE IWtREDl 
NETZTEILCHASSIS !EMPTY SUPPLY CHASSIS) 
POWER UNIT CKATE 
POWER SUPPLY CRATEIFOR SEPARATE SUPPLY) 
VENTILATION EQUIPMENT 
N COOLING DRAWER (2 FANS,FITS 6U CRATE! 
N COOLING DRAWER !WITH SWITCH,FUSE,TEST 
SOCKETS,LEDS AND FANS, FOR PS 0003) 
N VENTILATION UNIT 
N 
N 
N 
LUFTERciNHEIT !VENTILATION UNIT,COMPLETE 
WITH 3 FANS AND FILTER! 
(VENTILATION UNIT,NO FAN,NO FILTER! 
FAN UNIT (FOR ALB/10 SUPPLY SYSTE~l 
CRATE BLOWER UNIT 
VENTILATION UNIT 
lU VENTILATION GRILL 
2U VENTILATION GRILL 
EXTENDERS AND ADAPTERS 
c 
N 
N 
EX TEN Sl ON FRAME 
EXTENDER MODULE 
EXTENDER MODULE 
EXTENDER CARD 
EXTENSION UNIT 
EXTENDER 
MODULE EXTENDER 
EXTENDER IXX=LENGTH OF CABLE 
IN CM AEYOND RACK) 
PROLONGATEUR POUR TIROIRS CAMAC 
! EXT ENDER l 
NIM ADAPTOR 
CAMAC NIM ADAPTOR 
NIM-CAMAC ADAPTOR 
MODULE PARTS 
BLANK MODULE KIT !SINGLE WIDTH) 
I DOUB.LE WIDTH I 
!TRIPLE WlCTHI 
!QUADRUPLE WIDTH) 
TYPE 
ALB/10 
VALB/10 
BC 42 
BPR 605 
BPR MO 
APR 625 
BPR 122 
BPR 125 
BPR 243 
BPR 245 
MP 
MS 
PS/MP 
TCM 525 
MCF/4/PPC 
MCF/PPC/WV 
2.082.000.6 
0700 
CSAN 
CDR 
COR 2 
CAM/FV 
2.081.000.6 
2.oas.ooo.t 
VALB/10 
lUVCAM 
1 UG 
2 UG 
EF 1-1 
EX 
11 
1000 
7007-1 
CEX 
ME 2030 
CAME X/XX 
7009-2 
CNA 2033 
CAN 
BM l 
BM 2 
BM 3 
13M 4 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
SAPHYMO-SRJIT 
GEC-ELL IDTT 
GEC-ELL ICTT 
GEC-HL IOTT 
B.L.PACKER 
TRANSRACK 
l~HOF-BEOCC 
KNUERR 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
GEC-ELL IOTT 
GEC-ELLICTT 
lMHOF-BEDCO 
KNUERR 
SAPHY~O-SRAT 
STND ENGINE ERING 
WlLLSHER + QUICK 
WILLS~ER + QUICK 
GcC-EL L ICTT 
JCERGER 
JORWAY 
KlNF.T IC SYSTE~S 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
RO T 
SEN 
TEKDATA 
TRANS RACK 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
ROT 
GtC-ELLlOTT 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
l 
2 
3 
4 
/72 
01/71 
01/71 
04/72 
07171 
10170 
/71 
/71 
10/70 
01/71 
06171 
04/72 
04/72 
01/73 
10/70 
172 
10/71 
172 
/72 
10171 
06172 
01/71 
171 
/70 
172 
03/70 
05172 
10/70 
170 
03/71 
06171 
01/71 
(2) 
(51 
( 31 
( 4) 
( 5) 
XIX 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING KIT !EMPTY MODULE) 
DOUBLE CARD MOUNTING KIT 
TRIPLE CARD MOUNTING KIT 
QUADRUPLE CARD MOUNTING KIT 
DOUBLE ENCLOSED BIN KIT (EMPTY MODULE) 
TRIPLE ENCLOSED BIN KIT 
QUADRUPLE ENCLOSED BIN KIT 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING KIT (EMPTY MODULE, 
SHORT SCREEN PLATE) 
(SAME WITH LONG SCREEN PLATE) 
DOUBLE CARD MOUNTING KIT (EMPTY MODULE, 
SHORT SCREEN PLATEI 
!SAME WITH LONG SCREEN PLATE) 
TREBLE CARD MOUNTING KIT !EMPTY MOD~LE, 
SHORT SCREEN PLATE) 
!SAME WITH LONG SCREEN PLATEI 
QUADRUPLE CARD MOUNTING KIT (EMPTY 
MODULE WITH SHORT SCREEN PLATEI 
!SAME WITH LONG SCREEN PLATEl 
KLUGE CARD IFOR CREATING YOUR OwN CAMAC 
MODULES I 
CAMAC-KASSETTE (EMPTY MODULE,WlDTH 1/25) 
(WIDTH 2/25) 
(WIDTH 3/251 
(WIDTH 4/2'5) 
(WIDTH 5/25) 
(WIDTH 6/25) 
MODULE KIT (EMPTY MODULEt1 UNIT WIDTH) 
(EMPTY MODULE,2 UNIT WIDTH) 
CAMAC COMPATIBLE MODULE 
(EMPTY MODULE,l UNIT WIDTH) 
I 2' UNIT WIDTH) 
13 UNIT WIDTH) 
N CAMAC ~ODULE IEMPTY MODULE HARDWARE, 
APACERS ESTABLISH MODULE WIDTH) 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
c 
TIROIR MODULAIRE (W:1/25) 
IW=2/25l 
IW=3/251 
(W=4/251 
( W=5/25 I 
1**=06 1 08,10 AND 12 FOR CORRESP WIDTH) 
EMPTY MODULE 1 UNIT 
?. UNITS 
3 UNITS 
4 UNITS 
MODULE HARDWARE (EMPTY MODULE, w=l/251 
(W:2/251 
(W=3/251 
(WIDTHS UP TO 8/251 
BLANK MODULE WITH 60 WIRE-WRAP SOCKETS 
BLANK MODULE WITH 56 WIRE-WRAP SOCKETS 
AND COMPLETE DECODING OF A AND F LINES 
TIROIR MOOULAIRE (EMPTY MODULE,W=1/251 
!W=2/25l 
IW=3/25l 
1 w=4/25l 
(W=5/25l 
1**=06,08 1 10 AND 12 FOR CORRESP WIDTH) 
CAMAC MODULE IEMPTY,1/25 CARD MODULE) 
(2/25) 
( 3/2 5) 
(4/25) 
CAMAC MODULE IEMPTY,1/25 CARD MODULE) 
(2/25) 
(3/25) 
(4/25) 
CAMAC MODULEIEMPTY 1 1/25 SCREENED MODULE) (2/25) 
13/25, 
(4/25) 
CAMAC MODULEIEMPTY,Z/25 SCREENED MODULE) 
(3/25) 
(4/25) 
BLANK MODULEICOMPLETE WITH PRINTED BOARO 
FO~ 69 INTEGRATED ClRCUITS,1 ~ WIOTHI 
ISAME,2U WIDTHI 
CAMAC HARDWARE 
TIROIR MODULAIRE POUR COMMANDE 
CAMAC-UNIVERSALKARTE (PRINTED CARD MODU-
LE WI~H 28 14-PIN + 28 16-PIN SOCKETS! 
TYPE 
BCI</5CA,../CMl 
BCK/5CAM/CM2 
BCK/5CAM/CM3 
BCK/5CA,../CM4 
BCK/5CAM/BM2 
8CK/5CAM/BM3 
BCK/5CAr-l/B..,4 
CAM/M1/A 
CAM/Ml/B 
CAM/M2/A 
CAM/M2/B 
CAM/M3/A 
CA,../M3/B 
CAM/M4/A 
CM/M4/B 
200 0 
2.090.001.8 
2.090.002.8 
2.090.003.8 
2.090.004.8 
2.090.005.8 
2.090.1)06.1l 
9005-1 
9005-2 
NSI 875 OM 
NSI 875 CM-100 
9905-l-L 
9905-2-L 
9905-3-L 
9905-4-L 
9.905-5-L 
9905-U-L 
CCA 1 
CCA 2 
CCA 3 
CCA 4 
WW-001 
WW-002 
TM 50125 
TM 50225 
TM 50325 
TM 50425 
TM 50 525 
TM 5**25 
CAMCAS 1 
CAMCAS 2 
CAMCAS 3 
CAt-ICAS 4 
CAMCAS 1-G 
CAMCAS 2-G 
CAMCAS 3-G 
CAMCAS 4-G 
CAMMOD 1-G 
CAMMOO 2-G 
CAt-IMOO 3-G 
CAMMOD 4-G 
CA/>IMOO 2 
CAMMOO 3 
CAMMOD 4 
BM 2020/lU 
BM 2020/2U 
CH-COl 
9905-TC-1 
DO 200-2900 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
IMHCF-BEDCC 
IMHOF-BEDCC 
IMHOF-BEDCC 
KNUERR 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NuCL. SPECIALTIES 
NUCL. SPECIALTltS 
OSL 
ROT 
STND ENGINEERING 
TECHCAL 
TRANSRACK 
WILLSMER + QUICK 
WILLSHER + CUICI< 
W1LLShER + CUIC~ 
WllLSHER + QUICK 
SEN 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
OSL 
OORNIER 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
4 
2 
06/71 
06/71 
06/71 
06/71 
09/72 
09/72 
01/73 
01/73 
0 l/73 
0 l/73 
01173 
01/73 
/71 
10/70 
/71 
111 
02170 
05171 
05/11 
05/71 
05111 
05/71 
05171 
10170 
/72 
172 
10170 
10/71 
10/71 
/72 
172 
172 
172 
/72 
172 
172 
172 
1CI7l 
170 
170 
/71 
05/71 
11/71 
( 4) 
( 2) 
( 5) 
(2) 
( 2) 
( 21 
( 2) 
( 2) 
(2) 
( 2) 
( 4) 
XX 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N 
N 
c 
c 
N 
N 
PC BOARD (MX B1 HAS 68 SITES, 
~X B2 HAS 80 SITESl 
(MX 83 HAS 68 SITES,MX 84 HAS 80 SITES, 
MX B3/MX B4 INCLUDE 5V CIRCUIT) 
GENERAL PURPOSE IC PATCHBOARD (MAX 33 
14/16-PIN AND 5 24-PIN DIP,WIRE WRAP) 
PRINTED CIRCUIT TEST BOARD 
EXPERIMENTIERPLATTE 
!PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD) 
TIROIR MODULAIRE A CARTES BASCULANTES 
(EMPTY MODULE WITH HINGED CARDS, W22/251 
(SAME, W=3/251 
MODULE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOAROS(TAKE 24,16 
OR 14 PINt ON THE WHOLE 1092 PINS) 
(SAME, WITH MINI-WRAP TO OV AND +6V) 
EXPERIMENT PLATE 
CONTROLEUR SORTIE OATAWAY 
IDATAWAY TEST MODULE) 
CARTE CIRCUIT IMPRIME CAMAC 
(PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD FOR CAMAC MODULE! 
CAMAC PRINTED CARD 
DATAWAY COMPONENTS 
r: 
N 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR, EDGE TYPE II 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR,FLOWSOLOER TERMINATION 
(ADD MOUNTING BRACKETS R5000149000000001 
MINI WRAP TERMINATION 
SOLDER SLOT TERMINATION 
CONNECTEUR,FUTS DROITS 
IDATAWAY CONNECTOR,STRAIGHT PINS) 
FUTS WRAPPING (WIRE WRAP PINS) 
FUTS A SOUDER (SOLDER PINS) 
CAMAC-LEISTEIDATAWAY CONNECTOR,MINIWRAPl 
!SOLDER PINS) 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR,MINI-WRAP 
BOARD SOLDER 
WIRE-SOLDER 
DATAWAY MALE CONNECTOR (MATING THE CRATE 
MOUNTED 86-WAY CONNECTOR SOCK~TI 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR IMINIWRAPI 
CONNECTEUR 254 DOUBLE FACE 
(DATAWAY CONNECTOR,WIRE WRAP) 
!MOTHERBOARD SOLDER) 
(WIRE SOLDER) 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR 1**=15 FOR MINIWRAP, 
ALSO SOLDER LUG AND FLOW SOLDER TYPES! 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR 1*=2 FLOW SOLDER,*=3 
SOlDER LUGS,*=4 MINIWRAP,AU PLATING ! 
(FLOW SOLOER,NI + AU PLATING) 
(13 M2NIWRAP CONTACTS,OTHER ARE FLO~ 
SOLDER,NI + AU PLATING! 
1*=7 MINIWRAP,*=B SOLDER LUGS, 
NI + AU PLAT I NGI 
N MOUNTING BRACKETS FOR ABOVE 
c 
DATAWAY SOCKET (MOTHERBOARD COMPLETE 
WITH 25 CONNECTORS) 
OATA~AY ASSEMBLY (FILM WIRE PACKAGING) 
OATAWAY MINI WRAPPING 
IMOfHERBOARO WITH 25 DATAWAY CONNECTORS! 
CAMAC MULTILAYER (DATAWAY MOTHERBOARD) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY COMPONENTS 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CONNECTOR 
(FIXED MEMBER,SOCKET MOULDING) 
!FREE MEMBER,PIN MOULDING, 
PXX YYY SELECTS JACKSCREW) 
HOOD !FOR FREE MEMBER) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE !132-WAYl 
TYPE 
MX Blfp.I.X 82 
MX 63/MX B4 
CAp.I.AC CG 164 
10 
4.000.002.0 
9905-TCB2 
9905-TCB3 
CBP 
CBP 2 
C 72468-A453-A1 
163633 
R500014800000000 
R500016800000000 
K/47995 
K/48326 
K/49016 
4.000.000.0 
4.000.001.0 
2422 061 64334 
2422 061 64354 
2422 061 64314 
2422 060 14314 
EAA 043 0301 
254 OF 43 AWl/ 
254 OF 43 AYV 
254 OF 43 AZ\1 
86068621**000 
C 288* CSP 221 
C 2885 CSP 221 
C 2886 CSP 221 
C 288* CSP 221 
c 8523 
CIM 
JIOW 
CM-8-69 
WSS0132SOOBNCOO 
WSS0132PXXBNYYY 
WAC 0132 H005 
L I Y-Y72X2X0.088 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
GEC-ELLICTT NA 
GSPK NA 
JORWAY NA 
KNUERR NA 
OSL 2 
3 
ROT NA 
ROT NA 
SIEMEI\S 0 
TRANS RACK 
TRANS RACK NA 
KNUERR 
AMP-HOLLANC 
CARR FASTENER 
FRB CONNECTRON 
KNUERR 
PH Ill PS 
PHILIPS 
SABCA 
SOCAPEX 
SUURIAU 
UECL 
ROT 
MB METALS 
SAPHYMO-SRAT 
TECH AND TEL 
EMIHUS-SAECA 
LEO NISCHE 
10171 
10171 
12/70 
01/71 
10/70 
/71 
/71 
01172 
01172 
10170 
10/70 
170 
10/70 
10170 
10/70 
01/70 
10/70 
09/71 
06171 
01/70 
01/70 
01/70 
11/71 
11/71 
170 
C7/71 
11171 
08/71 
10/70 . 
')4/72 
12) 
( 5) 
(51 
151 
(51 
( 5) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
XXI 
NC DESIGNATION + SHORT DATA 
N BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ASSEMBLY ICO~PLETE 
WITH CONNECTORS, LENGTH 27 CMI 
N !SAME, XXX=LENGTH IN CM, 040,100 ETC! 
N BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
!COMPLETE PTFE CABLE ASSEMBLY,27CM LONG) 
11 METER LONGI 
12 METERS LONG) 
N BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
!WITH CONNECTORS, 27 CM LONGI 
N !SAME, 67 CM LONGI 
N l SAME, 107 CM LONG l 
N l SAME, 207 CM LONG I 
N EXTENDED BRANCH CABLE ONLY liN METRES) 
c 
BRANCH CABLE WITH CONNECTOR 
(1.5 FT LONG) 
CABLE FOR BRANCH HIGHWAY !PVC JACKET) 
!BRAIDED RILSAN JACKETI 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ONLY 
!PLAIN PVC JACKETI 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ASSEMBLY 
(WITH CONNECTORS,27 CM LONGI 
lXX CM LDNG,PVC JACKET) 
CABLE POUR BRANCH HIGHWAY 
(66 PAIRES TORSADEES,66 TWISTED PAIRS) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLESICOMPLETE kiTH 
CONNECTOR,XXX = LENGTH IN METERS) 
CABLE EXTENSION MODULE 
(JOINS TWO BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLESl 
OTHER STANDARD CAMAC COMPONENTS 
COAXIAL CONNECTOR 
52-WAY OOUBLE DENSITY CONNECTOR !FIXED 
MEMBER WIT~ PINS.LAM GRADER CONN~CTORI 
N LAM GRADER CABLE l20CM, WITH CONNECTORS) 
N l40CM, WITH COI'\NECTORSI 
Note 
TYPE 
BHC 27 
BHC XXX 
BH001 
CD 18067-27 
CD 18067/107 
CD 18067/207 
BHC 021 
BHC 067 
BHC 107 
BHC 201 
EBC xxxx 
132 PE 189 
132 PE 210 
66 POL PB 
cc 66 POL PB-27 
cc 66 POL PB-X X 
Cl 90 
2000/S/0132/XXX 
co 18106 
RA 00 C50 
2 DB 52 P 
LGC 20 
LGC 40 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
BENNEY 
fG+G 
EMIHUS 
GEC-ELL IOTT 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
JCRWAY 
PREC ICABLE BOUR 
SABCA 
SABCA 
SAIP-CRC 
TEKOATA 
EMIHUS 
LEI'IO 
CANNON 
GEC-ELLIOTl 
05/72 
05172 
171 
10170 
11/71 
11 I 71 
04172 
04/72 
04/72 
04172 
04172 
03171 
10171 
06/71 
06171 
11171 
08171 
172 
01170 
10170 
04/72 
04/72 
(4) 
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Manufacturers requiring their new products to appear in the PRODUCT GUIDE Section 
or intending to complete or correct information presented already should submit data on 
each item separately and, preferably, in the format used in this issue. 
INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS 
AEG-Telefunken 
Elisabethenstrasse 3, Postfach 830 
D-7900 Ulm, Germany 
C AMP-Holland N.V. 
Papierstraat 2-4, Postbus 288 
'S- Hertogenbosch, Netherlands 
N Benney-Geartech Ltd. 
Industrial Estate, 
Chandler's Ford, Eastleigh, 
Hampshire S05 3DQ, England 
Berthold/Frieseke- See BF Vertrieb 
BF Vertrieb GmbH 
Bergwaldstrasse 30, Postfach 76 
D-7500 Karlsruhe 41, Germany 
B. L. Packer Co. Inc. 
5-05 Burns Avenue, 
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801, USA 
C Borer Electronics AG 
Postfach 4500 
CH-4500 Solothurn 2, Switzerland 
Cannon Electric, Ltd. 
Lister road, Winchester road 
Basingstoke, Hampshire, England 
Carr Fastener Co. Ltd. 
Station House, Darkes Lane 
Potters Bar, Herts, England 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) 
146 Main Street 
Maynard, Mass. 01754, USA 
Dornier AG 
Vertrieb Elektronik, Abt. VC 20 
Postfach 317 
D-799 Friedrichshafen, Germany 
Duckert- See Juergen Duckert 
EG+G Inc. 
Nuclear Instrumentation Division 
500 Midland Road 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830, USA 
Eisenmann Elektronische Gerate 
Blumenstrasse 11 
D-7500 Karlsruhe, Germany 
EKCO- See Nuclear Enterprises 
Elliott- See G EC- Elliott 
Emihus Microcomponents Ltd. 
Clive House 
12-18 Queens Road 
Waybridge, Surrey, England 
Emihus-SABCA 
See respectively Emihus and SABCA 
FRB Connectron 
30, Avenue Gabriel Peri 
F-92 Gennevilliers, France 
Frieseke- See B F Vertrieb 
C GEC-EIIiott Process Automation ltd. 
New Parks 
Leicester LE3 1 UF, England 
Grenson Electronics Ltd. 
Long March Industrial Estate 
High March Road 
Daventry, Northants NN11 4HQ, 
England 
GSPK (Electronics) ltd. 
Hookstone Park 
Harrogate, Yorks HG2 7BU, England 
Hans Knuerr KG 
Ampfingstrasse 27 
D-8000 Muenchen 8, Germany 
Hewlett-Packard (Schweiz) AG 
7, Rue du Bois-du-Lan 
CH-1217 Meyrin-Geneve, Switzer!. 
lmhof-Bedco Ltd. 
Ashley Works 
Cowley Mills Road 
Uxbridge, Middlessex, England 
N I nformatek 
Z.l. de Bures/Yvette, B.P. 12, 
F-91-0rsay, France 
I nterdata Ltd. 
Station House, Harrow Road 
Wembley, Middlessex, England 
lntertechnique 
F-78 Plaisir, France 
J and P Engineering (Reading) ltd. 
Portman House 
Cardiff Road 
Reading, Berkshire R61-8JF, England 
N Joerger Enterprises 
32 New York Avenue 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA 
Jorway Corporation 
27 Bond Street 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA 
Juergen Duckert Projekttechnik 
Adam- Berg Strasse 5 
D-8000 Muenchen 83, Germany 
C Kinetic Systems Corporation 
921 Putnam Drive, 
Lockport, Ill. 60441, USA 
Knuerr- See Hans Knuerr 
N laben (Division of Montedel) 
Via Edoardo Bassini, 15, 
1-20133 Milano, Italy 
Le Croy Research Systems Corp. 
126 North Route 303 
West Nyack, N.Y. 10994, USA 
lema SA 
CH-111 0 Morges, Switzerland 
leonische Drahtwerke AG 
Abholfach 
D-8500 Nurnberg 2, Germany 
LS R -le Croy - See Le Croy 
MB Metals Ltd. 
Victoria Road 
Portslade, Sussex BN4 1 YH, England 
Micro Consultants Ltd. 
Interface House 
Croydon Road 
Caterham, Surrey, England 
N Nano Systems 
837, North Cuyler Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 60 302, USA 
C Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
Bath Road · 
Beenham, Reading RG7 5PR, England 
C Nuclear Specialties Inc. 
6341 Scarlett Court, 
Dublin, California 94 566, USA 
OSL- See Societe Outillage 
Packard Instrument Company, Inc. 
Subsidiary of AMBAC Industries, Inc. 
2200 Warrenville Rd. 
Downers Grove, Ill. 60 515, USA 
Packer- See B. L. Packer 
Philips Ned. N.V. 
Dept. Elonco, Building VB 11 
Eindhoven, Netherlands 
Polan- See Zjednoczone 
C Precicable Bour 
151, Rue Michei-Carre 
F-95 1 01 Argenteuil, France 
RDT lng. Rosselli Del Turco 
Rossello S.L.R. 
Via di Tor Cervara 261 
Casella Postale 7207 
Roma Nomentano, 
1-00155 Rome, Italy 
C RO Associates Inc. 
3705 Haven Avenue, P.O. Box 2163 
Menlo Park, Calif. 94 025, USA 
SABCA (S.A. Beige de Construction 
Aeronautique) 
Chaussee de Haecht, 1470 
B-1130 Bruxelles, Belgium 
SAIP-CRC- See Schlumberger 
SAPHYMO-SRAT 
51, Rue de I'Amiral Mouchez 
F-75 Paris 13e, France 
Schlumberger Instruments 
et Systemes 
Centre d'lnstrumentation Nucleaire 
38, Rue Gabriel Crie 
F-92 Malakoff, France 
C SEN Electronique 
31, Avenue Ernest Pictet, C.P. 57 
CH-1211 Geneve 13, Switzerland 
Siemens AG 
Bereich Mess- und Prozesstechnik 
Postfach 21 1080 
D-7500 Karlsruhe 21, Germany 
SOCAPEX (Thomson-CSF) 
9, Rue Edouard Nieuport 
F-92 Suresnes, France 
Societe Outillage Scientifique et 
de Laboratoire (OSL) 
4, Avenue du Chateau 
F-06 La Trinite, France 
C Souriau et C1e 
13, Rue Gallieni, B. P. 410 
F-92 Boulogne-Billancourt, 
Hauts-de-Seine, France 
N Standard Engineering Corporation 
44255-1 Fremont Blvd, 
Fremont, California 94 538, USA 
Tech and Tel- See Technograph 
C Techcal Electronic Services ltd. 
2346 Spruce Street 
Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada 
Technograph and Telegraph Ltd. 
Fleet 
Aldershot, Hampshire, England 
Tekdata Ltd. 
Pentagon House 
Bucknall New Road, Hanley 
Stoke on Trent, Staffs. ST1 2BA, 
England 
Telefunken- See AEG-Telefunken 
N TMA Electronics 
9611 Acoma S.E. 
Albuquerque, N. Mexico 87 544, 
USA 
Transrack 
22, Avenue Rasp&il, B.P. 12 
F-94 Saint- Maur, France 
Ultra Electronics (Components) Ltd. 
Fassetts Road 
Loudwater, Bucks., England 
N Wallac Instruments Ltd. 
Crown House, Theale, 
Reading, England 
Wenzel Elektronik 
Lamontstrasse 32 
D-8000 Muenchen 80, Germany 
Willsher and Quick Ltd. 
Walrow 
Highbridge, Somerset, England 
Zjednoczone Zaklady Urzadzen 
Jadrowych Polan, Bjuro Zbytu · 
Warszawa, Poland 
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The entries in this bibliography are extrated from KFK 
Report 1471, September, 1971 'CAMAC Bibliographie' and 
from a supplement List dated March 1972 with the kind per-
mission of the author (I. Tradowsky-Thai). Dr. K. Tradowsky 
of Kernforschungszentrum, Karlruhe will be pleased to 
receive copies of any new CAMAC literature for inclusion in 
future editions of the CAMAC bibliography. 
* Recent publications in CAMAC Bulletin issues appear 
on the rear front cover of this issue. 
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